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‘AVE MARIA’ PROCESSION: Novices and students at
Catholic girls’ colleges in Rome join with nuns in
honoring the Blessed Virgin in this typical procession
scene against the background of the Eternal City’s
historic Spanish Steps. Procession takes place several
times a year.
Question Bishops
On Council Topics
VATICAN CITY Bishops, Abbots and religious
fuperiors throughout the world who will take part in the
forthcoming ecumenical council have been asked for their
Ideas on the topics that should be discussed.
More than 2,700 circular letters have been sent from
the Vatican recently. It was re-
vealed here. They were mailed
by Cardinal Tardini, Vatican Sec-
retary of State, who heads the
commission preparing for the
council.
TWO OTHER letters pertaining
to the agenda for the council
have been sent out. One was ad-
dressed to the theological facul-
ties of Catholic universities ask-
ing exports to prepare brief, doc-
umented studies on theological,
moral, liturgical, ascetical and
pastoral questions that might be
of interest to the council.
The third letter was seat to
the governing congregatlns of
the Holy See asking them to
set up study commissions to
draw up material they think
worthy of the conncil’s consid-
eration.
Some replies have already
been received from Bishops, al-
though they have until Sept. 1
to answer. The first reply came
from Bishop Carlo Baldini,
0.M.D., of Chiusi and Pienxa.
Some 39 other Bishops from Aus-
tralia, India, Norway, the Bel-
gian Congo and Canada have
also responded.
As they are received, the re-
plies are being photostated with
tha copies being cut up section
by section and filed under the
various subjects suggested.
ALTHOUGH IT has not been
officially announced, it is almost
certain that the council will be
called the Second Vatican Coun
ell. This means it will not be
considered a part of the original
Vatican Council, disrupted but
never formally closed in U7O
when the Papal States were seis-
ed by Italy.
No date has been set for con-
vening the council, but it is be
lieved the meeting will not be
held until 1961 or possibly even
1962. Preparations for such a
council arc long and complex and
at present only five priests arc
at work on the preliminary plans.
Uncover New
Catacombs
ROME A series of per-
fectly preserved catacombs
has been uncovered near the
Basilica of St. Paul-Outside-
the-Walls. The discovery was
made earlier this year by work-
ers laying foundations for a new
bousing development.
Experts report that the newly-
discovered tombs are really part
of the catacombs o( Commodilla,
where two priest-martyrs. SS
Felix and Adauctus, brothers, arc
believed to have been buried af-
ter their execution In 303.
ANNOUNCEMENT of the dis-
covery was withheld pending an
investigation by the experts. One
of those who Inspected the cata-
comb was Dr. Alessandro Carlct-
ti, of the Pontifical Commission
of Sacred Archeology, who de-
scribed it as in “a perfect state
of preservation.”
The catacomb tombs are still
closed and were not despoiled
as others were centuries ago
by invaders looking for gold
and Jewels. Inscriptions snd
even lamps have been found in
place. A small room covered
with frescoes depleting scenes
from the Old and New Testa-
ments is in a good state of pres-
ervation.
The area around St. Paul's con-
tains numerous burial grounds,
many of which are still undis
covered. The catacombs were
abandoned as burial places dur-
ing the Dark Ages when Chris-
tians removed the bodies of the
saints to protect them from the
barbarian invasions.
Cardinal Lercaro
To Visit U.S.
NEW YORK (NC)
- Cardinal
Lercaro of Bologna. Italy, is sche-
duled to arrive here Aug. 17 for
a 16-day stay in the U.S.
The Cardinal will be the prin-
cipal speaker at the 20th North
American Liturgical Week at
Notre Dame Aug. 23-26.
He will also be a guest at the
convention of the Catholic Art
Association at Convent Station
next week.
Rev. Kenneth Naudin
Dies While Swimming
UNION ClTY—Swimming at a beach in Staten Island
Rev. Kenneth Naudin, C.P., of St. Michael's Monastery
here, died from drowning, apparently after a heart attack
on Aug. 9.
A Requiem Mass for the repose of his soul was to be
offered at St. Michael's on Aug.
J3 by Very Rev. Canisius Haz-
lctt, C.P., Provincial, assisted by
Very Rev. John Chrysostom
Ryan, C.P., rector of St. Mich-
ael's Monastery. Burial was to be
In the monastery cemetery.
FATHER KENNETH was a na-
tive of Union City and attended
St. Michael's High School. After
studies in Passionist monasteries
in Baltimore and Dunkirk, N. Y.,
be was professed a Passionist on
Aug. 15, 1922. Following further
Studies he was ordained on May
25, 1929, in St. Patrick's Pro-Ca-
thedral, Newark, by the late
Archbishop Walsh.
After ordination, Father Ken-
neth taught classics at Holy
Cross Seminary, Dunkirk. Most
of his priestly life, however, was
devoted to preaching retreats
snd novenas in the areas in
which he served subsequently.
These Included Pittsburgh, West
Springfield, Mass., Jamaica, L.1.,
And Union City.
He had been stationed in Un-
ion City since 1953. One year aft-
er he came here, he celebrated
the silver anniversary of hia or-
dinaUon.
Surviving are Us mother, Mrs.
Georgiana Naudin, and a sister,
Mrs. Charles McCarthy eg Union
City.
Father Naudin
Khrushchev
Visit Opposed
• BOSTON Whoever
thinks Nikita Krushchev
will be influenced by what
he sees in the U. S. during
his forthcoming visit has no
conception of the “passionate,
hate-filled contempt’’ the Rus-
sian dictator holds for America,
Cardinal Cushing said here.
The Cardinal was explaining
his previously announced opposi-
tion to the invitation given to the
Russian leader. Catholic news-
papers throughout the country
generally expressed the same
opinion. None demanded cancel-
lation of the visit but virtually all
could see no lasting benefits de-
riving from it
OF KHRUSHCHEV, Cardinal
Cushing laid: “We cannot
change him. Day and night, in
thought and in deed, he ia work-
ing with cunning determination
together with his aisociatei (or
the world-wide victory of com-
muniam. Every problem or situa-
tion Berlin, Geneva, friend-
ly viaita, cultural exchanges
ia uaed to further one primary
purpose: world revolution.”
In Washington, the invitation
to Khrushchev was called “a cyn-
ical sequel to the first observance
of Captive Nations Week” by Dr.
Lev E. Dobriansky, chairman of
the Ukrainian Congress Commit-
tee. In a letter to President
Eisenhower, he said the invita-
tion "constitutes another cold
war defeat for the U.S.”
Cardinal Cushing announced
that a nine-day novena to Our
Lady of Fatima would begin in
his archdiocese Sept. 15, the day
of Khrushchev's arrival. The no-
vena, he said, will be offered on
behalf of the Soviet Union, cap-
tive nations, refugees, prisoners
and for peace in the world.
Also commenting on the visit
were Archbishop William O. Bra-
dy of St. Paul and Cardinal Spell-
man.
Archbishop Brady said the
visit “will soothe Mr. K's wounds
and tighten the chains on the
captives he has aa well as those
he plans to secure.” Cardinal
Spellman, speaking in Toronto,
expressed the hope the Red dic-
tator would find an opportunity
to study the Ten Command-
| ments.
Polish Bishops Ask
Prayers for Council
WARSAW (RNS) - Catholics
throughout Poland were called
upon by their Bishops to pray
for the forthcoming Ecumenical
Council to be convened by Pope
John XXIII.
"The cause of the Ecumenical
Council is of so great importance
for the whole world that we must
all without exception prepare the
foundations of the great cause
with prayer,” the hierarchy de-
clared in an appeal read in all
Catholic churches.
Pontiff Gives Dispensation
For Meat on Friday, Aug. 14
VATICAN CITY (NC) Pope John XXIII hat nsed
Catholic* from the obligation of abstaining from meat on Fri-
day, Aug. 14, vigil of the Feast of the Assumption.
The eve of the feast day was formerly observed at a day
of fast and abttinence. On July 25, 1957, however, the Sacred
Congregation of the Council issued a decree transferring the
fast and abstinence on the vigil of the Assumption to the
vigil of the Immaculate Conception, Dec. 7.
The change was made, the decree stated, because many
Bishops had called attention to the difficulties in the complete
observance of fast and abstinence for the vigil of the As-
sumption.
Lay Apostolate Body
Is Reorganized
VATICAN CITY Six prominent laymen from dif-
ferent countries have been named by Pope John XXIII to
anew policy-making group for international lay apostolate
congresses.
The new group will take over the policy-making role
of the Permanent Committee for
International Congresses of the
Lay Apostolate. That committee
was established by Pope Pius
XII in 1952 and under the new
set-up will be restricted to or-
ganizational and documentation
work.
CHAIRMAN of the new direct-
ing board is Prof. Silvio Golzio,
head of the graduate movement
of Italian - Catholic Action. Other
members are:
Prince Karl zu Loewenstein,
president. Central Committee of
German Catholics; Claude Ryan,
national secretary, Canadian
Catholic Action; Juan Vasquez,
Argentina, president. Internation-
al FederaUon of Catholic Youth;
Jean-Pierre Dubois-Dumee, presi-
dent, Conference of International
Catholic Organizations; and Prof
Ramon Surgranyes de Franch,
president. Pax Romana (interna
tionsl organization of Catholic
university graduates and stu-
dents).
The reorganized permanent
committee will be directed by
Rosemary Goldie of Australia,
who has been named executive
secretary. She formerly assist-
ed Dr. Vittorino Veronese, who
headed the committee under its
old form until he became Di-
rector General of UNESCO last
Fall.
The permanent committee Is
assisted in its work by an ec-
clesiastical commission whose
chairman is Cardinal Pizzardo,
Prefect of the Sacred Congrega-
tion of Seminaries and Universi-
ties.
Two world lay apostolate con
gresses have been held, both in
Rome. The first took place in
1951 and the second in 1957.
Buenos Aires
Archbishop Dies
BUENOS AIRES (NC) Arch-
bishop Fermin Lafitte of Buenos
Aires, who brought firm leader-
ship to the Church out of the
chaos left by the Peronlst perse-
cution, collapsed and died Aug.
8 while offering Mass at a near-
by naval base.
Death of the 70-year-old prel-
ate was attributed to a heart at-
tack. He had gone to the Rio
Santiago naval base to celebrate
Mass in his capacity as Military
Vicar of Argentina's armed
forces.
Archbishop Lafitte took his con-
sUtutional oath as the Archbish-
op of Buenos Aires only last June
25. He had actually administered
the Buenos Aires Archdiocese
since the Spring of 1956, when
he was named administrator for
the then-ailing Cardinal Copcllo.
Archbishop Lafitte was named
Coadjutor with right of succes-
sion to the See in January, 1958,
and succeeded Cardinal Copello
when the Cardinal went to Rome
to take up his post as Chancel-
lor of the Holy Roman Church
this Spring.
700 to Attend
Mission Meeting
WASHINGTON —Mission ef-
forts the world over will be dis-
cussed here Sept. 28-30 by some
700 delegates to the 10th annual
Mission Secretariat meeting.
The meeting, which will bring
together representatives of 8,000
American missioners from 166
societies, will be presided over
by Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, na-
tional director of the Society for
the Propagation of the Faith.
Presentation of the Worldmis-
sion Award, given in recognition
for outstanding service to the
Church by a Catholic layman,
will be made to Mr. and Mrs.
J. Paul Spaeth. Mr. Spaeth is
editor of "The Shield," publica-
tion of the Catholic Students'
Mission Crusade, Cincinnati.
Pontiff Deplores Inattention
Of Catholics Attending Mass
CASTELGANDOLFO Many
churches present a "pitiful
spectacle" on Sundays because
it is obvious that a great num-
ber of those attending the Mass
are not following the rite cele-
brated by the priest at the
altar.
Pope John XXIII made this
observation in a brief sermon
during & Sunday Mass be cele-
brated here for his summer
neighbors. In the sermon, the
Holy Father urged the villagers
tc make their participation in
the Mass a living and conscious
act.
Among those attending the
Mass, which the Pope offered in
the new audience hall, were
seminarians from the North
American College in Rome.
ALL CATHOLICS, the Pope
stressed, should seek in the llt-
urey "an encouragement to
live as perfect Christians.” Em-
phasising also the value of at-
tending week-day devotions and
making visits to the Blessed
Sacrament, the Pope recalled
that as a diplomat in Bulgaria
he had observed that the
churches were frequented on
working days by many more
worshippers than in Italy. He
slto recalled visiting Yugoslav
centers where the faithful Join-
ed with the priest In reciting
the prayers and chants of the
Mass.
Sunday was the eve of the
Holy Father's 55th anniversary
as a priest. He was ordained
in Rome on Aug. 10, 1904. At
noon, after the Mass, the
Pope followed Us usual custom
of leading the public recitation
of the Angelas. He also blessed
1,900 children of Italians living
abroad.
LATE* IN the week the
Vatican released a summary
of a hitherto unpublished ad-
dress in which the Pope dis-
closed that the idea of sum-
moning an ecumenical council
bad come to him unexpectedly.
"The idea of the council,"
he said, "did not ripen as the
fruit of lengthy consideration,
but as a spontaneous flower of
an unexpected spring." His re-
marks were made in a recent
address to Italian Catholic
Action leaders.
“In our days," he told the
Catholic Action leaders, "there
ere frequent meetings of poli-
ticians, diplomats, scientists,
industrialists, men belonging to
various trades and professions.
Some of them, unfortunately,
dc not carry on their foreheads
the name and aign of Christ.
Some allow themselves to be
dominated by the ‘Prince of
this world’—in other words, are
against Our Lord.
"Why, then, could there not
be a meeting of those who
agree in extolling the most
memorable fact of human his-
tory: the victory of, civilization
in the light of Christ?
"WHEN ALL THIS Is done,
may we present our Church in
all its splendor (without stain
and without wrinkle). We will
be able to tell our separated
brethren, whether they be Or-
thodox, Protestants, etc., look,
brothers, this is the Church of
Jesus Christ which we have
tried to keep fajthful. Follow
us, take your seat."
"With God’s help," the
Pope added, "we will hold
this cooacll, and through It
strengthen the Catholic fam-
ily, In accordance with the
will of Our Lord.”
In a special appeal to his
hearers the Pope underscored
that the essential purpose of
Catholic Action is to promote
the spiritual formation of Its
members.
The Holy Father cautioned
that initiatives In regard to
politics "must always be illum-
inated and penetrated by
Christian principles.”
AT A GENERAL audience on
Aug. 5, the Pope expressed the
hope to 10,000 pilgrims that not
only Catholics but also sepa-
lated Christians would recog-
nize the greatness of Mary and
turn to her for help. He spoke
on the Feast of Our Lady of
the Snows, outlined the history
of this devotion and recalled
the Marian apparitions at
Lourdes and Fatima.
The day before, the Pope
presented a silver table serv-
ice to Cardinal Tardlnl,
Vatican Secretary of State,
to mark the feast day of the
Cardinal’s patron, St. Domi-
nie. As he presented the gift
Pope John said, "While the
gift Is silver, the sentiment is
golden.”
On Aug. 7 the Pope left his
summer villa to visit the near-
by summer home of the 200
seminarians studying' at the
Pontifical Urban College for the
Propagation of the Faith.
Marriage Nullity Plea
Refused by Court
ROME The Church’s dioce-
san court here hss refuted to de-
clare null the marriage between
movie director Carlo Pontl and
Giuliani Piastre Pontl. Pontl has
entered a civil marriage with ac-
tress Sophia Loren.
On appeal, the case could go
before the ecclesiastical court of
appeals, and eventually the Sa-
cred Roman Rota. Unless a deci-
sion of nullity is handed down,
Pontl and Miss Loren face biga-
my charges in Italy.
Two Cardinals
Coming Here
For Congress
NEWARK An event, historic not only for the
Archdiocese of Newark, but also for the entire United
States will occur here starting Aug. 20, with the convening
of the second World Congress of Sodalities of Our Lady.
The first congress was held in Rome in 1954.
An episcopal host to the con-
gress to be attended by repre-
sentatives of 32 nations. Arch-
bishop Boland will be celebrant
of a Solemn Pontifical Mass at
9:30 a.m., Aug. 20. in Sacred
Heart Cathedral. The sermon
will be preached by Auxiliary
Bishop Leo C. Byrne of St. Lou-
is, executive episcopal moderator
of the National Federation of So-
dalities of the United States.
The Mass will formally open
the conclave whose deliberations,
including addresses by religious
and lay dignitaries and panel-
type workshop sessions, will take
place on the Seton Hall Univer-
sity campus in South Orange.
THE FINAL event of the con-
gress will be the World Congress
Marian demonstration to be held
Aug. 23 at Roosevelt Stadium,
Jersey City, with more than
30,000 attending. Auxiliary Bishop
Fulton J. Sheen of New York will
speak.
The importance given the
congress is stressed by the
fact that among the active par-
ticipants will be two Cardinals,
right Archbishops and 25 Bish-
ops.
Most of the member* of the
hierarchy, led by Cardinal Spell-
man of New York and Cardinal
Cushing of Boston, will have spe-
cific assignments during the
meeting. Cardinal Spellman will
preside at the Marian demonstra-
tion closing the congress on Aug.
23. Cardinal Cushing will preside
at the public symposium Friday
evening, Aug. 21, at Seton Hall
University.
THE CONGRESS promises to
be one of the mo»t Important and
impretsive gathering! of Catholic
clergy and laymen In history.
More than 50,000 persons are ex-
pected to take some part in the
meetings, workshops, sympo-
sium and demonstrations during
the four days. From 32 nations,
representatives from Ceylon, In-
dia, and other Asian nations will
join fellow Catholics from Africa,
Europe, North and South Amer-
ica to discuss and plan their re-
spective roles in a world torn
by crisis and unrest.
Following the Mass Aug. 20 the
delegates will assemble at Seton
Hall University. Archbishop Fer
nando Ruiz y Solorzano of Yuca-
tan, Mexico, who heads a delega-
tion of 350 sodallsts from his
country, will be moderator of the
opening session.
HIGHLIGHT OF the first ses-
sion will be the broadcast of a
tape-recorded message from
Pope John XXIII. The opening
address will be given by Arch-
bishop Joseph Gawlina, director
of the World Federation of Sodal-
Uie*. He will speak on the theme
of the congress: "The Vocation
of the Sodalist in the Crisis of
the Modern World."
Both the Pope’s message and
Archbishop Gawlina's address,
as well as all other major
talks and documents of the con-
gress, will be simultaneously
translated Into the five official
languages of the conclave
English, French, German, Ital-
ian and Spanish.
Following the general session,
delegates will break- up into work-
shop groups to discuss various as-
pects of the general theme. Work-
shops will be held in each of the
five congress languages.
In the evening, the National
Federation of Sodalities of the
United States will be host at a
reception for the foreign delega-
tidhs.
Proceedings on Friday and
Saturday will be similar to those
of Thursday, with workshops fol-
lowing general sessions.
A special aspect of the theme
will be examined and discussed
each day.
THE PUBLIC symposium on
Friday evening at which Cardinal
Cushing will preside will be one
of the highlights of the conclave.
The topic will be “Sodalities in
International Life.” Rie Vcndrik.
president of the Conference of
International Catholic Organiza-
tions. will be chairman, and Rose-
mary Goldie of Australia, secre-
tary of the Permanent Commit-
tee of the Lay Apostolate in
Rome, will be secretary.
Participant* will Include M. dc
Habllcht ol Hungary, aecretary
of the Conference of Interna l
tional Catholic Organisation*;
Martin Work, executive director
of the National Council of Cath-
olic Men; Mr*. Mark Tbeissen,
president of the National Council
of Catholic Women; and Rev.
Louis Paulusscn, S.J., director of
the International Secretariat of
Sodalities in Rome.
Saturday evening will be de-
voted to “The Night of Na-
tions" in which delegates from
many countries of the world
will demonstrate some facets
of their native culture.
ON SUNDAY delegates will
meet In executive sessions before
and following a Mass celebrated
by Archbishop Joseph E. Ritter
of St. Louis, honorary episcopal
moderator of sodalities of the
United States. In the afternoon
they will hold the final general
session of the congress at which
conclusions will be read and of-
ficers Installed. They will then
depart by bus for the closing
Marian demonstration at Roose-
velt Stadium, Jersey City.
Catholics and eon-Catholics
throughout the East are Invited
to the closing ceremonies at
which the message of the Holy
Father win be re-broadcast.
WSOU to Broadcast
Congress Proceedings
SOUTH ORANGE WSOU-
FM, radio station of Seton Hall
University, will broadcast all
the pioceedings of the World
Sodality Congress. Included in
the coverage will be the open-
ing Pontifical Mass celebrated
by Archbishop Boland and the
closing Marian rally at which
Bishop Sheen will speak. WSOU
broadcasts at 89 3 on FM.
World Congress
OpeningDay Schedule
Aug. 20
t:M a.m—Solemn Pontifical
Mass o/ the Immaculate Heart
of Mary, Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral, Newark. Archbishop Be-
land, celebrant.
» p.m. Opening of the
congress, first general session.
Dedication of the congress te
Our Lady of Gnadalape, Arch-
bishop Fernando Rnix y Solor-
xano of Yucatan, Mexico; mes-
sage of Holy Father; address
by Archbishop Joseph Gawlina.
director of World Federation of
Sodalities, “Tbe Theme or the
Congress.”
3 p.m.—Workshop sessions.
4:30 p.m. Reports of work-
shop sessions.
*:3O p.m. Reception of-
fered by the National Federa-
tion of Sodalities of the United
States.
Newark Welcomes
Sodality Congress
NEWARK A "hearty welcome" has been extended
to the World Sodality Congress by the City of Newark.
The hospitable greeting was expressed in a formal
resolution adopted at the City Council’s meeting on Aug. 3,
and a copy was received by Archbishop Boland this week.
The resolution stated that the
council member* felt that New-
jark "is signally honored by the
holding of this event in the New-
ark area,” and expressed sin-
cere good wishes to Archbishop
Boland for a successful confer-
erce.
Following Is the text of the
resolutionl
"Whereas, the Second Quin-
quennial World Sodality Congress
will be held at Scton Hall Uni-
versity m the Archdiocese of
Newark from Aug. 20, 1959 to
Aug. 23, 1959, inclusive; and
"Whereas, His Excellency, the
Most Reverend Thorns* A. Bo-
land, Archbishop of the Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Newark,
will be host to this World Con-
gress; and
"Whereas. Cardinals, Archbish-
ops, Bishops, priests, religious
and lay people from North and
South America, Europe, Africa,
Australia and the Far East art
expected to attend and partici-
pate in programs and delibera-
tions of this World Congress; and
"Whereas, the Municipal Coun-
cil of the City of Newark, New
Jersey, feel that the City of New-
ark is signally honored by the
holding of this historic event la
the Newark ares;
“Therefore, be it resolved by
the Municipal Council of the City
o? Newark, New Jersey, that we
extend to this World Sodality
Congress a hearty welcome; and
"Be it further resolved, that we
extend to His Excellency, tha
Most Reverend Thomas A. Bo-
land, Archbishop of tha Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Newark,
and to the World Sodality Con-
gress our sincere good wish** for
a most successful conference."
‘HOLY ROBE' ON DISPLAY: Thousands of pilgrims march past the glass-encased
Holy Tunic, reputed seamless robe of Christ, to view the relic during its first pub-
lic display at Trier, Germany, in 26 years. According to tradition, the cathedral
was chosen to be the guardian of the robe more than 1,600 years ago by St. Helena,
mother of Constantine the Great. The garment is believed to be the one Christ wore
to Calvary and for which Hia executioners cast lots.
People in the News
lUt. (Col.) Stephen J. O’Con-
•nr, GM.R., has been assigned
to the Air Force Academy at
Colorado Springs as cadet chap-
lain.
Bishop James L. Connolly of
Fall River, Mass., has become the
third member of the U.S. hier-
archy to be affiliated with the
Franciscan Order.'
Cardinal Agagiaalan, Pro-Pre-
fect of the Sacred Congregation
for the Propagation of the Faith,
is due in Brisbane, Australia,
Aug. 21, for the centenary of the
diocese.
Archbishop Enrique Peres Ser-
aates of Santiago, Cuba, has left
for Rome for his "ad limina"
visit to report on conditions in
the diocese.
Dr. William A. Knight Jr. of
St. Louis University has been
given a 160,000, three-year re-
search grant by the U.S.Public
Health Service.
Archbishop Joeef Schneider of
Bamberg, Germany, baa been
awarded the Bavarian Order of
Merit in recognition of his out-
standing service to the Bavarian
people.
Jesus Crus Torres, grand knight
of the St. Augustine Council,
Knights of Columbus in Havana,
has written an open letter to the
people of the U.S. defending the
Cuban revolution.
MaJ. Gen. George Philiaa Van-
ier, former Canadian minister to
France, has become the first
Catholic chosen as Governor
General of Canada.
Prof. Francesco Vito has been
elected head of Sacred Heart
University, Milan, the only Cath-
olic university in Italy conducted
by laymen.
Louis de Wohl of Philadelphia,
author of “Tho Quiet Light” and
other novela about the .saints, Jias
been made a Knight Commander
of St. Gregory by the Pope.
Rev. Artbeme A. Dutilly,
0.M.1., and Rev. Maximilian G.
Duman, 0.5.8., both of the Cath-
olic University of America, will
Join a group of international bo-
tanists on an expedition to study
flora in the Arctic regions of
Canada.
Very Rev. Giles SUab, O.F.M.
Cap., of Pittsburgh has been
elected .Minister Provincial of the
Capuchin St. Augustine Province.
Rev. William F. Troy, S. J.,
academic vice president and
dean of Wheeling College, West
Virginia, has been appointed its
president and rector.
John A. Kenny, 49, veteran
Tatholie Journalist, has been
named managing editor of the
Michigan Catholic, newspaper of
the Detroit Archdiocese.
Causes
. . .
Bishop George Michael Witt
man of Regensburg, Germany.
Died 1833. Preliminary diocesan
informative process completed in
beatification
cause.
Bishops . , .
Msgr. Bernhard Schraeder of
Schwerin, East Germany, has
been named Auxiliary Bishop of
Osnabrueck in West Germany.
Stamp Honors Martyr
PARIS (NC)—A postage stamp
in memory of Rev. Charles de
Foucauld, martyr of the Sahara,
has been put on sale by the
French Postal Administration.
Polish Priests
Under Scrutiny
LONDON Priests in Poland
are being interviewed by com-
munist officials in regard to their
attitude toward the government
and on the basis of their replies
■re being classified as “coopera-
tive” or "uncooperative" toward
the regime.
This was reported here by Re-
ligious News Services, which
gives Polish emigre circles as the
source.
Basis for the interviews, they
ssy. is a nqw “interpretation" of
a clause in the 1956 Church-state
agreement. While guaranteeing
Church Jurisdiction over ecclesi-
astical appointments, the clause
also guarantees the "influence”
of the state in regard to the ap-
pointment of Archbishops, Bish
ops and parish priests.
RNS sources said priests whose
hostility seems to be established
through the interviews have had
various charges placed against
them with the communists de-
manding their removal from ac-
tive Church posts.
New Magazine
For Men’s Council
WASHINGTON (NC)—The Na-
tional Council of Catholic Men
will publish in September the
first edition of its new maga-
line, “Program and Training," a
16-page periodical on the lay
apostolate.
VISITS OBSERVATORY: Pope John XXIII is shown
examining scientific instruments during a visit to the
Vatican Observatory, which is located on the upper
floor of the Papal summer residence at Castelgandolfo
outside of Rome.
Holy See Confirms Appointment
Of 4 Hungarian Administrators
VATICAN CITY (NC) - The
Holy See has confirmed reports
that it has named administrators
to govern four dioceses in com-
munist Hungary, including the
Archdiocese of Ksztergom, Cardi-
nal Mindszcnty's See.
The Holy See's acknowledg-
ment of the appointments came
about a month after they were]
made. The confirmation came in I
response to inquiries after the
Hungarian Catholic news service,
Magyar Kurir, announced the
appointments had been approved
by the government.
The appointments are the first]
since publication last Spring of I
the Hungarian Red regime's de-
cree requiring government ap-
proval for appointments and
transfers of all Bishops and
priests
The decree.— said to have been
in force nearly two years before
it was published stated that
when a Bishop's post is left va-
cant for 90 days, or a priest’s
fot fin days, the government has
the right to (ill the vacancy.
NAMED APOSTOLIC Adminis-
trator o( Cardinal Mindszenty's
archdiocese, which includes Buda-
pest, was Msgr. Artur Schwarz-
Eggenhofer. former Vicar Gen-
eral. Cardinal Mindszenty has
been living in refuge in the
American legation in Rudapest
since Nov. 4, 1956.
In February, 1*57, the Holy
See announced that Bishop
Mihaly Endrey, former Auzlll-
ary Bishop of Eger, had been
placed in charge of Cardinal
Mindszenty's Archbishopric.
Bishop Endrry, who had the
title “Special Delegate,'' was
removed from hia post by the
communist regime last Fall.
An Apostolic Administrator was
also named for Eger, another of
Hungary's three metropolitan
archdioceses. He Is Msgr. Pal
Brezanoczy, former vicar capitu-
lar of the Eger Archdiocese,
which has been vacant since the
death of Archbishop Gyula Czapik
in April, 1956.
The only archdiocese with an
Archbishop able to perform his
duties is Kalocsa, whose Ordi-
nary, Archbishop Jozsef Groesz,
was released from Imprisonment
several years ago and who now
serves as head of the Hungarian
hierarchy.
APOSTOLIC administrators
were also named for two dioceses
which are part of the ecclesiasti-
cal province of Esztorgom, and
! whose Bishops are barred from
performing their duties by the
government.
Bishop Vince Kovaca, former-
ly Auxiliary to Bishop Jnxsef
Petery of Vac and Vicar Gen-
eral of the diocese, was named
Apostolic Administrator of Vac.
Rev. Sander Kempa was named
Apostolic Administrator of the Di-
ocese of Veszprem. Shortly after
the Budapest regime announced
in August, 1957. that it had "de-
posed” the Bishop of Veszprem,
Bishop Bertalan Badalik, 0.P.,
Father Klempa issued a circular
letter announcing that Bishop
Badalik had turned him Vicar
General of the diocese prior to
his removal.
THE GOVERNMENT an
nouncement in the summer of
1957 said that both Bishops Pe-
tery and Badalik had been de-
posed and sent to live in a small
mountain village. Actually, Bish-
op Petery had been removed
from office by the Reds three
years before the anti communist
rising in 1958, and was able to
resume his duties for a short
time when the rebellion took
place.
Meanwhile, Magyar Kurtr re-
ported that U priests were or-
dained in three Hungarian dio-
ceses during June.
Passaic Slovaks
Honor Memory of
Father Majoch
PASSAIC Slovak* in this
arr* on Aug. 0 marked the 40th
anniversary of the death of Rev
Francis Majoch, first victim of
bolshevik brutality in Eastern
Slovakia
They gathered in Assumption
B.V.M. Church here for special
prayers, led by Msgr Andrew J.
Itomanak, pastor. The prayera
were offered for the deceased
priest and also to give the suf-
fering and oppressed courage to
withstand persecution under the
communist regime.
Father Majoch was among the
firat to preach democracy to his
[people. On Dec. 17. 191*. he pre
[ sided at the first public manifes-
tation in Eastern Slovakia, after
the republic of Chechoslovakia
was established. Shortly af.
ter this, attempts were made to
Incorporate Slovakia as a part of
jthe Soviet Union. Marked as a
leader of the people of hia home-
land, Father Majoch was assas-
sinated.
Fire Damages
Sisters’ Convent
In Jersey City
JERSEY CITY The Francis-
e»n Sister* of Bethlehem, Pa .
who teach at Assumption of the
Blessed Virgin Mary school here,
will be without their convent, per-
haps even at the opening of class
es in September.
A fire, which broke out Aug. 11
in the chapel, totally destroyed
tlie chapel and made the rest of
the convent uninhabitable. The
cause of the fire was not deter-
mined as The Advocate went to
press, nor was the estimate of
the destruction, although it is con-
siderable, said Rev. Michael W
Hornak, pastor.
The Sister* left the building
without incident, no one was
I hurt, and they are now being
!quartered at All Saints Convent,
two blocks
j The fire broke out in the chapel
| oo <he second floor while the Sis-
ter* were at their noon meal in
their refectory on the first floor.
It had made substantial headway
! before It was discovered, and the
| firemen were at the scene for
I about three hours.
Three U.S. Dioceses
Given New Bishops
WASHINGTON (NC) Pope John XXIII has trans-
ferred two U. S Bishops to new diocese« and named anew
Bishop for a third.
Bishop John B Franz of Dodge City, Kan , has been
transferred to Peoria, 111.
Bishop Bernard J. Flanagan of
Norwich. Conn., has been trans-
ferred to Worcester. Mast. Msgr.
Charlea A. Buiwell, an Okla-
homa City paitor. haa been
named Bishop of Pueblo, Colo
BISHOP FRANZ was the first
Bishop of Dodge City, which was
created by Pope Pius XII In May,
1951. He is a native of Spring-
field, 111., and was ordained June
13, 1930.
He became rector of Im
maculate Conception Cathedral.
Springfield. 111., in 1*35 and
waa named a Bishop May 27.
1961.
BISHOP FLANAGAN was the
first Bishop of Norwich, which
was astahltstied by Pops Pius XII
oa Aug. I, l*p. Ha was born
on Mar 31, 1908, in Proctor, Vt
He received his bachelor s de
gree from Holy Cross College,
Worcester, in 192*. and studied
for the priesthood at the North
American College, Rome, where
he was ordained on Dec. 8, 1931
In June, 1943, after receiving
a degree in Canon Law, he was
named Chancellor of the Burling-
ton Diocese and secretary to the
Rishop. He held these positions
when named to the Norwich See
on Sept. 1, 1933.
BISHOP ELECT Buawell, who
waa named Bishop of Pueblo, has
been pastor of Christ the King
Church in Oklahoma City alnce
1M». Ha was born Oct. 15, 1913,
in Homestead, Okie., and was or-
dained July 9, 1939, in the Amer-
ican College chapel, Louvain. ,
Ignore Meyner
On Scholarships
TRENTON A bUI amending
tha recently-enacted itate sehol-
arahip law waa completely Ignor-
ed by the Assembly at a special
Mtaion on Aug. 10.
Enactment of «uch a bill had
been requested by Gov. Robert
B. Meyner last month when he
signed a measure supplementing
the original law.
The supplemental legislation
was designed to meet some of
the objections which led the Gov-
ernor to veto the original scholar
ship bill, which was then passed
over the veto. The additional leg-
islation requested by the Gover-
nor and ignored by the Assembly
would have met the remainder
of the Governor’s objections.
School Hassles
Blamed on Fear
,
NEW YORK (NC) Ignorance
and fear of other religious groups
were identified here as principal
sources of religious tensions and
conflicts in public school matters
These conclusions were part of
the report of a religion and cd
ucation conference for Connecti-
cut, Massachusetts and Rhode Is
land schoolmen. The report was
made public here by the National
Citizens Council fcV Better
Schools.
Fear plays a part In religious
conflicts, the conferees found, cit-
ing the "fear of religious domi-
nation" which stems from mis-
understanding of ruling such as
those restricting Catholic partici
pation in baccalaureate services j
I They found a tendency for dif-i
jferent religious groups to misun-
derstand each other even when
the issues in a dispute are not
religious in character.
School Accord
Reached in Cuba
HAVANA Close cooperation'
between the Cuban government'
and Catholic schools in edura
tional improvement was mutual
ly pledged at the 15th Congress
of the National Federation of
Catholic
Secondary Schools
here.
Dr. Marino Perez Duran, sec
retary general of the federation,
announced that the government's
Ministry of Education had agreed
on guarantees for religious edu
cation in private schools accord
ing to the doctrinal orientation of
the students.
The possibility of state aid to I
religious schools has been re
Jected by the government, but
private schools will be treated
consideration," he said. I
Places in the News
Queen Elizabeth of England the
has given the required royal a*
sent which makes into law the
new education bill, revising up.
ward building grants for re-
ligious -schools, and the obscene
publications bill.
Catholics in India have in
creased by 10% in the past three
years to a total of of 3.7 million
jin a population of 392 million.
I Employes of Our Lady of Vic-
tory Hospital, Lackawanna, N.Y.,
have approved a one-year union
contract, thought to be the state's
first between a private hospital
and nonprofessional workers.
The London Times, oldest
Catholic paper in Lsadsa. will-
celebrate its centenary Oct 1. 1
Archbishop Egidio Vagnozzi.
Apostolic Delegate, will preside’
at a Solemn Pontifical Mass on
Labor Day for 100,000 Byzantine
'Ri*« Catholics at Our Lady of
j H«lp Shrine, tiioi-
| town. Pa.
i Bologna, Italy, will be host to
an international conference onre-
Tigious sociology Sept. 3-5.
| Catholics in Germany have giv
en
more than $l5 million in
world refugee year contributions
toward construction of nearly 3,-
°OO homes for displaced persons
A plaque in the US. army-
chapel in Seoul, Korea, has been
dedicated in honor of Rev
(Capt.) Emil J Kapaun, heroic
chaplain who died in a North
Korean prison camp in 1951.
Over 90 priests from many
j countries have completed a five-1
day study course conducted by |
Young Christian Workers in
Brussels to train them In "psy-
chological and spiritual ap-
proaches” to young workers.
People who were never asked
have contributed enough money
build Our Lady of Fatima
Church in Kamel. Germany, as a
public reaction to a 1B5« court-
decision fining the pariah priest
here for soliciting funds.
More German seminarians are
entering religious order* while
the number studying for diocesan
work is decreasing.
The new government of Singa-
pore supports ‘ family planni.'"'*
and, if necessary, will give birih
control advice to those who re-
quest it, a government official
said.
Anew Vicariate Apostolic and
.a Prefect Apostolic have been es-
tablished in New Guinea a month
after three other jurisdictions
,**s* established there.
Vatican City’s Swiss Guardi!
have been given newregulations,-
jdecreasing their number from
133 to 100, and permitting the ■
noncommissioned sergeants ma-’
jor to marry
The first Peruvian Social Week
is now in progress in Lima, Peru,
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See Russia Perpetrating Hoax
Through Exchange Program
SAN FRANCISCO Exchange
program» between the United
States and Soviet Russia were
aeverely criticized in a state-
ment adopted here by the Cath-
olic Central Union of America.
Oldest Catholic social action
group in the nation, the Central
Union charged that since the ex-
change program was formally es-
tablished a year ago "there has
not been one single honest-to-
guodness rank-and-file Russian
■tepping across our shores."
Instead, the statement declared,
Americans have been treated to
a parade of Soviet officials who
hope to win over the naive and
lead the world to believe that the
U.S. is at the point of making
common cause with the Reds.
THE STATEMENT was one of j
several adopted by the Central
Union (formerly Central Verein)
at its 104th annual meeting. It
warned that the personal "ami-
ability and charm paraded by
[ . . Soviet official* here cannot
be taken a* any meanire of true
Scviet intention*.”
Ia another itatement, the
*ro*p praised the recent de-
cree forbidding Catholic* to
vote for candidate* known U
anpport communist* or their
activitie* a* “tie strongest
anti-communist action taken
h> the Vatican in !• year*.”
The union also attacked part*
of the National Defense Educa-
tion Act as “discriminatory.”
Singled out for criticism were
sections which give financial aid
to teachers only if they teach in
public schools and which give
outright federal grants for sci-
ence equipment to public schools
while providing only loans foi
private schools.
While stressing that it was not
"pleading for direct federal aid
to church-related schools.” the
union said that if “aid be given
to individual students or teach-
ers, this aid should be given in
such a way that anyone quali-
fied. regardless of the school
with which he may be affiliated,
shall be eligible.”
IN OTHER statements, the un-
ion warned workers against
cheating employers by failing to
do enough work, deplored the
lack of intellectual and moral
discipline in education, appealed
for legislation to counteract “the
szd effect" of the recent Su-
preme Court decision reversing
the New York State ban against
the movie “Lady Chatterley’s
Lover,” supported the World Ref
ugce Y«ir and aaked members
to cooperate with the Poat Of-
fice Department in ita drive to
curb the mailing of amut.
The Catholic Central Union la
organized in It atatea and haa
headquarters in St. Loula, where
the central bureau la directed by
Msgr. Victor T. Suren.
Early hi the caavrattea,
Magr. Berea declared that the
group, which haa champleeed
worker’a right* la the paat. la
aow "concentrating ea the doty
of the worker to feel In
coaacience bound to give a fair
day’a labor for hia pay.”
Delegates to the convention re-
elected Frank C. Gittinger of San
Antonio as president and Richard
Hemmerlein, Syracuse, and Rev.
Albert G. Henkes, San Antonio,
vice preaidents.
Bridge to Aid
Msgr. McNulty
Scholarship Fund
CALDWELL Plans for a des-
ert bridge to benefit the Magr.
| John L. McNulty Shcoltrship
Fund at Caldwell College for
j Women have been launched by
| the Friends of Caldwell. The event
will be a tribute to the late Msgr.
McNulty, president of Seton Hall
University and a benefactor of
| Caldwell College until his death
on May 27.
The bridge is scheduled for
Sept. 25 at 8 p m. in the Seton
Hall University gymnasium-audi-
torium, South Orange. Named co
chairmen at a recent meeting
were Mrs. Carl J. Willenborg of
Hoboken and Mr*. James J. Me
Mahon of Montclair. Others on
the committee are from Essex.
Hudson, Union and Morris Coun-
ties.
Grand prize of the evening will
be a mink stole valued at $BOO
A fashion show of Fall styles'
will also be featured.
TV Conference Set
MONTE CARLO (RNS)-Dele
gain from torn* 20 countries arc
expected to gather here next year
for the Third International Cath-
olic Television Conference spon-
sored by the International Cath-
olic Association for Radio and
Television. The sessions will open
Feb. 14 and continue for a week.
READY FOR FRIARS: The Franciscans who serve
parishioners of Our Lady of the Assumption Church,
Pompton Lakes, this week will be moving into this
recently completed friary. The new building on Pomp-
ton Ave. rounds out the parish plant which now con-
sists also of a church, convent and school with an en-
rollment of 918 children. Parishioners have been in-
vited to inspect the new friary on Aug.16. Rev. Arnold
Walter, O.F.M., is pastor.
New Anti-Smut Law
Proposed; Arrest
Made in Newark
WASHINGTON
- Another bill
which its sponsor hopes will help
curb trtffic in obscenity has been
introduced in the House. It would
provide mandatory jail sentences
for persons convicted of mailing
obscene films and pictures.
The new bill was introduced by
Hep. Kathryn E. Granahan of
Pennsylvania, chairman of a
House Post Office subcommittee
that has been studying methods
coping with pornography by mail.
Under her measure, penalties
would range from one to five
years in jail and from $l,OOO to
$5,000 in fines for the first of
fense. Subsequent offenses would
draw from three to JO years in
jail and $3,000 to $20,000 in fines.
IN NEWARK, meanwhile. New
ark police and Essex County
sheriff's detectives took their
first real step to choke off the
flow of smut in the Essex County
area since the grand jury handed
up a presentment highlighting
the problem.
In a raid on a basement apart
ment at 509 High St., Newark,
they arrested Herman Paysinger,
caretaker of the building, and
icharged him with possession of!
pornographic film and material, j
Sheriff Neil G. Duffy said about!
50 reels of pornographic film and
more than 2,500 pictures, some of
i which were pornographic, were
found in the apartment, along
with several thousand dollars!
worth of camera equipment.
Paysinger was released In
$l,OOO bail pending a hearing
which was to have been held
before Newark Magistrate
Nicholas Castrllano in Munic-
ipal Court on Aug. 12.
In a later development. Sheriff
Duffy met with Newark Post-
master Louis A. Reilly to explore j
ways in which each could help
the other in smoking out smut)
peddlers
The shriff also reaffirmed
his intention of organizing a cit-
izens’ committee to combat the
problem
BACK IN Washington. Rep
Granahan's committee continued
to hear testimony regarding an
other bill which she introduced
and which would permit the Post
Office Department to impound
mail for 45 days if deemed “in
the public interest."
Support for the measure had
been voiced by postal officials
and Church groups earlier. This
week strong opposition was
expressed by the American
Book Publishers Council and
Ernest Angell of the American
Civil Liberties Union.
Also testifying was Rev. Ter
fence J. Murphy of St. Thomas
[College. St Paul, who told the
committee that recent court de-
cisions have created a vacuum
into which "the merchants of ob-
scenity have swarmed waving
the flag of freedom."
Unless the government protects
the rights of its people, he said,
"it runs a very grave risk of
corrupting citizen morale and re
spect for government and law."
IN TORONTO, where he re
ceived the Ten Commandments
Award from the Fraternal Order
of Kagles, Cardinal Spellman
lashed out at smut peddlers and
said their trash "must be elimi
nated if we are to discharge our
sacred duties to our children."
To teach children to abandon
God "constitutes a heinous crime,
the hrutal rape of souls,” he de-
clared. He deplored the "perver-
sion of freedom" under which
those who victimize the young
are allowed to operate.
Parentsof Little Flower
Complete Diocesan Process
For Louis, Zelie Martin
LONDON—The diocesan proc
ess in the beatification cause of
Louis and Zelie Martin, parents
of St. Therese of Lisieux (The
Little Flower), has been com
pleted in Bayeux, France.
Completion of that stage in the
cause was reported here by two
Catholic papers, the Catholic Her-
ald and the Universe They said
that the documents gathered dur-
ing the investigation have been
forwarded to the Sacred Con
gregation of Riles in Rome.
They also reported that the bod-
ies of the Little Flower's parents
have been buried near the
basilica in Lisieux after having
been exhumed as part of the,
process.
At the same time, a drive has
been inaugurated in England for
petitions asking the Holy See to
study the cause.
(A similar campaign has been
in existence in America under
the patronage of Bishop McNulty.
Those interested in the cause
may place their petitions before
| the Holy See by forwarding let-
ters. one for each parent, to
Bishop James A McNulty, Chan-
cery Office, 34 DeGrassa St,
Paterson.)
Belgian Family Center
BRUSSELS (RNS) A na-
tional family center has been es-
tablished here under the spon-
sorship of the Belgian hierarchy.
Basic purpose of the center, it
was announced, is to promote the
study and application of "such
principles as will ensure sound
family life."
4 Scholarships
To Study Japanese,
Chinese at Institute
NEWARK Four residents of New Jersey, awarded
National Defense Language Fellowships, will study this
Fall at the Institute of Far Eastern Studies, Seton Hall
University. Two will study Chinese, two Japanese.
The awards were made under
the National Defense Education
[Act to encourage Americans to
I study critical languages that are
needed by government, education,
business and industry.
The grant recipients are:
For Chinese, James J. Pcllin
ger, Cedar Grove Road, New
Brunswick, a teacher of social
studies, and Mrs. Joy Vavrek,
| 244 Sand Road, Caldwell, a teach
er in Bloomfield.
I For Japanese, Daniel E. Dal-
i ton, 776 King George Road,
| Fords, a teacher in Nyack Boys
! School, Nyack, N. Y., and William
iG. Graham, 437 Hudson Blvd.,
Avenel.
THE 8ETON HALL Institute
will teach these students in an
intensive program of six hours a
day comprising two , hours of
intensive program of six hours a
ciass instruction and four hours
of language laboratory work.
Seton Hall University Is the
only educational institution In
New Jersey, and the only Cath-
olic university In the U. S.,
selected to teach Chinese and
Japanese in this program.
The grants range from the bas-
ic one of $3,300 to $5,345, depend-
ing on the recipient's family
status. The Seton Hall institute
wai approved for the program in
April and received approximate-
ly 60 applications they were
screened, and the remainder for-
warded to the U. S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare.
‘Conscience Clause'
For German Films
FRANKFORT - ON - MAIN,
Germany (RNS) West German
movie owners may now refuse
"in case of genuine conscientious
conflict" to show films they con-
sider objectionable, even though
they have earlier signed "blind
contracts" with movie distribu-
tors.
This was the provision of a
"conscience clause" agreed upon
by Protestant and Catholic rep
resentalives, the federal govern-
ment and the film industry at a
meeting here.
Bergen K.C., Holy Name
Join Sunday Closing Drive
PATERSON A combined ef-
fort to secure upwards of 50,000
signatures of registered voters,
petitioning the Bergen County
Clerk to place me question of
Sunday closing on the toming
Nov. 3 election ballot, was unani-
mously approved and agreed
upon by three groups at a special
meeting held at the Alexander
Hamilton Hotel here.
Bernard G. Neuman, chair-
man of the Knights of Columbus
Bergen County Chapter, stated
that his group will have con-
tacted over 7, #00 Knights and
their families, by direct mail,
prior to Aug 20 with the request
that every Knight solicit signs
tures of a minimum of 20 regis
tered voters.
John J. Mstudy, president of
the Bergen County Federation of
Holy Name Societies, stated that
he would arrange to have the en-
tire membership of his group
(over 13,000) contacted through
heads of the 08 parish societies
in the county.
Leo W. Eirich, executive direc-
tor of the Sunday Closing League,
outlined advertising plans and di-
rect mail programs to taka place
during October,
Archbishop’s
Appointments
THURSDAY. AUG. It
»:*• Minna Pontifical
Mast. Opening ef Second World
Congress of RodsliUei of Oor
Lady, Sacred Heart Cathedral,
Newark.
THURSDAY, AUG. M
to
SUNDAY, AUGUST IS
Second World Congress of
Sodalitiei of Oor Lady.
Daily Masses
renewing arc listen churches with
lets morning weekday Mas*.
The Advocate would welcome such
listings from ether wasters.
WEEKDAYS
*t. Patrick's Pre-Cathedral. Washing-
ton St. sad Control Are. Newark. )Mg
pm.
St Aloyslus. Ok Fleming Ave.. New-
ark. 11.45 o.m.
St. Bridget's. 404 Plane It.. Newark.
11:10 pm.*
St. Johns. *4 Mulberry Bt.. New-
era. ISIS pan.
it. Mary’s Abbey Church. Hlah it.,
near Springfield. Newark. 11:15 p.m.*
Sacred Heart. 7g Broad St.. Bloom-
field. 11:50 i.in.
St. Michael's. 70 Cross St. at Martel
St.. Paterson. 11 noon.
St. Peter's Grand and Van Voret
Su. Jersey CIO. 12:05 p.m.
'except Saturdays
Sister Miriam
Teresa Honored
Asa Sodalist
CONVENT To honor Sister
| Miriam Teresa as a sodalist, the
[Sister Miriam Teresa League of
'Prayer will release a booklet,
|"A Blueprint for Holiness." on
Whe first day of the World So-
dality Congress, Aug. 20.
The president of the league,
Mother Ellen Marie, Superior
General of the Sisters of Charity,
states in the preface that the
booklet is "simply an lntroduc
tion to the spiritual classic,
Greater Perfection', whirh has
helped many souls to attain a
closer union with God."
| Sister Miriam Teresa of the
Sisters of Charity of St. Eliza
beth, and author of "Greater Per
jfection," Is now being considered
[for beatification. She is the sister
jot Msgr. Charles C Demjanovich.
;pastor of St. Mary's, Rutherford
Large Families
Rack in Style
ST MEINRAD, Ind. Young
Citholic couples may be having
more Children than was previous-
ly believed, according to the re
suits of a survey taken among
Its readers by Marriage maga-
line, published by Benedictine
Fathers here.
The magazine found its typical
readers to be college educated
and 30 years old with 33 rhil
dren in 7 5 years of married life
That is
tt) average of one child
every 2 27 years of marriage.
Conceding that its readers may
not be typical of all younger
Catholic couples, the magazine
said "It is still decidedly clear
that the large family Is back In
style with our younger married
people."
Delegate to Congo
VATICAN CITY (NC) Pope
John XXIII has named Msgr.
Gastone Mojaisky-Perrelll, Apos-
tolic Delegate to British East and
West Africa, to be the Apostolic
Delegate to the Belgian Congo,
and Titular Archbishop of Amlda.
50 Years
Elizabeth Brother
Celebrates Jubilee
METUCHEN His 50th anniversary as a Brother
of the Sacred Heart was observed July 25 by Brother
William Sharkey, S. C., formerly a resident of Elizabeth.
Mass for Brother William and another jubUarian,
Brother Julius, S.C., was celebrated In the gymnasium-
auditorium of Msgr. McClancy
High School, Jackson Heights,
L.1., by Rev. Adrian Mcrcier, as-
sistant of Our Lady of the Gulf
Church, Bay St. Louis, Miss. Ini
the sanctuary with the jubilar-
ians, who publicly renewed their 1
vows, was Rev. Timothy Dwyer,!
0.5.8., pastor of Sacred Heart,!
Elizabeth, where Brother Wil-
liam started his schooling.
BROTHER WILLIAM was!
bom in Elizabeth, and after at-i
lending Sacred Heart School en-
tered the Brothers of the Sacred
Heart in 1908 at the St. Joseph s
House of Studies, Mctuchen. He
made his first vows on Aug. 15,
1909, and his final vows on Aug.
IS, 1918.
During his educational phase
he became a graduaie of Loyola
University of the South, New Or-
leans, took his master's degree
from Fordham University, and
spent six months study in Spain.
I SINCE THEN he has served la
a number of schools administer-
ed by the Brothers, being prin-
cipal at St. Aloysius High School,
New Orleans; St. Stanislaus, Bay
St. Louis, Miss.; St. Joseph's
Prep, Muskogee, Okla., and TBi-
bodaux College, La. Other Insti-
tutions were Magill Institute, Mo-
bile, Ala., and Catholic High
School, Baton Rouge, Ala.
For the past three years ha haa
been on the faculty at Bt. Jo-
seph's House of Studies here.
Knights Sponsor
Living Rosary
At Parsippany
PARSIPPANY The second
annual living Rosary sponsored
ky St. Christopher'* Council,
Knights of Columbus, will be held
at the. Lourdes Grotto of St.
Peter the Apostle Church here
Aug. 23 at 8 p.m.
Five Knights of Columbus
Councils from Boonton, Denville,
Rover, Morris Plains and Par
tippany, and the Fourth Degree
Color and Honor Guard of the
Walter J. Barrett Assembly, will
particpate in this devotion.
St. Peter the Apostle Church
is
west of the Route 46 and
Beverwyck Road intersection.
To Dedicate TWo
ChurchesAug.16
LAKE HOPATCONG Au*.
16 will be a busy day for the
Catholics of this area, with twe
mission churches scheduled for
dedication by Bishop licNulty.
At 3 p.m., he will bless and
dedicate the new St. Jude's
Mission Church at Sperry
Spring*. An hour later, the
Bishop is slated to dedicate
another new mission church.
Star of the Sea, at Nolan’s
Point.
Both are missions of Our
Lady of the Lake, Mt. Arling-
ton, and have Rev. Francis P.
McGowan as pastor.
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At
S. Marsh & Sons
VALUE
A
is a
most
important
word
In fact, It is probably the word to which we owe the
growth of our business during the past halfcentury. For Tahir
is what we offer above a11... To us value mtwu quality combined
with the lowest possible price.
Incidentally, toanswer a question that has been asked many
times, the prices in our new Millbum store arc identical
with those in our Newark Store. We invite you to visit
either store for ranting values in all departments.
Diamonds wed Fine Jewelry... Watches wed Cleeks
SUaenvare, Osina wed Crystal ...Gifts wed Bar Accsssorin
Luggage ased Leather Goods... Hated Bags
Religious ased Ecclesiastical Articles
NEWARK
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HALF A CENTURA
BONDS
ImvrMct
MA 2-0300
80 Park Avenue, Newark, New Jenev
(1ormarly ika Sarrmla Katlanraml)
"Gr.ciou, Dining im a Cantmtnlal Atmntpkara*
4 Banquet Rooms
Church Functions Horn* and Offfcv Firms
Communion Rrtikfuti W«Jdiaf Recrptioai
Hemt •/ am Suburban a»J Murofiolitan
Cattrim Smut
HU 4 7300 |[ j.7000
&
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The future looks great
since I planned my estate at
NEW
JERSEY
BANK
ano rnußT covianv
■for your peace of mind ...for your /0m%%
security, plan your estate with tha MuSjb
sWled officers ofyjß’s Trust Department
ir Office* in PoMmc CcmlQ
Movie Reviews
The Scapegoat
Good (Adults, Adolescents)
By William H.Mooring
Alee Guinness In a double role
U not necessarily twice as good.
In this adaptation of Daphne du
Maurier’s novel be may prove
kaa than half as interesting as
in "Kind Hearts and Coronets,”
although the story has three
tines the gimmicks. Staid Eng-
lish schoolteacher and mysteri-
ous French Count meet in Le
Mans, marvel that they are ex-
•ct doubles: drink too many of
name. Teacher wakes up to find
Count gone: ditto all clothe* and
identity paper* save the Count'*:
You quickly luipeet the Count
I* no account, but to learn the
why and wherefore you endure
an hour or more of fluctuating
excitement, nail-biting auspenae
and impatience. In a tenie, final
ihowdown between the two men,
one get* shot. Which? You gue*i.
Far-fetched but not bad.
Blue Denim
Excellent (Adulta)
Sixteen-year old boy .(Brandon
de Wilde) to mother: "Why
doein't dad ever listen to me?"
Dad to mother (Macdonald Car-
ey and Marsha Hunt): "Why
can't I ever get through to the
boy?’’ The questions are com-
mon; the developments, though
less so, by no means uncommon.
Boy and buddy tackle beer in-
stead of homework in the base-
ment. Boy’s naive, sex-curious
girl friend sometimes visits.
Pregnancy becomes all their own
problem. They’re not near
enough to parents to seek un-
derstanding or help, so resort to
sleazy drugstore abortion-mill
contact. In the nick of time
young father-to be tells the folk*.
"Murder” is averted: marriage
the only way out for this 1»-
year-old boy.
Here is a vital, compassionate
study of juvenile weakness and
confusion and parental indiffer-
ence. The film treats a touchy
theme with sensitive artistry and
complete honesty, achieving pow-
er and poignancy without resort-
ing to sensationalism. The splen-
did cast does the rest. The film
comes to life as a searing,
searching drama.
Films on TV
xgia,* •tartars*^
r«M thorn Mims wlrni first wlwm.
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FOB THE FAMILY
Aottoo In Arabta Croon Ymb
*IM Buildo* tnddos*
Drummond Iroqnois Trad
BU Broodcastsf 1 aland Rsoruo
1937
Lady la Iran Maak
ClurUa Chu at Lost Cosnmswd
Oboro Ufa of Party
Commando# Strlka Msdim
at Dawn Made la Mr Haart
Croaa Channal My Brothor Talks
CWadda to Homo
Danaaroua BuatoaaaOld Los Ancalaa
bnv Aaoata MoatPrlaonar of Shark
Ellary Quran Island
Eacapo la To. Salat In London
rare# Kid Sky Hish
FUhtind Fr DonnaSoria O' Oias
Firs Osar Am and T-Mon
Cod’s Country Undar-pup
Cos Westorn Union
Croat Exportations Winslow Boy
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Adam A Evalyn
Alias tho Champ
Appointment la
Bsrtto
BU Stars |
Blua La<ooa t
Caaaar A Clooootas
Crack-Up
Dtmsaroua Pro-
Dim araw
Darll'a Island
Down 3 Dark
Streets
Everybody's
Dandnl
Guy Named Joo
Fair Winds to Jlra
Havana Boas
Holly A Ivy
I Lira on Danws
Intamiptod
loornsy
Jam Soadon
Just Before Dawn
Lisbon Story
Lodsar
Maids Oats Has
Man
Man Mada Monster
Moon OmHer
IhmMir
Mummy'* Ghost
Myetery Ship
Oh! tocunu
Picture of Dories
t Gray
Rough. Tough 41
Ready
Scarf
8m Shall Not
Have Them
So Young. So Bed
Strange Triangle
Street* of Sen
Praneheo
Syncopation
i That'* the Spirit
They Lire in Peer
3 Deaerate Men
3 Musketeer*
Train to
Tombstone
Undying Monster
Wing 4i e Prayer
Within Theee Wall*
Woman on Run
Woman**
Vengeance
OBJECTIONABLE
Cat Peoplk
Danger Zone
Delightfully
Dangerous
Man tn Grey
Men They
Couldn't Hang
No Man's Woman
Notorious
flillatnsn
Odd Men Out
Second Face
So Ends Our
Night
Too Late for Tears
Tuttles of Tahiti
Social Action
Parley Listed
ST. LOUIS Keynoting the
third annual convention of the
National Catholic Social Action
Conference at St. Louis Univer-
sity Aug. 28 will be Rev. Ed-
ward Duff. S.J. Father Duff, of
the Institute of Social Order
here, will speak on '‘Challenges
to Catholic Social Action.”
The conference promotei the
spread of the social action apos-
tolate and serves as a clearing
house for information.
Speakers will include Rev.
Thurston Davis, S.J., editor of
America, and Sen. Paul Douglas
of Illinois.
The conference will close Aug.
30. One of the features will be
a workshop on employers' or-
ganizations conducted by John Q.
Adams of Montclair. Adams
heads a movement to organize a
national Catholic employers’ as-
sociation in the U.S.
Family Book Sale
In Mountain Lakes
MOUNTAIN LAKES A fam-
ily book lale sponsored by the
Men's Club of St. Catherine of
Siena Church will be held start-
ing Aug. 16 In the church hall.
The hours for exhibit and sale
on that day will be from 8:30
a m. to 9 p m. On Aug. 17 and
18, the hours will be from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m.
MOMENT IN HISTORY: One of the great early Catholic missionaries in the U.S.,
Rev. Eusebio Kino, S.J. (1644-1711), is commemorated in this mosaic in the National
Shrine of the Immaculate Conception in Washington. Father Kino is shown on
horseback greeting an Indian at Our Lady of Sorrows Mission, Arizona.
Television
SUNDAY. AUO. II
830
a m.
(4>—"Lat'a Talk About
God.** Maryknoll Slater*.
10:30 a.m. (7)—Christopher Program.
"Power of Library." Don Wilaon.
11:30 a.m. (11) Chrlatopbora. "Encour-
age SoIf-Eaprosalon la the Young."
830 p.m. (I) Catholic Hour. "With
Crooked Lines." Ford Rainey.
TUISDAY. AUO. IS
• p.m. (13) Bishop Sheen
FRIDAY. AUO. 11
• p m. (ID Pope's Day
Radio
SUNDAY. AUO. 14
•:1S a.m. WNIW Sacred Heart.
7:13
a.m.
WRCA—Hour of St. Francis
7:30 a.m. WHOM—Sacred Heart Hour
7.30 a.m.WOR Marian Theater
8:30 a.m. WMCA Ave Marla Hour.
Story of Mother Seton.
8:43 a.m. WMTR—Hour of St. Francis
8.30 a.m. WCBS Church of the Air.
Rev. E. Ferrer Smith. O.P.
1030 a.m. WABC—Christian In Action.
Rev. Anselm Burke. O. Carm.
11 JO a.m. WOR Marian Theater
230 pm. WRCA Catholic Hour.
"Report on American Literature."
Charles Bracelen Flood.
MONDAY, AUO. 17
S p.m. WSOU <TM> Sacred Heart
Program.
TUISDAY, AUO. IS
S pm. WSOU (FM) Sacred Heart
Program.
WIDNISDAY, AUO. 19
2 pm. WSOU (FM) Sacred Heart
3-30 p.m. WBNX SL Stephen's
Church, Novena.
THURSDAY, AUO. If
930 am. WSOU-FM Opwnlng Mass.
World Sodality Congress. Sacred
Heart Cathedral.
S p.m. WSOU (FM) Sacred Heart
Program. -
8:30 PA WSOU arib Ave Maria
Hour.
FRIDAY, AUO. 11
S p.m. WSOU (FM) Sacred Heart
Program.
2:13 pm. WSOU (FM) Hour ef St.
Francis.
330 p.m. WBNX Perpetual Help
Novena.
830 pm. WSOU (FM) Hour ef the
Crucified.
SATURDAY, AUO. «2
7 0S p.m. WOR Family Thaater.
Theater Conference
Convenes Aug. 17-20
NOTRE DAME (NC) Rev.
Gilbert V. Hartkc, 0.P., will key-
note the 12th biennial national
convention of the Catholic Thea-
ter Conference here on Aug. 17-
20.
Father Hartke is head of the de-
partment of speech and drama
at the Catholic University of
America, Washington.
The convention will be held at
the University of Notre Dame
and St. Mary’s College. Its theme
is "God Behind the Masque.”
Reviews of Plays in
Summer Theaters
By Joan T. Nourse
Bella Are Ringing. Breezy musical
about an answer-service girl who can't
keep from mothering her clients One
numbercostumed briefly.
Clvtterbuck. Never saw this ona but
it's known far and wlda as a prime as-
ample of taatelean. suggestive farce.
Detective Stenr. Stark realistic ae-
count of tragedy In the life of a atom,
idealistic policeman. Quite sordid in
spots.
The Happiest Millionaire. Delightful
family comedy about an irresponsible
father who can’t
sea why his young-
sters must grow up quite so fast.
A Hole In the Head. Amusing Jew-
lah family comedy about a worried lit-1
tie boy's attempt to straighten out his I
penny-wise, blonde-foolish Miami fa-
ther Adult fare.
Jamaica. Calypso and more calypso,
with occasional skimpy costumes and
now and then a risque line.
Plain and Fancy. Generally whole-
some and agreeable musical about the
aturdy Amish folk of Pennsylvania.
Picnic. A good-looking drifter rouses
the emotions of
some love-starved mid-
western women. Crudely candid, it sen-
timentally condones illicit love as com-
pensation for loneliness.
Say, Darling. Pleasant, lively musical
about what happens when some slick
Broadway theater people start adapting
a homespun novel for the stage.
Tunnel of Love. Weak, off-color
farce about the marital lapses of the
smirk set of suburbia.
Visit to a Small Planet. Bureaucracy
takes a beating as
a
whimsical
apace
man invades Washington Subplot finds
, much too funny a young couple'a tor-
rid amours.
To Head Medical
School Division
Of Neurology
JERSEY CITY Appointment
of Dr. Joseph M. Foley as profes-
sor and director of the division
of neurology at the Seton Hall
College of Medicine has been an-
nounced by Dr. Charles L. Brown,
dean.
Dr. Foley comes from Har-
vard Medical School where he
has been on the faculty since
1951 as an assistant professor of
neurology. A graduate of Holy
Cross College, he received his
medical degree from Harvard in
1941. While a medical student at
Harvard he was a Harmon
Scholar doing work in neuropath-
ology at tha Mallory Institute of
Pathology.
Upon his release from active
duty with the Navy Medical
Corps in 1946, ha was appointed
an assistant in neurology at Har-
vard, aerving also as a Rocke-
feller research assistant In Bos-
ton City Hospital. From 1946 to
1951 he also was on the faculty
of Boston Univeriity School of
Medicine.
New Catholic
Book Releases
Followinj U % ll«t of new Catholic
book* compiled by the Catholic Uni-
venity of America library. Washington.
The Liturgy end Religlou* Ufa by
l>ouu Bouyer. Address delivered at
Fontbonne College with Introduction
by Magr Martin Hellrtegel. (Pk> Da
nmo Press. St. Louie. 73c).
A Catholic Catechism, Paperback edt
tion in reduced format of translation
of the German catechism. (Harder A
Harder, »1.23>.
A Catholic Child's fteek Abouttt. Paul,
by Henri Daniel Hope. RataHind the
Scriptural account for children of
middle grades. (Catechetical Guild
Educational Society and Simon A
Schuster tXSO).
An Itlenne Ollten Tribute, edited by
Charles J. O'Neil Twenty eaaaye
contributed for Gilaon'e 73th birth-
day, tocether with hie response.
Marquette Unlvoreity Preu. 17).
Dr. Sill Heads St. John’s
Asian Studies Department
JAMAICA, L. I.— Dr. Paul K. T. Sih, Chinese scholar
and expert in international affairs, has been named direc
tor of the newly established Institute of Asian Studies at
St. John’s University, according to Rev. Joseph E. Hogan,
C M , dean of th& Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
The Institute will be located oni
the University campus in Jamai-
ca and will work in the field ofj
Asian cultures and languages on
the graduate level, with empha-
sis on contemporary China, Jap-
an and India.
Dr. Sih, who was horn in
Shanghai, has been serving as di-
rector of the Institute of Far
Eastern Studies at Seton Hall
University since 1951 He holds
the degree of LL.B in political
science awarded from Soochow
University in 1933 and the Ph D.
degree in the same field, from
the University of Rome in 1936.
He taught at Soochow Univer-
sity from 1941 until 1943 and la
ter served with the Republic of
China's Embassy In Rome as
minister plenipotentiary front
1945 until 1949.
He is the author of several
books, including "From Confu
cius to Christ" and "Decision for
Chins."
Dr. Sih holds the honorary
degrees of Doctor of Laws from
both Carroll College (1953) and
the University of Portland (1956)
In 1956, he was made a Knight
of St. Gregory by Pope Plus XII.
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Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Alima Jcin Jam**
Rif Clrcui
BUr
riah*nn*n
Coomie Man
Darby o*olll and
LitUo Paopla
Diary of Anno
Frank
Embaulad Hoar-
on
Hvo Ponnioo
Croon Manalon*
Good Day for o
Hanflmj
Dorculooor B r. Hoy
Girl
Horoo Soldloro
IIoudini
Inn of iho fth
llapplnoaa
lalo of Loot
Woman
John Paul Jonaa
It Happanad to
Jana
Kina of Wild
Stallinna
I.ittlo Savafa
Mr Uncla
Mrstartani
Outlaw Stallion
Pork
Chop HIU
Kobo
Sad Horao
ShAffr Do*
ftllent Knfmr
Klrrpln* Beauty
Tempo*t
10 Comauad*
10 Day* to
Tulara
Tonka
Trap
Waiu4
Wettbound
For Adults, Adolescents
Arson for Him
Brain Eater*
Cry From iho
Streets
Demetrius ft
Q Uadislor*
DovU Strikes
•I NUhl
Enchanted Island
Kesrroskers
First Man Into
Spaco
Floods of Foar
Gamma Psoplo
GUantus. tho Fire
Monster
Gunficht st
Dodto City
Giant Behemoth
Manxman
Hole in the Hood
Hound of Basker-
elllee
House on Mounted
Hill
Lost Blltikrelx
Lest Train From
Gun Hill
Lesend of Tom
Dooley
Man In the Net
Nun's Story
I’orsy and Bess
BestleM Years
Roden
Roof
Bey One for Me
EXTHands With
the Devil
Shane
Btelaf IT
Sheriff of
Fractured Jaw
ttrancer In Ur
Arm*
Tarian’a Greateat
Advrnturo
Thunder Ln Sun
Trap
Warlock
Wild and the
Innocent
Woman Ohaeaaed-
World. Fleah and
the Derll
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
A1 CIHM
A.k Any Girl
Bluo Denim
Compulsion
Count Your
Bioaunts
Cry Terror
Damn Yankees
Defiant Ones
ISnwSTr
•hla
Cutset
Ml
He Who Must DU
Harm's Mouth
Iml Lotion of Life
K'tit;
Lonely Iteerie
Journey
Machete
Man Inside
Matins Game
Murder by Con*
tract
Naked MsJs
No Name on the
Bullet
North by North*
west
Notorious Mr.
Monks
Of Life end levs
Operation Damoa
Reform School
Ctrl
Remarkable Ur.
Ponnrpackor
Rio Bravo
.Separate Table#
7 Guns to Meaa
Hound * Fury
Tbete Thousand
Hill*
Tbla klarth la
Mine
Wild Strawberries
Yount Phila-
delphians
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
Ataaka Puun
AU King's Msb
Attack •( M fast
Woman
Boat Oonoration
Born Kacklaoa
Forblddca mat
From Here te
Eternity
81rl U Bikiniuna. Girls and
Ganssters
Horrors of Black
L *bfX“r
Le Partsionne
Lend of Pbaroahs
Loot Milo
least Paradise
Uvs in City
Middle ef the
NUhl
M Daile te the
Moon
Nliht of the
Quarter Moon
Perfect Furiouxh
Bally 'Round the
Flat. Beys
■lot In Juvenile
Prison
Reed Mum
Room at the Top
Some Cense lop
nin#
£?">• Uk. I* Hat
WhJU Cars.
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Condemned
Ladjr ChaUarMy's
Latror Liene.|iaJunsU Lava U Myrrafaaatoa
Mademoiselle
SUtp tease
Review of 'Church
In the Dark Ages'
Tbit it compil'd from ",Beil Sellers," published by the
Uniteriity of Scrnnton.
THE CHURCH IN THE DARK
AGES. By H. Daniel-Rops. Trans-
lated! by Audrey Butler. Dutton.!
$l9. (Adults only, because of ad-
vanced content and style.)
tills brilliant and dramatic sur-
vey of the period from St. Augus-
tine to Gregory VI Is surely the
most informative and Interesting
account of those little known cen-
turies yet written. The slow col-
lapse of Rome and her mighty
civilization during the barbarian
inroads of the fifth century, the
brief recovery of the Carolingian
renaissance at the end of the
eighth, and the still darker night
of the ninth and 10th centuries
are vividly pictured. But back-
ground material is kept at a min-
imum. the emphasis is always on
how these events affected the
Church and how the Church in-
fluenced the course of events.
The book is a masterpiece of
scholarship crammed with infor-
mation, enriched with discrimi-
nating interpretation and narrat-
ed with dramatic vividneas.
There is no Ignoring of shortcom-
ings and scandals, mistakes or
human weaknesses but these are
put in their proper porportion
and perspective and there are
frequent warnings against read-
ing history backwards.
It is a must for, the historian
and will prove fascinating read-
ing for anyone interested in the
past.
It is unfortunate that so- im-
portant a work should be pre-
sented in such poor format, the
binding is flimsy, the paper
cheap and the pages crowded.
The translation also is a bit stiff
and literal at times and the fre-
quent exclamations and paren-
theses will annoy the English
I reader.
New Books
Evaluated
Thli classification la prepared by Beat
Sailer*. University of Scranton. Classi-
fications: I. General reading; IL Adult*
only because of <a> advanced content
and style; (b) immoral lansuaee or In-
cidents; in. Permissible for diecrimln-
atlng adults; VI. Not recommended to
any class of reader.
The Art e# Llewellyn Janes (lib) by
Paul Hyde Bonner
Mi Amife (lib) by
W R. Burnett
Dear Friends and Darling Remans dla)
Iby Mary Chamberin
I Ls Belle (ITb) by Eliiabeth Boatwrtfbt
The Bettistep Affair (lib) by Gordon
Cotier
Shadow In the Olen (II*) by Kyle Culee
Ode te e Yount Lev* (ITb) by Raall
Davidson
Old Sinners Never Die (I) by Dorothy
Salisbury Dev is
The Tents ef Wickedness (lib) by Peter
De Vries
I Anatomy ef a Moral (Ila) by Mllovan
Djilas
The Daughters of Necessity (Ila) by Pe-
ter S. Feibleman
For 1 Cents Plain (flat br llarrv Golden i
Wake Up, Stupid (ITb) by Mark Harrta
i The Clouded Fountain (I» by McCready
l Huston
Lady Chafterley's Laver (IV) by D. H.
Lawrence
Seek the Fair Land (Ila) by Walter
Mackej)
Haro Into Battle dla) bv Cecil Malden
A Rockefeller Family Portrait (I) by
William Manchester
Poems ef St. John of the Cross (I) by
John Frederick Nlmi
The Reck (III) by Warren Tuts
Dragon and Sickle dla) by Guy Wlnt
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#altar ware
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IRELAND
For your crossing to Ireland, Cunard to Cobh is your
ticket! Two transatlantic favorites, the Mauretania
and Britannic, sail from New York direct to Cobh 8
times from Aug. 15 to Oct. 30. Full facilities aboard
for Holy Mass.
THIS FALL
Vu bat montht are ahead for visitingthe EmeraldIsle
~.
Autumn's your chance to enjoy enthralling events.
Dublin's Masters’ Golf Tbumament, the Cess rewitch
Handicap at Curragh. And JutivaUl Cork for films,
music at Wexford, Galway. A sparkling calendar, too,
in Scotland, England and everywhere you go on the
ContinentI
CUNARD
Famous food, service, shipboard fun... alt in your
ticket! Cunard's fleet, headed by the Queen Elizabeth
and Queen Mary, offers an average of 3 sailings
weekly to all Europe. From Aug. 23 you can take ad-
vantage of lower Thrift Season rates. Tburist Class
from $174, Cabin Class from $212, First Class from
|267. Seeyour travel agent now... ask him also about
Cunard's Prepaid Service ... the carefree, convenient
way to bring loved ones to America. Reduced fares
for bona fide emigrants in effect Jan. 1 next.
G* CUNARD
Consul Uns. H B'wo, N.Y. «, BO 9-5300 . 441 Put A**., N.Y. 22. Pt 5-4300
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKEND WITH GOD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
v
HUSBAND and WIFE
C—>4*l*4 by tbo moaba of
Mil EnEi Abbey
Vacation Parted Aug. IS-I 1
Plaoca maba ra,arvatianß party.
Write far Information tec
DIRECTOR OP RETREATS
Oaaaa of Paaaa Ratraat Haaaa
Si. Paaf. Abbay, Nawtea. M. A
Opm 9:SO to 9:30, Saturday until 6. Ramtey ttora open 9:30 to 6j Tut., Thun, and Fri. to 9:30 P. M.
Visit our new Colonial Shop!
Com# set Huffman & Boyle's newly-decorated
Model Rooms for exciting home fashion ideas!
©
AIR CONDITIONED!
•CAtffl TINS
Five Huffman A Boyla flora* centrally locatedfor your convenience r
HACKINIACK
Ik. ADI urn
RAMSIY
Initrun Cir, DJ 7-4JOO
tPRINGNIID
lU. 14, DR MJM
ORANM
Cornual In, OR MOO*
POMPYON PLAINS
Rt. 11. Ti AJ4OP
Wednesday, Aug. 19
10**
DAY
Admission —parking all ridel
10c each for everyone
2 p. m. to midnight
OLYMPIC PARK
IRVINGTON-MAPLEWOOD
••• h««» In p«rtorj
ARTford™:;zz
4
3-5 p. m.Tuesday through Friday
frae dancing during broadcaiti
Hailed Throughout the world
aa tha moat tripping and
dramatio
itorr of this decada:
fIUDRES
HEPBURN
■ u
r i \ r.
FredZinnemanns
STQRBL
STARTING AUG. 19
DOVER - Dover
STARTING AUG. 26
BRANFORD Newark
FABIAN Paterson
MONTAUK Passaic
STANLEY Jersey City
sth ANNUAL PILGRIMAGE
sponsored by
ST. ANNE’S CHURCH
Newark, N. J.
to Canadian shrines of
St. Anne de Beaupre,
the Cap de la Madeleine, St. Joseph's
August 31st to Sept. 4th 1959
Transportation & hotels, 5 days $50.00
Reservations, call rectory or
ESsex 3-0582 - ESsex 5-4258
For tho Boat In Steoka
MANERO'S
OUI FAMOUS
Filets *3.00
A LA CARTE
Complete Dinners *4.75
"ALWAYS lIINO TMI CHIIDMN' • Dm.,,' CUb
FAIAMUS (OUTS NO IF - N.rtti ml N.. 4 - COM.. I.lots
earn more
..
Ji CHr
is0
2
OIVIDIND
SAVINOS
ACCOUNTS INSU>B> Uf TO $lO,OOO
VI lIBV
?41 (HESTNUI STRUT NUIUY. N J
IN HIS HONOR: Auxiliary Bishop Walter W. Curtis and Msgr. Bronislaus A. So-
cba, pastor of St. Valentine’s Church, Bloomfield, pose with officials of Bloom-
field Council, Knights of Columbus, after Bishop Curtis dedicated the council’s
new home, Aug. 9. The building on the parish property was donated for use of the
Knights by Msgr. Socha and was dedicated in his honor. Others are, from left
Grand Knight John Kinder, State Deputy Joseph Carlin and Rev. John Ryzner,
council chaplain.
Seton Hall China Expert
Heads Formosa College
TAIPEI, Formosa—Rev. Mark
Tsai, former regent of the Seton
Hill Institute for Far Eastern
Studies, has been appointed pres
Went of the only Catholic college
In free China
The board of directors of Prov-
idence Girls' English College in
Taipei, Formosa, has ratified the
r.omination of the priest who
holds degrees from Fordham and
Columbia Universities.
Father Tsai, who owes his vo
ration to Maryknoll's late Bishop
Ford, was professor of education
•t Seton Hall, 1951 52. In the
same year he was made regent of
the Institute of Far Eastern Stu
.dies, which position he held un
til 1955, when he went to For
mosa.
The Chinese priest, during his
14 years in the United States,
acted on occasion as assistant at
St. Cecilia s, Kearny, and St. Mi
chad's, Newark.
Providence College, conducted
by Providence Sisters from St.
Mary-of the Woods, Indiana, is
in the Maryknoll-staffed prefee
lure of Taichung.
Cana Breakfast
LIVINGSTON
_
The Cana
Group of St. Philomena's will
hold its third annual family Com-
munion breakfast Aug 22, in the
parish picnic grove after 7 45
a m. Mass. Mr and Mrs. Frank
Reusche are chairmen
Urges Just Wage
In Hospitals
f MONCTON, New Brunswick
Just wages for all hospital em-
ployes were described as a "nec-
essary operating expense,” and
lan “attainable goal” by Mary
Kehoe at the Catholic Hospital
• Association's conference here.
Miss Kehoe, assistant to the
rxecuthe director of the associa
tion, urged Catholic hospitals to
take the lead in the medical field
”by working for the establish
ment of sound attitudes toward
unions.”
' The special character of the
service provided by a hospital
does not destroy the natural right
of hospital employes to their
right of association,” she said.
In return for giving up the
right to strike, she added, there
should be workable grievance
machinery for the employes.
Sunday Law
Bolstered
HARRISBURG, Pa. Ry
an overwhelming vote (181-
21) the Pennsylvania House
passed a bill raising the fine
for initial violations of the
Sunday law from $4 to $lOO The
measure had been approved ear-
lier by the Senate and Gov David
L Lawrence ha* indicated that he
would aign it Into law.
The bill ban* thr sale of a
list of "non-essential" item*
and earh sale or "offer to sell"
would constitute a separate of-
fense.
| Among the items which may
not he sold are clothing, furni-
ture. housewares, appliances,
hardware, tools, paints, building
and lumber supplies, jewelry, sil
verware. watches, clocks, lug
gage, musical instruments, re-
cordings and toys Specifically
exempt are Sunday sales of nov
elties and souvenirs.
ACTION ON Sunday selling has
also been taken in Oklahoma
City, and in Arlington County,
Va , on the outskirts of Washing-
ton
1 A oil) ordinance against Sun
day merchandising has been in-
troduced in Oklahoma City. In
Arlington County a committee of
27 citizens, including Tmtestant
and Catholic clergymen, has
been appointed by the county
board to study problems relat-
ing to enforcement of Sunday
laws.
K.C. to Hold Peace
Pilgrimage Sept. 20
WILLIAMSTOWN—The ninth annual Pilgrimage for
Peace, sponsored by N. J. State Council, Knights of Colum-
buj to the shrines of St Mary’s Church here will be held
Sept. 20.
The exercises will start at 2:30 p m. at the PeaceVInnilmant
—i«t-
_ rv
Monument, with State Deputy
Joseph J. Carlin of Moorestown
placing a wreath on the monu-
ment in honor of the communi-
ty's war dead.
The procession will then begin
at the monument with the march-
ers led in recitation of the rosary
by Rev. Francis J. Cosgrove of
Williamstown. At the Prayer
Garden, special prayers and a
litany will be recited.
The ceremonies will conclude
with Solemn Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament celebrated by
Msgr. Charles G. McCorristln,
Woodbridge, state K.C. chaplain
Richard J. Looney of Jersey
City, state chairman of Catholic
activities, has announced that the
entire state will be canvassed by
county chairmen to reach the 48,-
000 members in New Jersey.
I Paterson Council—Two memo-
rial Masses have been icheduled
by this council for deceased per
Isons. On Aug. 15 the members
i«ill attend Mass in St. Agnes
jChurch at noon for Frank Camp
[bell, killed in the Normandy in-
vasion in World War 11. On Aug.
16, Rev. John P. McHugh, chap-
lain, will offer a Mass at 10 a m
in the chapel of De Paul Regional
! High School, Wayne. The month-
ly meeting will be held at 8:30
p m., in the council chambers at
the Catholic Community Center.
Belleville Council Dewey R.
Russo will be honored at a din-
ner reception Sept 19, at the K
,of C. Clubhouse. He was recently
[elected navigator of Msgr. Doane
| General Assembly, fourth degree
Past Grand Knight George H
Mahler will be toastmaster.
Principal speaker will be Rev.
Titian P Menegus, pastor of St.
Anthony's Church. Other speak
ers will include George D Mc-
Laughlin. past president, Catholic
Lawyers Guild; and Stephen J. A.
kogarty, president. Commander
Shea Division, Ancient Order of
Hiberhians. Thomas A. McHugh,
supreme director of the Anchor
Clubs of America, is general!
chairman.
Professed for
Montfort Fathers
RAY SHORF., L. I. _ Jerome
E Pramuk, son of Mr and Mrs.
Edward A Pramuk. 764 Cedar
Lane, Teaneck, will be professed
a member of the Montfort Fa-
thers on Aug. 15 at the Montfort
bathers seminary here.
Up attended Our Lady Help of
Chriitiani School, Kill Orange,
where the family lived for 17
year*. Seton Hall Prep and Holy
Trinity High School. Hackensack.
He was graduated with an en
gmeering degree from Manhat
tan College In 1955; attended a
special accelerated Latin course
at Loyola University. Chicago,
and for two years was a lieuten
ant in the U S. Air Force
After a hnef visit home, he will
proceed to the major seminary
in Utehfteld, Conn , for six years
of preparation for the priesthood
Mr. Promuk
To Discuss Bible
ASSISI. Italy (NO Priests
and laymen will meet for a
week's discussion of the Bihle at
the annual Conference of Chris-
tian Studies here at the end of
August. Cardinal Cicognani, for-
mer Apostolic Delegate to the
US., will speak on "The Bible,
the Sealed Book.”
Father Luigi Sturzo Dies at Age of87
ROME—Rev. Luigi Sturzo, 87, ]
noted Italian political leader who:
spent 20 years in exile during
Benito Mussolini's reign, was
buried here with state honors,
Aug. 8. Father Sturzo collapsed |
from physical weakness in late
July and was near death for the 1
last three weeks.
Among those attending the Re-
quiem Mass for the frail Sicilian
priest were Premier Antonio Seg-
ni, 12 cabinet ministers, dozens
of Italian political leaders and
foreign diplomats. Pope John
XXIII, who had sent his blessing |
| to Father Sturzo during his last
illness, also forwarded a telegram
of condolence.
Father Sturzo was ordained in
18SM and was elected vice mayor
of his native Caltagirone in 1905,
serving for 15 years and gaining
a reputation for his progressive
| outlook. In 1919 he founded the
Popular Party, forerunner of to-
day's dominant Christian Demo
cratic Party. Among his collab-
orators were two men who later
became Premiers.
Father Sturzo opposed Musso-
ilini from the start. When the lat-
ter came to power tn 1925 Father
Sturro went into exile, living in
(France, England and the U. S.
He returned in 1946 and plunged
into politics again, opposing the
communists. He became a life-
time member of the Italian Sen-
ate in 1952 and waged a cam-
paign against state monopolies.
I The statesman-priest leaves be-
hind him a large collection of
] writings on theology, sociology,
politics and religion. His death
was the occasion for a laudatory
(front-page editorial in Osserva-
Itcre Romano, Vatican City da\ly.
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UMON SODA
HI-SPOT, the zesty, clear, bright,
taste-awaking lemon drink. Fam-
ily-Size bottle. Delectable mixer l.
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True World Congress
Within the week, the Archdiocese of Newark
will be privileged to be host to the Second Quin-
quennial World Congreaa of the Sodalitiea of Our
Lady. While the opening Solemn Pontifical Maae
will be in the Sacred Heart Cathedral in Newark
on Thuraday and the closing meeting will be on
Sunday In Roosevelt Stadium In Jersey City,
the business of the congress will be carried on at
Seton Hall in South Orange.
It may seem strange to compare a New
Jersey village with a cosmopolitan metropolis
that has stood at the crossroada of civilization for
a thousand years, but one can hardly help com-
pare South Orange with Vienna. The comparison
... or should It be contrast ...is not illogical.
Within the past month, the World Youth Council
met in Vienna in order to give young people a
ehanca to express their views and their concerns.
Vienna became almost a battleground and com-
munists and anti-communists vied for position.
There were brawls in the streets and in the
meeting halls. There were attempts to control
elections and to stampede the thinking of the
.congress into communist corrals. The refusal of
many Americans to be misled was Inspiring, but
the genersl tenor of the entire affair served only
to reflect the confusion and the lack of integration
in the minds of countless young adults.
Next Thursday, when the World Congress of
the Sodalities of Our Lady convenes, the story
will be a different one. The international aspect
will be about the same although it is fruitless to
expect anyone from behind the Iron or the
Bamboo Curtains: the age range will be ap-
proximately equal; the avid interest and the burst-
ing enthusiasm will represent the idealism and
the concern of the sodalists for mankind.
Here the difference will end. There will be no
confusion and there will be nobrawls. There will
be no electioneering or politicking. While the in-
terest of the sodalists la the same as that of the
Youth Congress in Vienna ... mankind, humani-
ty. it la mankind in relation to eternal life that
will engage the hearts and minds of these people.
They will be concerned not with the domination
of this-social philosophy or that but with the rec-
ognition of the way of Christ in the world that
has been made by Him and aeema to have for-
gotten Him. The very themes of the congress
serve to point up the fact that this congress is
geared to eternity while the congress of Vienna
was geared to time.
‘ The Vocation of the Sodalist in the Crises
of the World Today” suggests that here are
great numbers of sodalists consecrated to ac-
cepting the struggle against materialism and athe-
ism as a true vocation. The concentration of the
panels upon interior life and sodalities in Inter-
national life suggests that the program of this
congreaa begins with purification of self before
purification of the world. The consideration of
what it means to live the life of the Church and
the modern needs of that Church makes it clear
that the problems of this day will find their
solution in the application of principles that were
laid down by Christ and the Shepherds of Rome
from the beginning of the Christian era.
The final demonstration on Sunday when the
sodalists will be consecrated to Our Lady of
Guadalupe proclaims that the sodalists have
found the answer for which the other congress
groped in vain ~.. that Consecration to the
Mother of God, devotion to her directions and
imitation of her example ... all these provide
the only solution to the slow disintegration of
modern civilization.
Mary: Our Friend at Court
“The Mother of God, th* ever Virgin Mary,
when the course of her earthy life waa run, was
assumed In body and in soul to heavenly glory.’*
With these words, in 1950, Pope Piua XII brought
Joy to all the Catholic world. Wi£h them he
gave voice to our faith in the revelation of God:
it ia true; it Is certain; it has value beyond
our telling.
Every Catholic knows that there are mo-
ment* when the Pope uses his authority to teach
In it* full range. Setting down in exact terms
what God has revealed for all men's believing,
he commits the whole Church. These solemn acts
are very rare. Most Popes live and die without
using this awesome power even once. When it is
used, we know that Peter is speaking through
the Holy Father and we believe without reserva-
tion.
Outside the scope of Catholic teaching, re-
ligioua thought ha* quite a different air. There
it ia fancy rather than fact, th* sensational
rather than the solid, th* doubtful ranges itself
against the certain.
This contrast is ss old as th* Church.
The Christians in Thessalonica. taught by St.
Paul himaelf, needed some reassurance on the
end of th* world. He did not want them “terri-
fied ... as though the day of th* Lord were
near at hand." Th* cur* he prescribed for their
terrors?
“Stand firm, and hold th* teachings you have
learned . . ." Certainly he had himself warned
them that th* world will end, that th* Lord will
come as a thief in the night. But they had for-
gotten that faith and charity would be their
defense whenever that unknown day ihould dawn.
And tha Coloasiani were not alwayi above
aome superstition in the matters of angels. As
usually happens, their superstition went hand in
hand with excessive (rust in their own wisdom.
The cure for them, St. Paul wrote, was the same:
good morals, sound faith, and, above all things
charity.
Every now and then we seem to hear the
same sorry reports that so distressed St. Paul.
kor the Church teaches now, as she was
teaching then, that the moment of the world s
ending ‘no one knows, neither the angels in
heaven, nor the Son. but the Father only"
this is the way the Lord Himself had put It.
But. we hear, what about Fatima? What
about “the letter"? How about 1960?
As far as the teaching of the Church is
concerned, the data of the end of the world is
still hidden in God's Providence. A human guess
on the meaning of a secret, written in an un-
opened letter, addressed as it is to someone
else, gives us no right to announce that we
know what only the Father knows. Our enthus-
iasms and fears can lead to exaggerations and
errors: neither one gives honor to Our Lady.
As the great teacher Etienne Gilson once said:
“In theology, as in any science, the msin ques-
tion is not to be pious, but to be right. For there
is nothing pious in being wrong about God!"
Neither is there anything pious in making a
Mother of Terrors out of the Mother of Mercy,
the Refuge of Sinners, now gloriously assumed
into heaven!
Morals Hit New Lows
Lift Sunday'* paper* came up with »ome
feature article* that ahould ahock ua into a atate
of alarm about the moral condition of our aocie-
ty. The Star-Ledger carried an Aaaoclated Prea*
feature reporting on illegitimacy in our country.
A feature article In the New York Time* Maga-
zine reported on the debate currently waging in
Kngland on mercy killing.
The latest figure* on illegitimacy in the
United States show thst it has tripled in the
last 30 years with a particularly alarming in-
crease among teenage girls. There were over
200,000 illegitimate births in thia country alone
in 1937, and it is estimated that the figures for
193* will exceed those by 3,000. Nearly 5.000
illegitimate babiea are bom each year of girls
under 15.
Evil proliferates. Illegitimacy spawns such
moral abuses as black markets in babies and
abortions. Sterilization has been suggested for
those women who are frequent offenders. Such
is the monstrous offspring of this monstrous mor-
al evil. The increase of illegitimate children adds
to the burdens of the community's welfare agen-
cies. Authorities in Elizabeth recently ruled that
they would not grant relief benefiu to the
mother for more than on* child born out of
wedlock.
Evil also gives occasion for good. On* may
condemn moral evil and still have compassion
for the offenders. Shelters for unwed mothers
ere houses of great compassion. There one may
see this problem not as an abstract sociological
matter, but aa a human problem written on the
face of a confused and disoriented teenage girl
One may hear the story behind the story—the
brokeif home, the cruelty and unnatural vice, the
poverty and lack of love—and understand that
the problem is our problem. It is the problem
of parish priests and teaching Sisters, of parents
and public officials, of producers of films and
TV programs, of the publishers of comica and
magazines. It is the problem of our society and
it will not be solved by sociology alone. The only
adequate prop that man has yet discovered for
a sound morality Is religion. Morality is re-
ligion'a child. Therefore it seems that the first
requirement is that religious leader* reach some
kind of unity on, basic moral principles.
The feature in the Times is not encouraging
in that respect. It informs us that the dean of
St. Paul a it one of the vice presidents of the
Euthanasia Society in England. The goal of the
society is to have mercy killing declared legal
in certain circumstances. The Times reporter
states that the Church of England has made no
pronouncement on euthanasia, but that "Angli-
can clergymen differ widely in public." What a
pats we have reached when moral truth is de-
cided by debate and vote rather than by objec-
tive moral principles! Perhaps we have to re-
store reason beforfe w* can restore morality.
The moral condition of modern society
borders on disaster. It Is a law of human exist-
ence first pronounced by the Old Testament
prophets that moral corruption is the prelude
to national disaster. History has proved that
thesis time and time again. Morals decline be-
cause the Christian ideology is lost sight of. When
the Christian concept of man is restored and the
Christian vision of God. then our morals will
begin to rise.
The world must again be fascinated by the
mystery of Christ!
Menace of TV and Movies
Molt of our people ar* not independent
thlnken. They uiually get their ideal from the
men and women whom they meet or from the
information that they hear, read, and aee in
magaxlnei, televiiion, radio and the moviei.
From preient indication! these media of thought
communication are not doing a good job.
The movie industry is bowing down in adora
tlon before the golden calf of box office receipts,
and television is paying slavish tribute to sponsor
appeal.
On the movie horizon many danger signals
are visible. Some time ago a Sunday magazine
supplement published a feature story with this
title: "Hollywood's New Creed—Anything Goes."
The opening paragraph is ominous: "You may
not he aware of it, but Hollywood has embarked
on an unparalleled spree of sensuslity, sin and
violence. There are practically no more forbid-
den themes—no more taboo subjects."
To make matters worse, the decision of the
Supreme Court in the "Lady Chatterley's Lover”
rase has opened up the gates to new forms of
risque and dangerous plots and situations. The
Sunday News for July 12 ran a story which
started like this: "When the United States Su-
preme Court crippled New York’s movie censor-
ship laws In-, the recent case of 'Lady Chatter-
fry'i Lover,' virtually the only thing left to the
censor's scissors is out-andout obscenity. Now
it seems, everything else goes."
The picture "Say One for Me," which is
now being shown all over the country, is pre-
senting a unique and strange problem: The Cath-
olic critics are in open disagreement. "America,"
a inspected and influential Catholic weekly, has
this to say: "The blunt fact of the matter la that
this film is cheap, sentimental, meretricious, and
basically immoral. The immorality consists in
suggesting that if you throw an aura of religion
around artistic tripe, anything else will be ex-
cused."
This is in contrast with the Judgment
of William Mooring, who reviews moving pic-
tures for The Advocate and other Catholic news-
papers:
"How does a film, that is morally approved
by the Legion of Decency for adults and ado-
lescents. come to be '.blasted' as immorsl In a
Catholic publication?"
The situation in television might best be
summed up by a quotation from "The Sign," a
popular Catholic magazine: 'Trashy and incon-
sequential programs have taken over television
as never before. They are monopolizing the at-
tention of the nation, in a way that can only
be described as critical. The outlook for next
season is as bad, if not worse. Once again we
shall be subjected to an almost continuous bar-
rage of Westerns, crime shows, silly-situation
comedies, and other forms of shallow diversion,
that can, if viewed without selectivity, convert
us into a nation of dream-weavers, uninformed,
uninquisitive, and painfully unequipped to face
the challenge of life in an age of crisis."
These are the 'forces and influences to which
the American people are being exposed in a
wholesale manner—and since so many of our
people are unable or unwilling to think for them-
selves. a sharp decline in our moral and cul-
tural Ufa Ja certain—unless there is s drastic
awakening.
Freedom's Flame
Khrushchev Visit Result
Of Appeasement Attitude
By Louis Francis Budenz
Außust ushered in anew wavei
<f appeasement hysteria, this
time designed in order to bring
about a triumphal tour for Dicta-
tor Khrushchev in the U.S. The
comrades, as usual, are well pre-'
pared for it.
Throußh the
July issue of
Political Af-
fairs they were
instructed to
raise the hope:
"End the Cold
War” as though
the Soviet pow-
ers actually
wanted some
sort of an understanding with us
In the same breath, they were
told that this cry was meeely a
continuation of the Soviet
“peace" ballyhoo of the past 15
years, and that it had as Its
eventual goal the annihilation of
the American Republic.
SUCH WERE the instructions
given by William Z Foster, na
tional chairman of the Commu-
nist Party, in one of those typi
cal exhibits of Red intellectual
gymnastics entitled “The Cold
War and the People's Welfare."
This is a very clever directive
It is based on the premise that
the free world is responsible for
the cold war which was actually
opened by Soviet Russia in 1945
with the expulsion of Karl Brow-
der from the Communist Party
leadership.
In fact, William Foster ac-
knowledges this in that peculiar
roundabout language with which
communistf clothe their direc-
tives, when he writes:
“The Communist Tarty of
the United Slates, at Its spe-
cial convention of IMS, which
repudiated Browder's revision- I
ism, was the first organization
to point nut the immediate ap-
proach of tt>l« broad imperial-
ist war period."
Of course, t.ie comrades took'
the lead in this respect while
America was still dreaming:
pleasantly about the Teheran ac-'
cord of "peace" agreed to by
Stalin, Roosevelt, and Churchill.
Moscow gave the Reds the sig
nal that the cold war against the
U S. was on—bringing on a hot
v-ar in Korea—when it deposed
Earl Browder for standing for
"peace" between the U. S. and
Soviet Russia
If Browder were condemned
bj Moscow for standing for per
manenl peace, then every com-
munist throughout the world
knew that the cold war waa on
—and so It developed In every
country'. Including our own, with
the attacks on the U. S. reaching
such an extent that the CIO had
to expel the Red ruled unions
from its membership.
AS IS THK I’Sl’AI. Moscow
made formula, Foster blames
every small war that resulted
from the cold war upon the U.S
In this strange array, he includes
every aggression by Soviet pow-
er as follows:
"Among these ‘small wart,’
along with other gross military
provocations, are those of Ko-
rea, Indo-Chlna, Hungary, Tai-
wan, F.aat Germany, Tunisia,
Morocco, Algeria, Lebanon, Is-
rael, Guatemala, Quemoy-Mat-
au, Laos, etc., besides various
other small wars In Asia, Af-
rica, and Latin America.”
And thus it it on the baait that
we are guilty of all transires
siont that Soviet Russia and its
| associates have committed, that
| the unilateral agreements for
I "peace" are to be made which
disarm the free world while the
Soviet world remains armed
Thus it is that Foster derides the
idea that the V. S is actually
ar ming for defense purposes
whitji he calls ' nonsense,'’ while
lie contends that the socialist
countries must arm for their de-
fense.
AU» OF >VfII( H leads up to
the inevitable communist conclu
*ion: That the “cold war" can
not he ended and the danger of
"imperialist war" cannot be dis
solved without the complete tri
umph of Soviet power over the
world.
And so we read, with much
more to the same effect:
"The real Issue behind the
war danger Is whether or not
the industries and the land of
the world shall he owned pri-
vately or by the people at
large w-ho use them. The basic
Issue Is (he fundamental one
of capitalism versus social-
ism."
Since the Soviet aim in bring-
ing Khrushchev to America and
in advancing other moves that
will disarm this .country is thus
to conquer us. it is regrettable
that appeasement sentiment has
been whipped up to the point it
has.
It has
gone to the Incredible
extent that one of our nationally
syndicated columnists, Walter
Lippmann, has joined Dictator
Khrushchev in criticizing our
"Captive Nations Week.” That
means that some distinguished
men in this country now believe
that we should not even pray for
the captive nations, for fear it
would irritate the Great Man in
Moscow.
The faith in Focus
Modern Pharisees
By Msgr. George W. Shea, S.T.D.
Perhaps ■ few of Our Lord's
smug listeners were jolted out of
their complacency by His hard-
hitting parable of “The Pharisee
and the Publican" (Luke 18,
9 14, familiar to us from the
Mass of the 10th Sunday after
Pentecost). But, quite likely the
self-satisfied expression remain-
ed on most faces from start to
finish, except where it was re-
placed by a look of injured in-
nocence or indignation.
For it is hard to get under the
skin of a Pharisee and touch him
where it really hurts. He is pro-
tected by that toughest of all
hides, a calloused conscience,
which even the most barbed darts
of criticism fail to pierce. To un-
derstand this, we must know what
a genuine Pharisee really is.
It’s a mistake to confuse him
with a hypocrite. The latter is a
far less hopeless proposition to
deal with. For a hypocrite at
least realizes the discrepancy be-
tween the outward pose he af-
fects and the real facts about
himself. While he is dishonest
with others about his faults, he
is not dishonest with himself.
Aware and conscious of his de-
fects, the hypocrite can often be
appealed to toward correcting
them.
Rut not so the Pharisee! The
full blown, king size Pharisee de-
ceives not to much others as
himself. A towering egoist, he is
blind to his own failings, and has
an eye only for the shortcomings
of- others. As Christ put it on
another occasion (Matthew 7,
1-5), the Pharisee it quick to
discover the speck in his neigh-
bor’s eye, but remains blissfully]
unaware of a much larger for-
eign object in his own.
Of this sort were the listeners
to Our Lord's parable about the
Pharisee and the Publican, and
that is why 1 imagine His words
did not have much effect. But
it would be a mistake to confine
ourselves' to speculating about
that ancient audience. We would
be missing the whole point of the
parable if we failed to apply it
to ourselves. Christ was speaking
not only for a special group but
for all mankind. The trait of
which those bygone Pharisees are
the classic horrible example did
not die out with them. It is to be
found in human nature the world
over and down through the ages.
To some degree or other we all
tend to gloss over our faults, to
shut our eyes to the unpleasant
facts about ourselves.
Indeed, this almost universal
human failing was one of the rea-i
sons why Christ instituted the
Sacrament of Penance as a
means of forgiving sins This
means it was not absolutely nec-
essary in the very nature of
things. Prior to its establishment
men won remission of their sins
by perfect contrition, as was the
rase with the Publican in the
above-mentioned parable In
fact, this means of remission is
still in effect, with, however, the
obligation for a Catholic of later
confessing his sins, if and when
he has the opportunity.
Why, then, did Our Lord intro-
duce this obligation of confessing
one's sins in order to obtain their
forgiveness? To counteract the
Pharisaism to which we all
tend.
The Sacrament of Penance
was meant to compel us to search
out and face up to the facts
about ourselves. It was meant to
force us to have a showdown with
ourselves. The sincere examin-
t.on of conscience and the accu-
i ate confession of our sins which
the Sacrament requires were de-
signed to remedy this human
weakness of self-deception
So, then, before going to con-
fession we should examine our
conscience. That is, we should
make a sincere effort to call to
mind all the sins we have com-
mitted since our last worthy con-
fession. Before the examination
we should ask God's help to
know our sins and to confess
them with sincere sorrow. Then
we -can go on to make a good
examination of conscience by re-
calling the commandments of
God and of the Church, and the
particular duties of our state of
life, and by asking ourselves how
we may have sinned with regard
to them.
THE QUESTION BOX
Mott Roo. Woltor W. Cmrtii, 76 Brood St.. BJoomfioid, NJ,
it oditor •/ rW Qwi/im Bex. QootHont moy bo tmbmitlod to btm
tor miwt m tbit tolmmm.
Q. b Urn a book that give*
the but lava at tha dank?
A. Thera la; but law in tha
Church juit at law in civil Ufa
ia no matter for amateurr.
The average Catholic will be
better advised to read a book
like the Redemptoriat Father
Connell'a "Outlinea of Moral
Theology” (Bruce, 1953), in
which the dutiea of morality are
aet forth.
However, for one deeply inter-
eated in Church law (and able
to handle thia weighty aubject)
wi suggest the book by the Jca-
uit Father* Bouscaren and Fill*,
"Canon Law,” (Bruce, 1957).
Q. How often ahould I receive
Holy Communion*
A. Not "ahould" but "may.”
Why do we ask how many timea
we "ahould” receive? This way
of putting the question laya stress
on a kind of obligation as’ if Com-
munion were a duty and perhaps
difficult.
Is it not a great privilege, a
great opportunity? You show
your love for Jesus by receiving
Him. You show your need for
Him and your appreciation of the
spiritual blessings that union
with Him brings to you.
Receive Him then as often an
you may.
Do not pass up »o
great a chance. Receive him ju»t
ac often as your life will allow;
and even try to arrange your ac-
tivitiea to include frequent Mass'
and Communion.
Q. I am planning to mairy
a Catholic of the Eastern Rite.
What are the mlea about such
marriages?
A. For a better answer we sug-
gest that you consult the priest
of the Rite in question. The mar-
riage will be performed in this
case in the Rite and in the
Church of the groom rather than
in that of the bride as happens
when two members of the Latin i
Rite
marry.
We may also mention that the
children of such a marriage be-
i long to the Rite of the father and
must be baptized In It.
Q. Will you explain 1 Corin-
thians 15.50.
A. The words of this text are
j*Now this I say, brethren, that
flesh and blood can obtain no
pert in the kingdom of God,
neither shall corruption have any
part in incoeruption.”
Tha words mean that frail hu-
man nature (flesh and blood) if
It remains unchanged cannot
exist In heaven and forever.
However, grace gives ua the seed
uf the new spiritual life that will
fit us for heaven and the life of
glory. We shall therefore h*
changed and glorified for our
heavenly life.
Q. A member of the Jeho-
vah’s Witnesses told me that
Christ’s body did not rise but
only Hi* spirit. What can I
answer?
A. Read the account of Christ's
Resurrection and you will sco
that Chriat wa* seen by hundreds
of people whereas a spirit can-
not be seen. Christ allowed
Thomas to put his hand into Hi*
aide—and this cannot be done to
a spirit. Christ ate to prove that
He wa* truly risen—and a spirit
cannot rat.
The whole account of Sacred
Scripture makes it very clear
that Christ rose body and soul
from the dead. These accounts
are found In Matt. 2*; Mark ttt;
Luke 24; John 20 and 21; and
Acta 1.
Q. May a non-Catholic or a
sinner validly baptixe?
A. Non-Catholics and sinner*
may validly baptize, for the va-
lidity of the Sacrament does not
depend upon the personal worthi-
ness or the orthodoxy of the min-
ister. This has been the constant
tradition of the Church, as wa
may learn from the condemna-
tion of St. Cyprian's views hy
Pope St. Stephen (254-257), and
of the Donatista by the Council
of Arles in 314.
Q. Why do you re-baptizo
convert* to your Church?
A. The conditional baptism
which is given to converts Is in
no sense a re-baptism. If th*
uiginal baptism was duly per-
formed, the Catholic baptism >s
a mere ceremony without effect;
if the first baptism was invalid,
as often happens, the Catholls
,baptism is the only real one.
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In Your Prayers
remember these, your deceas-
ed priests.
Archdiocese of !\euark
Rev. Georg* Meyer, Aug. IS,
1911
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward J. F.l-
lard, Aug 15, 1937
Rev. John H. Donnelly, Aug.
1«, 195.1
Rev. Joseph J Tawczynskt,
Aug 17, 1931
Rt Rev. Msgr James J.
Smith, Aug 17, 1942
Rev. Felix Sandri, Aug 19, 1919
Rev. Francis J. Stefanskl, Aug.
19, 1952
Rev. William Biskorovany I,
Aug 21. 1952
Rev. Christopher A Lawless,
Aug. 21. 1922
Rev. John P. Fitzpatrick, S J.,
Aug. 21. 1959
AROUND THE PARISH
“Is this all there is to it?" Father John asks innocently,
as he tries his first game of golf.
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Vacation Is Time for Shared,
Not Separated Family Activity
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
rof ei,or of Sociology, Si. Lomii University
V-
..
do y°u th,nk of **P»r»ie vacation? My hus-
J»Bd« parent* Insist on taking their married son (they
have no daughters) on vacation “jnt n we used to.” Wives
•ren’t forbidden, but they pick a remote and primitive
place where It’s impossible to take young children, so
guess who stays home with whom? My husband hesitates
to
oppose his father, but I feel we have our own family
holidays to build now.
The question of separate vaca-
tions for husbands and wives
cannot be answered with a sim-
ple “yes” or “no.” Individual
family circumstances vary so
widely that no single, absolute
Tule will apply
to all -cases.
For example,
there are times
when the hus-
band may have
an' opportunity
to go on a
hunting or fish-
ing trip with
the "boy*," or
the wife may
Itave the chance to visit distant
relatives or friends when her
husband is not free. It would
seem absurd to pass up all such
opportunities on the assumption
that husbands and wives ought
to do everything together at all
times.
AS A GENERAL principle,
however, I believe that husbands
end wives should spend their va
cations together. Modem couples
are separated a good deal of the
time by the demands of the hus-
band's job. Vacation offers them
an opportunity to enjoy them
selves together, free from the
bustle, stress and tension of con-
temporary urban living.
Vacation offers the fathrr
an excellent opportunity to get
to know the children better,
and to learn from experience
something of the job his wife
faces every day of the year in
taking rare of them and keep-
ing them occupied.
Many children seldom see their
father when he is wholly relaxed
and at his best, so there may
remain many aspects of his char-
acter that they come to appre-
ciate only on vacation. Vaca-
tions spent together as a family
are rich with shared experiences
and memories that endure
through the years, serving to
unite and bind the family ever
more closely together.
Vacations together have spec-
ial significance for the mod-
ern couple. Owing to Increased
longevity and changes In thej
family system, they must be|
prepared to face a good num-|
her of years alone together after
their children leave home. Un-
less they have learned to play
as well as work together, this
extended period of the “empty
Dest" can be dreary indeed.
During the busy, hectie
yean of raising a family, vaca-
tions together ran strengthen
and promote their sense of
companionship so they will be
capable of living alone once
the children leave.
Unfortunately some make no
preparation for these later years.
Preoccupied with earning a liv-
ing and raising a family, they
grow apart rather than together.
with the result that when the
last child departs, they face each
other in their emptied home al-
most as strangers.
YOIII STAND that “are have
our own family holidays to build
now” is quite correct. You have
formed anew family unit that
must become the focus of your
interest and energy. What about
your husband's reluctance to of-
fend his father? Although wc
must respect the long-standing
emotional bonds, sense of grati-
tude, and reverence that a son
owes his father, are can find an
adequate answer to this question
in the Bible.
There is a striking verse In
the second chapter of Genesis,
repeated by Our Lord when He
spoke about marriage: "Where
fore a man shall leave father
and mother, and shall cleave to
his wife: and they shall be two
in one flesh" (Genesis 2/24)
Once a man marries, his pri
raary loyalties and obligations
must be directed to his wife and
family.
The clarify and force of the
Creator’s origins! statement in
Genesis, ns well ns Our Leri's
repetition of It, have peculiar
significance. Obviously the
Creator foresaw that the
strength of long-established
family ties would pose a peren-
nial threat to the stability of a
new family unit, and In quite
unmistakable terms Our Lori
warned mankind of the danger.
Through marriage, husband
and wife are Joined together
more closely (they shall be two
in one flesh) than parent and
child. Hence there can be no
doubt about the primacy of their
loyalties, affection and obliga-
tion. When their children marry,
parents must accept this fact as
well as their children.
Your husband can graciously
refuse his father's invitation
without offending him. Perhaps
it would be well for you to make
your own plans for your vacation
together at once. In this way you
will both assert your unity as a
family and. will proceed on the
basis of a definite program of
action rather than a mere nega-
tive refusal of an invitation.
Some tension may result. It
always accompanies the weaning
process, but mothers go on wean-
ing babies just the same.
Quiz on Faith
By Brian Cronin
[ Job, in the Old Testament, was noted for his: (a) Piety?
(b) Wisdom? (c) Patience? <d) Strength?
2 Who is the patron saint of the Universal Church’ (a) St
Peter? (b) St. Joseph? (c) St. Paul? (and) St. Pius X?
To what religious order did SL Thomas Aquinas belong?
(a) Jesuits? (b) Dominicans? (c) Franciscans? (and) Bene-
dictines?
4 The patroness of mothers, St. Monica, was Instrumental in
the conversion of her son whose name was: (a) St Augus-
tine? (b) St. Paul? (c) St Ignatius of Loyola? (and) Rev
Isaac Hecker?
'
5 Which one of the Apostles was called "The Just"? (a)
John? <b> James the Less? (c> Peter? (and) James the
Greater?
6 What month Is dedicated to Mary, Queen of Martyrs’ (a)
May? (b) July? <c) August’ <d> September’
7
o
me ,he *rrhdiocese with the largest population? (a)
Boston? <b) Chicago? (c) New York’ (and) Philadelphia?
0
Who was the spy sent by Moses to Canaan? (a) Caleb’ (b)
Delilah? (c) Jezebel? (and) Judah?
Gtvt yourself 10 murks for rich correct unsuer below.
Rutmg: 80Excellent; 70-Krry Good; 60-Good; 50-Fuir
* =(*) t :tq> z ;<»> f :g»aMSMv
Saints of the Week
Sunday. Aug. 1C St. Joachim. I
Father of the Blessed Mother.
Virtually nothing is known of his
life. He has been honored in the
Eastern Church since its earliest:
days and in the Western Church
since the 16th century.
Monday, Aug. 17 _ st. Hya
clnth. Confessor. A member of
an illustrious Polish family, he
became a Dominican and made
three great apostolic journeys
which took him from Scandinavia
to Tibet in the early 1200's.
Tuesday, Aug. !R St. Agapl
tus, Martyr. Lived in the third
century and at age of 15 he was
thrown to wild beasts but the
| animals did not harm him. Later
he was beheaded.
Wednesday, Aug. I* St.
John Fude*. Confessor. Born tn
Franoo. died in 1860 after found-
ing the Eudiit Fathers and the
Sisters of Our Ladv of Charity.
Thursday, An*. 20 si. Ber-
nard of Clalrvaui. Abbot-Doctor.
Bom in France 1091, died 1153.
Regarded as the founder of the
Cistercians and established 68
Cistercian houses Preaohcr for
the second crusade.
Friday, Aug. 21 _ St. Jane
Frances de Chantal, Widow. Of-
fered herself to the Mother of
jGod. married the Rimn de Chan-
'tal and her home became a mod-
el of domestic happiness. After
her husband's death she founded
the Visitation Order.
Saturday, Aug. 22 Feast of
the Immaculate Heart of Mary.
This feast honors Mary s heart
as a symbol of love. It was insti-
tuted by Pope Pius VII and ex-
tended to the Universal Church
by Pope Pius XII.
IS YOUR FAMILY’S HAPPINESS
WORTH 3 HOURS OF YOUR TIME?
Are you willing to spend just one
hour each month for three
monthr to help build a fuller,
richer, holier life for your family?
That'a all it take* to discover
for yourself the value of the in-
formed family guidance you will
find in MARRIAGE, the mags-
rine of Catholic family living.
rail TRIAL O F F ( R
What's more, you can make this
3-hour test absolutely FREE!
We are inviting sou to try your
first three issues of MARRJAGE
entirely at our expense.
You be the judge of the con-
tribution MARRIAGE can make
*o your family's happiness. See
for yourself how MARRIAGE
'can help you meet the challenge
©< the vital family problems that
confront you every day. Dis-
cover for yourself why to many
other Catholic couples look In
MARRIAGE for approved fam-
ily guidance.
To receive your three-month
free trial subscription to MAR-
RIAGE, print your name and
address below and mail the
coupon today. Tear out this ad
as your reminder.
Open Communication
Seminar to Public
WASHINGTON—Requests from
religious orders and laymen have
resulted in opening to the public
the communications seminar at
Manhattan College, Aug. 24-2*.
The seminar, under direction of
the Bureau of Information,
NCWC, will feature outstanding
Journalists and officials of 10 pub-
lic relations firms.
God Love You
Charity Can
Atonefor Sin
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
Would you rather hare man
or God punish you for your
■ins?
This choice was given to David
who had sinned by claiming for
himself God's sovereignty over
Israel. He was
given a choice
of three punish-
ments: seven-
year famine,
three months of
flight before'
his enemies, or
three days of
pestilence.
David reject-
ed the firkt
two which tame from mtn and
accepted the third which came
from God, laying: “It U better
to fall into the Handa of the Lord,
rich is He in mercy, than into
the hands of men.”
EVERY BIN demands some
kind of reparation, because it
disturbs the bslance of justice.
A boy who is well brought-up will
go to his piggy bank to pay a
neighbor for a window he broke
while playing ball. The modern
man does not take his sins very
seriously. But God takes them
seriously—as the cross proves,
lienee the first sermons of Our
Lord, of St. Peter, of St. John
.the Baptist and of St. Paul were
|allj>n the subject "Do Penance."
There ire various way* of
making up for the evil la our
lire*, by prayer, fasting and
alms. "Charity covers a multi-
tude of sins.” Now the best
way to give alms and even to
make a bequest in a will is
to closely associate it with our
Catholic faith, to make It as
general a* possible, so that all
will benefit, and to use It for
the salvation of souls.
• These three are high ideals and
all are realized when you make
I sacrifices to the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith be-
cause: your money goes to the
Holy Father; he uses it for aid-
ing all missionary societies, and
it helps convert souls in Asia,
Africa and Oceania. Make a tiny
sacrifice daily and send it at the
end of the month to the Holy
Father through his Society for
the Propagation of the Faith.
GOD LOVE YOU to E.R.B. for
32. "This was sent to me for
cigarettes. I am a shut-in so I
am Sending It to you for the mis-
sions.”
...
to "Two Old Ladles"
for $l. ”We only wish it could
be more.”
...
to M.A.K. for *3.
"With lova from one family to
another.”
...
to F.K. for *5
"Every time I become peeved at
another motorist, 1 fine myself
23 cents. It now amounts to $5
which I enclose for the mis-
sions."
When your friends compliment
you on your God Love You
medal ask them to make a sac-
rifice for the missions and re-
quest the God Love You
medal: (2 small silver medal;
$3 small silver with chain or
small 10k gold filled; 34 small
10k gold filled with chain; 35
large sterling silver; 310 large
10k gold filled.
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to It and address it to
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, National
Director. Society for the Props
gation of the Faith, 366 Fifth
Ave.,, New York 1, or to your
d'oeesan director; Bishop Martin
W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry St.,
Newark 2; Rt. Rev. Msgr. Wil-
liam F. Louis, 24 DeGrasse St.,
Paterson.
August Intentions
The Holy Father's general
intention for August is:
Social Justice.
The mission Intention sug-
gested for the Apostleship of
Prayer by the Pope is:
That an Increase In mission
vocations not be retarded by
lack o# money.
OnFree Market
Church’s Economic Teaching Is Distorted
By Msgr. George G. Higgins
Director, Sociel Action Deportment , NCXTC
The summer issue of Modem
Age (a self-styled "conservative
review" published by the Foun-
dation for Foreign Affairs in Chi-
cago) features an article entitled
"Catholics and the Market Econ-
omy” by Dan-
iel Villey of
the University
of Poitiers in
France. The
editors of Mod-
em Age, we
are informed in
an introductory
note, consider
the article,
which wijl be
completed in
the Fall number, as "the most
Important discussion of this sub-
ject ever published . .
While I would agree that the
article is of some importance, I
do not regard it as even one of
the best written on the subject.
I would characterize it as a bril-
liant overstatement of a partially
valid thesis.
THE THESIS of the article Is
twofold.
• That the theory of the so-
called market economy is fully
compatible with Catholic teach-
ing if only because of the fact
thaMhe Church, according to Vil-
ley, has neither the competence
nor the authority to pass judg-
ment on economic matters and
that consequently there is really
no such thing as Catholic social
teaching.
• That the tendency of so
many individual Catholics, in-
cluding a number of Cardinals
and Bishops, to reject the theory
of the market economy is due in
large measure to their ignorance
of economics.
IF VILLEY MEANS what I
think hp means by the market
economy, both of these points
are at best only partially valid,
and. because they are presented
as the whole truth, are seriously
misleading.
Villey seems to equate the
market economy with the eco-
nomic liberalism bf classical eco-
nomics. This is a theory which
says, in effect, that free compe-
tition should be the guiding ethi-
csl norm of economic life or that
there are certain natural eco-
nomic laws which, if allowed to
operate freely in the market-
place. will automatically estab-
lish justice and harmony in the
economic order.
This theory has long since
been rejected by Individual
Catkaik scholars sad the
Church herself In a loan series
of social encyclicals issued by
recent Popes. Nowhere does
VlUey refer even Indirectly to
these statements.
We are left to wonder how he
would reconcile them with his
own statement that, since there
is no such thing as a Catholic
economic theory, “to question a
theologian about economics is
just as droll as it would be to con-
sult a poet on a problem in math-
iematics."
THIS AND SIMILAR state
jments in Viheys article can be
reconciled with the social encyc-
licals if they are Intended to con-
vey the idea that the Church and
her theologians have neither the
competence nor the authority to
pass judgment on the technical
I aspects of economics. But why
[go to the trouble of writing a
lengthy article to convey a self-
evident truth which has been em-
phatically stated in many Papal
documents?
It would appear, however, that
Villey meant to say, in addb
tion, that the Church and her
theologians have neither the com-
petence nor the authority to pass
judgments on economic theories
or philosophies If this is the
thought he really meant to con-
vey, he Is directly at odds with
the teaching o( the Church.
To uy that the Charth hi*
the right and the duty to teach
the moral law aa it appH** to
economic life la not to Imply
that all theologian* an Infalli-
ble In their pronoon cement*
aa
economic matters. VUley la
perfectly free to disagree with
them on the merits of each
particular cate.
But to lump them all together
|end to say, in effect, th«t if they
’knew more about economic*,
they would not be opposed to the
]philosophy of economic liberal-
lism is the equivalent of aaying
jthat if they knew more about
economics they would repudiate
jthe teaching of the Papal encyc-
licals.
i And the encyclical*, a* we
jhave already indicated, clearly
jreject, not the market economy
jas such, nor competition a* such,
J nor capitalism as such. They do
reject the philosophy which says
that free competition in an un-
regulated market economy
slx>uld be the guiding ethical
norm of economic life.
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OUR POLICY:
HONESTY IS OUR BEST POLICY. WE
PROMISE YOU SATISFACTION OR
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No Tricks No Deals
No Free Gifts
A Full 17 Weeks Supply
consisting of
U S.D A. PRIME or CHOICE
BEEF, VEAL, PORK, FISH,
POULTRY, COLD CUTS,
FRUITS & VEGETABLES
210 lbs. Choice Meat*
• 125 Ihs. of BEEF
• 25 lbs. HALF LAMB
• 22 lbs. PORK LOIN SZ.Z
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20 lbs. Fryers, Broilers or Roasters
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5 lbs Cold Cuts ass’t • 48 cans Fruit Juices
8 lbs Franks • 12 Pkgs Fruit
5 lbs. Bacon e 1 gal Ice Cream
• 16 lbs. Margarine
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WILDEROTTERS FOOD SERVICE
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Gentlemen:
I would like to learn more about your food plan . .
with no obligation to me.
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Friends of the Missions
Arp Friends of Christ
Our Blessed Lord laid there
•re "few” who enter the narrow
gate in comparison with the
‘'many” who rater the wide gate
of destruction. Those who make
tiny sacrifices every day or week
for the sake of spreading
faith are in the minority; there
are few who make their way by
the narrow gate that leads on to
sanctification.
Friends of the missions are
comparatively few, but they are
Christ’s friends. In getting closer
to Our Lord and His Cross, they
become closer to the missions.
Those who love the Cross love
the Society for the Propagation
of the Faith, the Holy Father’s
c.wn society far the support of all
missions, everywhere.
Show your love by sending a
sacrifice to your diocesan direc-
tor.
Matt Baptism Held
In Uganda, Africa
It is quits common in Uganda
missiona for large numbers of
persons to be baptized at one
time. Holy Cross missionaries
three of them undertook a
’’mass” baptism ceremony a few
months ago, administering the
sacrament to 88 children in one
oi the small villages.
“No such thing as a baptistry
here,” reports one of the three.
“It would take a big one to ac-
commodate all. So we divided
the group in three sections in
the church, each carrying a card
with his or her baptismal name
written out.
“We started at 8 o’clock In
the morning and finished an
hour and a half later. Then
Mass was offered for the chil-
dren. It was a happy day for
these bright-eyed youngsters,
for they also received their
First Holy Communion.
“They were proud and joyful
for they had been preparing five
years for this day, and they came
from many villages during all of
this instruction period.’’
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D„ Ph.D, LL.D.
81 Mulberry St, Newark 2, N. I. Phone: MArket 2-2888
Hours: Dally, • a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, t a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis, J.CJ>.
24 De Grasse St, Paterson 1, N. J. Phone: ARmory 4-0488.
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
The Right Medicine
But Wrong Throat
When Lien Fang, the mission
handyman at Chins Shui, Formo-
sa, asked Rev. Francis X. Kee-
lan, M.M., If he had anything for
a sore throat, the priest dug out
a bottle of medicine.
"It was a standard remedy for
sore throats," explains Father
Keelan. “So I asked Lien to open
his piouth and then poured down
a large tablespoonful of the stuff.
Ho quivered and grimaced. When
his power of speech finally re-
turned I asked him what he
thought of the medicine. ‘lt’s
very good', he gasped, 'but I
wanted it for my grandmother,
not myself.’ "
New Guinea School
Needs Paper Clutter
Paper cutten are important.
Holy Ghost missionary Sister
Theodoris writes from Kondiu,
New Guinea, that ahe has beeD
using a steel-edged ruler and
razor blades on a smooth plank
to cut papers and books. Con-
vince yourself by trying to cut
40 sheets (enough for one class)
according to Sister Theodoria's
method. The sum of $lO will pro-
vide anew paper cutter for a
mission school.
Obituary
It is a holy and wholesome
thought to pray for the dead
that they may he loosed from
their sins. We recommend to
the prayers of our readers the
repose of the soul of the fol-
lowing who has recently de-
parted this life.
Mrs. Bessie Kelly
Church in Japan
Needs Assistance
Describing the present religio-
social situation in Japan, Rev.
Paul Pfister, S.J., warns that
missionaries must be aware "of
the great changes which have
taken place in Japan since the
end of the war, both with regard
to language and the whole cul-
tural formation of the young peo-
ple.”
Methods of catechetical instruc-
tion must be revised for pres-
ent day needs, and the schools
(Catholic) have a great opportun-
ity to fulfill this task. More than
80,000 students were enrolled last
year and only 13% of these stu-
dents are Catholic.
“On our Catholic schools,”
states Fither Pfister, “rests the
sublime mission of training
leaders; otherwise there would
be no sufficient reason for their
existence and for the enormous
sacrifices necessary for their
support In a country so well
provided with all kinds of edu-
cational Institutions.”
Since financial resources are
limited, new methods must be
found by which missionaries can
reach a greater number with rel-
atively small financial assis-
tance. The more than 254,000
Catholics in a national population
of more than 90 million do their
best to support ths Church, but
that is not enough.
You are asked to pray and give
so that the missionaries can meet
their pastoral needs in Japan.
Shrine in Factory
DUBLIN (RNS) A shrine to
the Blessed Virgin has been
erected in the motor assembly
of Lincoln and Nolan In Dublin's
dockland district. It was paid for
and constructed by the firm’s
workers who recite the Rosary
In the factory every afternoon.
Church in U.S.Playing Role
In Latin America Progress
By Jaime Fonseca
TU* following srticle it on* of o teriet being written on
Loim Amtries for NCWC Newt Service by the editor of the
Spsnitb end Portmgnete edition of Noticist Cstolicst. The srte
clot will cover inch questions st the scope of V. S. Cslholic sid
to the Chnrch in Lsiin Americs, tocisl conditiont there, ttstmt of
religions ednestion, ctirgy tbortsgo, Proteitsntiim end row-!
muntsm.
The current social and political ferment in Latin
America has served to focus attention on the role of the
Church there where Catholicism is recognized as a key
force in solving the problems.
These problems are ofspecial interest to the Catholics
of North America and this Fall
anew era of cooperaUon with
the 170 million Catholics to the
•outh —a third of the world’*
Catholic* will befin. Then a
group of Bishop* from Latin
America will meet with a com-
mittee of American and
Canadian Bishops to review com-
mon problems and plan activi-
ties to further the cause of the
Church in thl* hemisphere.
UNJUST SOCIAL and econo-
mic conditions In the 20 Latin
American countries have ad-
versely affected the spiritual
lives of the people. Decades of
an intense anU-clericali*m have
ied so many to become indif-
ferent to religion that com-
munism is a grave danger. But
there are signs of a spiritual
awakening.
The numerous activities of
the lay apostolate, the es-
tablishment of the Latin Ameri-
can Bishops’ Council, the trend
away from strictly secuiarlstlc
governments and the painful
progress toward democracy
are but a few of the more im-
portant signs promising a bet-
ter future for the 20 nations.
North Americans have already
contributed a great deal to this
progress. More than 2,200 priests,
Brothers and Sisters from the
U.S. are serving in Latin Amer-
ica. In New Mexico, the Bishops
still support Montezuma Semi-
nary, established *2O years ago
to train Mexican priests when
persecution of the Church was
active there.
The Catholic education system
in the U.S. has been thrown open
to Latin American students and
this has opened new doors to
Catholic influence anjong pro-
fessional and government clrclea
in Latin America as the students
return to play a role in national
life.
MANY OF THE services of the
National Catholic Welfare Con-
ference have been extended to
Latin America. The press de
partment has provided a Spanish
and Portuguese edition for Latin
America for two decades. Th'
Confraternity of Chrisgan Doc
trine has been instrumental in,
training almost 100 Latin Amer-
ican priests and religious.
Since 1*42, the NCWC So-
cial Action Department has
sponsored a aeries of inter-
American seminars. The Na-
tional Catholic Rural Life Con'
ference has brought about rev-
olutionary changes in Panama,
Colombia and Chile, Including
establishment of rural coopera-
tives.
Catholic Relief Services has
distributed more than 300 million
pounds of food, clothing and
medicines valued at over $37 mil-
lion among the needy in Latin
America since 1953. A number
of American dioceses have been
sending diocesan priests to Latin
America to alleviate the clergy
shortage.
THESE SPIRITUAL develop-
ments are the counterpart of the
increasingly close ties between
the two continents on the tem-
poral level. These include some
$5OO million in American grants
since World War II and invest-
ments of $7.5 billion by U. S.
companies. American imports in
1958 alone totaled $3 6 billion.
But the greatest Joint achieve-
ment is the Organization of
American States that is bringing
closer political, technical and de-
fense cooperation.
LATIN AMERICAN SLUM: Millions of peasant fam-
ilies in Latin America have migrated to the big cities,
expanding already existing slum belts. This scene in
Santiago, Chile, is typical of conditions on the out-
skirts of many other cities.
Orders Execution
Of Aged Chinese
MUONG SING, Laos Aged refugees streaming into
this border town have reported that a communist official
in China s Yunnan Province has ordered the execution of
all feeble persons over 60.
The refugees have been appearing at a clinic con-
nllclo/I
Vi
mm
Ku TA«
mu
_ _
ducted her# by Dr. Thomaj
Dooley, former U. S Navy doc
tor. They hive told him that the
execution* were ordered by the
communist commiasar of Mengh-
wa and are intended to eliminate
those who cannot take part in
the work program of the Red
commune there.
DR. DOOLEY is giving them
emergency care in his primitive
three-building "medical center.”
In addition, he cares for an av-
erage of 100 Laotian patients
daily.
The local clinic ia the aecond
he has set up in Laos in the last
three years and the first under
the auspices of Medico (Medical
International Cooperation). Dr.
Dooley founded Medico in 1957
to aupply medical aid to remote
areas of underdeveloped coun-
tries.
Knights Meet
In St. Louis
ST LOUIS (NC) The
77th international convention
of the Knighta of Columbus
will be held here Aug. 18-20.
More than 3,000 persons are
expected to attend.
The world'* largest fraternal
society of Catholic men, with
more than 1.2 million member*
in some 4,000 councils, the
Knight* will open their conven-
tion at a Solemn Pontifical Mat*
celebrated by Archbishop Joseph
L Ritter of St. Louis in St. Louis
cathedral Tb# sermon will be
preached by Bishop John P.
Cody of Kansas Clty-St. Joseph.
ONE OF THE main social
events will be a States Dinner at
the Chase Hotel on Aug. 18.
Speakers will be Archbishop Rit-
ter and Luke E. Hart, Supreme
Knight.
At convention butineas ses-
sion* delegates will receive the
reports of the aupreme officers,
elect seven members to the or-
ganization's 21-member board of
directors and consider resolutions
presented by the society’s (3
state jurisdictions.
Bishop Walsh
Is Quite III
VATICAN CITY (RNS)
Maryknoll Bishop James E.
Walsh, last remaining for-
eign prelate in communist
China, is “seriously ill” in
a Shanghai hospital, VaUcan au-
thorities reported.
A native of Cumberland. Md.,
the 68-year-old Bishop was ar-
rested by communist authorities
last October. Five months ago it
was learned he had become ill
and bad been taken In February
to the hospital. However, in June
a Hong Kong report claimed he
waa well again.
A MEMBER of the first Mary-
knoll band to leave the U. S. fur
China, Bishop Walsh has been
there for more than 30 years. He
haa refused to leave the country,!
insisting that his presence would
give moral support to Catholics
faced with Increasing persecu-
tion.
He had been permitted to move
freely about Shanghai until Oc-
tober. when he waa taken from
the Church of Christ the King
and confined in an unidentified
location in the same city.
Claver Knights
Ask Rights Bill
MOBILE. Ala. - The Knights
of St. Peter Claver meeting here
adopted resolutions favoring a
strong civil rights bill and prom-
ising to work for Increased voter
registration.
The predominantly Negro fra-
ternal benefit society marked its
golden jubilee at the national
convention attended by 700 dele-
gates representing 12,000 mem-
bers in 22 states.
Bishop Joseph O. Bowers.
S.V.D., of Accra, Ghana, deliv-
ered the sermon at the opening
Pontifical Mass Auxiliary Bish-
op Joseph A. Durick of Mobile-
Birmingham said the Mass.
Asks for Papal Blessing ,
Gets the Pope Himself
CASTELGANDOLFO, Italy (NC) When Emilio Ingletia
•ent a ronUne request to Pope John XXIII for a bleating on
hla forthcoming marriage, he got more than he bargained for.
The Pope replied that he would not lend the blearing. But
ho oohl he would officiate at the marriage ceremony himself.
Emilio Ingleaia waa hia daily aaaiatant at Mata when he
waa Apoatolie Delegate to Bulgaria.
Mr. Ingletia and hia bride exchanged their marriage vowa
before the Pope in the chapel of hia private apartment here.
The Pope requeued that the atory of the wedding be kept
private, but it waa publiahed in aeveral Italian newtpapera.
Reported Miracles Labeled
Auto-Suggestion by Bishop
NOTO, Italy <NC)—'•Miracles’*
alleged to have taken place in a
convent chapel in the nearby vil-
lage of Rotolini have been re-
jected by Bishop Angelo Cala-
bretta of Noto at simply matt
auto-suggestion.
The Bishop spoke out after per-
sons from all over Sicily, attract-
ed by newspaper accounts, start-
ed going by the hundreds to the
chapel of the Visiting Sisters
where the ‘miracles” were said
to have taken place. Specifically,
'the hand of Christ in a picture
!of the Sacred Heart Is said to
'have moved to impart blessings
i to the faithful.
Cures have also been claimed.
Two
newspapers have publish-
ed photographs of the chapel t
picture of the Sacred Heart show-
ing the index finger on Christ 'a
right hand in different positions.
In denying that miracles had
taken place, Bishop Calabret'.a
indicated he does not believe the
photographers or newspapers
were trying to perpetrate a hoax.
But he said the difference in the
photographs could have been
caused by a shift of only a few
inches in the position of the
photographer —a change that
the photographer might not even
have realized.
*
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Behind the Scenes
How Archdiocese Prepared for World Sodality Congress
By William F. Judkins
NEWARK Synchronization and coordination were
"•care words" in April, 1958, when a small group of men
and women met at the Hotel. Robert Treat here to start
planning for the second World Congress of Sodalities of
Our Lady.
As tbe precedent-shattering
congress prepared to open next
week at Seton Hall University in
South Orange, the two words now
have an ennobling connotation.
They represent "mission accom
plished."
When approximately 2,000
world sodality delegates converge
on the Seton Hall campus, they
will And that practically every
obstacle to their comfort and
convenience has been foreseen
and overcome. The same thing
Is true for the smooth operation
of the congress as a whole.
This Is doe to the dedicated
work of a large nnmber of
priests, laymen and laywomea
who have pot la untold hoars
of tedious toil.
A Pollyannalike opUmism was
definitely not the keynote st that
meeting in April, 1938. The im-
pact of the task that had been
assumed had a very sobering ef-
fect.
THE FIRST WORLD Congress
of Sodalities had been held in
Rome In 1954. This year's would
be the first held in any other
country. Its scale would exceed
by far even the one held In Rome.
And its success or failure would
rest completely on the shoulders
of the devoted men and women
•odalists of the Archdiocese of
Newark.
The decision to hold the sec-
ond World Congress in the United
States was made in Rome in 1954.
First official notice that it was to
come here was given In January,
1957, when Rev. Erwin A. Juras-
chek of San Antonio, Tex., made
the announcement at the annual
convention of the U. S. Sodality
Directors Conference at St. Louis.
Father Juraschek was national
president of the conference.
The next step was a request to
Archbishop Boland from Arch-
bishop Joseph E. Ritter of St.
Louis, honorary episcopal mod-
erator of the sodalities of the
United States, that the Congress
be held in the Archdiocese of
Newark.
Archbishop Boland accepted
the Invitation to be boat and
then Issued the invitation to the
World Federation of Sodalities
to bold the coogross to Us see.
AND THERE IS tho sobering
thought.
"There has been no precedent
for a congress on this scale in
this country," Rev. Charles R.
Callahan said. Father Callahan
is assistant Newark archdiocesan
director of sodalities and assis-
tant executive chairman of tbe
congress. It is he who has been
responsible, with his committees,
for tbe " synchronisation” of the
massive gathering.
"This leek of precedent," said
Father Callahan, "immediately
posed a number ef problems.
The greatest was the Ignorance
of everyone involved aa to hew
to ge shoot It.”
At the April, 1938, meeting,
Father Juraschek, general coor-
dinator of the congreaa, preaented
a tentative one-page list of aug-
geited types of committee* to
handle the congreti.
AT THIS POINT, aald Father
Callahan, organixation and ad-
ministration of the congress fell
squarely upon the Archdiocese of
Newark.
Father Juraschek’s one-page
committee list had grown to 20
pages prepared by Father Calls:
han by August. 1938, when another
meeting was called by Rev. Leo
L. Mahoney, archdiocesan sodal-
ity director and executive chair-
man of the congress.
Present were the heads of 15
committees named by Father Ma-
honey, the priests previously men-
tioned and Rev. James J. Me-
Quade, S.J., national promoter of
sodalities in the United States.
Father Callahan's 20 pages broke
down the specific functions of the
committees.
It was decided at thii meeting
hat programming of the con-
crete should rest with the World
and National Sodality Federa
tions. This project was assumed
by Father McQuade in liaison
with Rev. Louis Raulusten, S.J.,
in Rome, world director of the
Sodalities of Our Lady.
FATHERS McQUADE and
Paulusaen were to aatabliah the
theme of the congress and aet
the program of discussion from
day to day in order to develop
its theme.
"It was obvious," laid Father
Callahan, "that until the agenda
of the congresi waa let, it would
be Impossible to establish the me-
chanics of the congress’ opera-
tion. The program of the con-
gress was not received in New-
ark until December. 1951."
"Our first problem," he said,
"was Immediately perceived at
that meeting in August, 1958."
The primary weakness In ar-
rangements for the congress was
the lack of centralisation of the
administrative heads. Father Ma-
honey was In Jersey City (pastor
of St. Paul's, Greenville). Father
Jurascbek in San Antonio, Tex.;
Archbishop Ritter in St. Louis,
and Father Paulussen in Rome.
This was only the start In the
realization of the multitude of
problems to be faced and their
eventual solution. Hero are a few
as outlined by Father Callahan.
"It waa certainly realized at
the August meeting.” be said,
“that the planning and operation
for the congress must be cen-
tralized in one place."
The congress headquarters was
set up at IS Greenville Ave., Jer-
sey City, across the street from
Father Mahoney’s rectory.
‘Tho centralisation had to ho
lodged In a stogie person,”
Father Callahan said, "and that
ptrstn was Eileen Prender-
foot," executive secretary of
tho Newark arehdiecesaa Fed-
eration of Sodalities, and also
executive secretary of the con-
gress.
Miss Prendergast and her com-
mittee (about 30 young women)
operating at IS Greenville Ave.
had three particular functions to
perform: recording registrations
from all parts of the world; pro-
viding general services, particu
lsrty clerical, typing, mailing, etc.,
for all the other committees; and
re-routing documents and corres-
pondence which came into the
headquarters in five different lan-
guages from all over the world
Miss Prendergast's assistants
were all working women with the
usual 9 to 5 office schedule in
their places of employment.
FATHER CALLAHAN had the
highest praise for them as each
put in at least three nights a
week as volunteers on congress
matters.
He estimates that the 30 young
women were involved in more
than a million (literally) opera-
tions. These included typing copy,
cutting stencils, mimeographing,
mailing, etc.
One mailing, for example, con-
cerned 15,000 individual pieces
In addition. Miss Prendergast
was receiving a flood of mall-
letters. registrations and docu-
ments In five languages.
The mail and comments were
screened at headquarters and
then passed along to the most
interested congress committee.
Eileen Bowens, assistant exec-
utive secretary of the congress
and a member of Miss Prcndcr
gast's committee, was in charge
of all documents and foreign cor-
respondence. A gifted linguist, in
the earlier stages she personally
translated those in Italian, French
and Spanish before forwarding
them to the appropriate congress
committee.
Later, alter «hc had set up a
committee of some 30 translators
throughout the country, she for
warded the documents (in most
cases the texts of addresses to
be given at the congress) to the
appropriate person. The transla-
tions of these talks will be avail-
able for distribution st the con-
gress to members of the press
and other interested parties (an
other mimeographing job done by
Miss Prendergast's committee).
ST. PAUL’S parish, Irvington,
where Father Callahan is sta-
tioned, has a special German-
language school and practically
all correspondence in that lan-
guage has been translated by
it* member* As the flood of for-
eign miil increased with the
imminence of the congress, the
Sisters of Charity of St. Eliza-
beth, Convent, assumed cheer-
fully the burden of translating
chores. Documents, still arriving
in droves, are turned over to the
Sisters who then redistribute
them for translation before re-
turning them to the Jersey City
headquarters.
THE NEXT problem, said Fa
thcr Callahan, was that of ac-
commodations and that covers a
wide range of activity. First to
be considered was housing.
The prohlem, as Father Calla-
han stated it, was to find places
for more than 2,000 visitors to
stay. This problem was assigned
to Rev. George O'Gorman of All
Saints, Jersey City, assisted by
Barbara O'Hare, lay chairman.
Father O'Gorman and Miss
O’Hare had their work cut out
for them, particularly since. In
the initial stages, it could not be
estimated just how many indi-
viduals must be cared for. This
problem has also been solved
with a minimum of fuss, although
certainly with more than one
headache.
Delegates to the congress will
have their dwelling quarters ar-
ranged for them before they ar-
rive through the cooperation of
Caldwell College for Women, Col-
lege of St. Elizabeth, Seton Hall
and New Jersey's Boystown.
Kearny.
Iu addition, approximately
150 of the foreign delegate* will
be quartered In private homes,
the generous response of local
citizens to a public campaign.
Hotels In the area also coop-
erated and nearly 1.50* dele-
gates will be housed in their
premises.
THEN CAME A big headache
The 2,000 delegates will be scat-
tered over five counties of north-
ern New Jersey. The problem
now is to get them back and
forth from their temporary places
of residences to the congress in
South Orange.
This was handed to Rev
George Keating of St Rose of
Lima, Newark, and his commit-
tee headed by Richard and Ma-
rie Donovan
To handle this problem, 70
buses have been hired. There are
250 people 10 come to Seton Hall
irom St. Elizabeth's College; 100
from Caldwell College; and 75
from Boystown In addition, at
least 1,500 must be taken to Seton
Hall from various hotels.
Father Callahan said that
there would be required eight
fleets of buses dally operating
on a very tight time schedule.
In addition to the daily trips
to and from the South Orange
campus, transportation will be
required for 3,000 from Sacred
Heart Cathedral to Seton Hall on
the opening day and for 4,000
from Seton Hall to Roosevelt Sta-
dium, Jersey City, on the final
day. While 2,000 are expected to
be housed, the congress will have
many more than that at the daily
sessions, the Mass in the cathe-
dral and the Marian demonstra-
tion in Jersey City.
THIS WIDE RANGE of figures
leads to the next problem—meals.
Again, the problem involves not
only the regular full-time dele-
gates but also daily visitors. Thus
it Is Impossible to anticipate how
many Must be cared for on any
day in this regard.
It is pretty well set, however,
that 1,500 will have, to be provided
for at the evening meal. Arrange-
ments for these were made by
Rev Gerald Marchand of St.
Paul's, Irvington, with the coop-
eration of Rev. John Davis of
Seton Hall.
The 1,500 will be fed in two of
the university’s three cafeterias
Many of the delegates, particu-
larly those from the local area*,
will take the evening meal (also
breakfast) at their places of resi-
dence.
The noon meal will consist ot
a box lunch obtainable at the
campus. Again, the number to be
provided for is impossible to esti-
mate but Father Callahan said
the minimum would be 2,000. As
to the maximum, he shrugged.
Arrangements have been made
with a caterer who declares he
can supply all the lunches re-
quired On occasion, that could
be several thousands more.
WHAT HAPPENS when the
people arrive at the congress’ A
well trained corps has been set
up for this.
The ushering staff at the con-
gress, Father Callahan stated, is
most important to the smooth
running of the entire set-up. The
schedule is tight, the movements
involve considerable distances
(the cathedral, Roosevelt Stadi-
um, the places of residence) and
above all there must be an ex-
pressed or implied feeling of wel
come extended to the delegates
at all times.
The ushers and guides, he
said, "will constitute the outer
facade of the congress. They’re
the ones who will have to round
off the corners, as it were.
They'll give the Initial Im-
pression.”
This is precisely a factor cov-
ered by that word “synchroniza-
tion,” and Father Callahan has
direct charge of the corps, as-
sisted by Stanley Kosakowskl,
president of the archdiocesan
federation and national vice pres-
ident.
"THE IDEA emphasized to
members of the ushering corps,”
said Father Callahan, "is that
everyone who comes to the con-
gress must be treated with the
utmost courtesy at all times. Ev-
cry problem presented to the
members of the corps must bo
considered an important one and
solved swiftly and smoothly."
Thu*. the ushers have been
carefully selected. Those at the
opening Mass at the cathedral
will be seminarian* from Im-
maculate Conception Seminary.
Members of their group will
alio act ai captains of ushers
at Scion Hall.
The male contingent of ushers
at Seton Hall has been selected
from the sodalists of St. Peter’s
College and St. Peter's Prep
(about 100 altogether) and will be
directed by Rev. John Garvey.
S.J.. of St. Peter’s College. At
Roosevelt Stadium on the final
day. the ushers will be men
chosen from the membership of
the Newark Archdiocesan Council
of Catholic Men.
BACKING UP this group of
ushers will be a uniformed corps
of 70 young girl guides. Drawn
from sodalities of the metropoli-
tan area, these young girls each
speak one or more of the five
official languages spoken at the
congress.
Each of the girls, uniformly
attired in drew especially se-
lected for the congress, will
wear a ribbon from shoulder
to waist of the color indicating
the language she speaks. These
are red for English, blue for
French, orange for Spanish,
green for Italian and yellow for
German. These are the official
languages at the congress.
The girls will start functioning
at the very edge of the Seton
llall campus. Asa busload of
delegates arrives, a girl will
swing aboard and start the ori-
entation procedure immediately
while the bus proceeds to the
registration point. She will dis-
tribute necessary literature, ex-
plain the nature of the first stop
at the point of disembarkation
and answer any questions
The colored sashes will im-
mediately identify her language
specialty throughout the days of
the congress and thus each girl
will be in effect a readily recog
niuble point of information.
NOB HAVE THE priests been
overlooked. A special sacraments
committee has been set up for
their own special needs, headed
by Rev. Francis McNulty and
Rev. James Idling.
These two priests are responsi-
ble for providing priests for con
tensions sod Communions and
supervising Mass arrangements
Ifor the more than 100 priests at
tending the congress.
There will be altars set up
In the Georgian Room of the
Hotel Robert Treat, and In
Bishops' Hall at Seton Hall. In
addition, of course, the priest*
attending the congress will be
able to say Mass in the chapel
at Seton Hall.
NEEDLESS TO SAY. there
were a great number of technical
details to be handled in connec-
tion with operation of the con-
gress itself.
Heading this committee was
Rev. Stanley Grabowski of Bay-
onne, with Rev. Thomas Fahy of
Seton as consultant. What
did Father Grabowski do’ ' Prac
tically everything," was Father
Callahan's answer.
Ju«t enumerating the area of
activities of Father Grabowski
justifies Father Callahan's an-
swer. He prepared and set up
signs, set up a couple of dozen
drinking fountains; designed most
of the art work connected with
the congress; arranged for the
hundreds of additional chairs re-
quired in the auditorium; and lo-
cated the positions of the first aid
stations in the area. These will
be staffed by the doctors of the
Damian Xavier Sodality of Phila-
delphia and the nurses of the New
York professional sodality.
Most important of Father
Grahowski's activities have
been arrangements for simul-
taneous translation of all talks
and other proceedings at the
congress.
In effect, the system will
amount to five separate public
address systems managed on a
split-second timing basis It has
been so arranged that a speak-
er’s address will be directed from
the podium through loud-speakers
in the area occupied by those
speaking his language.
Simultaneously, from the trans-
lators' booth, the talk will be di-
rected to loudspeakers in tbe
other four language areas of the
auditorium.
It’s an intricate system and in
setting it up, Father Grabowski
had the assistance of an engineer
sodoHst from the Cleveland Alum-
ni Sodality.
ALL OF THESE preparations
would come to nothing, however,
if the sodalists throughout the
world were not properly and in
good time informed of the con-
gress. This project was handled
by a committee headed by Stan
ley Kosakowski and Ellen Usher.
Jean Marim was placed in charge
of local publicity.
The problem here was to
publicize the congress not only
In the United SUtes hut
throughout the world. As mm
■ample of the committee's
work, more thaa 100,00* bro-
chure* wore written, printed
and tent out. There were do*-
ea* of other type* of promo-
tional material. In one mailing
alone, IN ream* of paper*
were n*ed.
THESE THEN ABE just a few
of the problem* and projects
handled by the aodalists as they
prepared for this history making
gathering in the Archdiocese of
Newark.
Many others were solved with
the earnest cooperation of the
other archdiocesan organisations,
the CYO, Cana. Holy Name,
Knights of Columbus, etc.
“It ha* been truly aa all-out
archdiocesan effort," Father
Callahan said, "and we can’t
thank those concerned enough.
It has been a long hectic period.
But now, I think,we are reedy."SODALITY GUIDES: Pictured at The Advocate’s shrine of Our Lady are six of
the girls who will act as English-speaking guides at the World Sodality Congress,
Aug. 20-23, at Seton Hall. Left to right are Ann Geiger, Eileen Bowers, Kathleen
Sweeney, Mary Anne McGeough, Anne O’Neill and Marianne Egan. All exept
Miss Bowers, a student at Marymount College, are students or June graduates of St.
Aloysius Academy, Jersey City.
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POLICEMAN
Rising high above the ground are
the “dishpans” of this micro
wave electric relay which serves
to discover any transmission line
trouble with hair-triggerprecision
and notifies other equipment to
take care of it in a split second.
Public Service was a pioneer
in installing micro-wave relay
systems in this country. You can
see this equipment at our West
Orange Switching Station. It is
an indication of how we are con-
stantly working to make your
electric service dependable 24
hours a day.
PVBL
Our Lady Is Smiling on Jersey
By June Dwyer
Next week we are going to
heve visitor! from countries
throughout the world. There
•ill be about 5,000 persons
from 30 different countries. It
Will be Uke our own U.N.
meeting, only this time, Young
Advocates, it will be a U.M.
meeting United for Mary.
All of these people are com-
ing to New Jersey to hold a
World Sodality Congress. It is
only the second time in history
that nations have gathered in
this way to work for Mary. The
first meeting was held in Rome
itself.
OUR LADY must be smiling
on North Jersey these days. She
must have been smiling on us
also the day our Archdiocese,
our state, our America were
chosen to be host to this won-
derful meeting.
Now as Mary looks down on
us she caa see hundreds of
men and women hurrying
about making booths to honor
Our Queen, checking reserva-
tions for visitors, planning
spiritual activities and work-
shops. We hope she can also
see the thousands of Young Ad-
vocates doing their part to say
thank you for the great honor
we have been given.
WE HOPE the smiling Bless-
ed Mother can see our boys
and girls on their knees saying
extra prayers that those at
the Sodality meetings may
learn new ways to spread our
Faith and to bring honor to the
Queen of Heaven. We hope Our
Lady can see our boys and girls
uniting their good works with
those of the delegates for the
success of this union for Mary.
There is slso something
Young Advocates can do in a
concrete
way to help make this
congress an Inspiration to the
world. Each boy and girl can
try to be present Sunday, Aug.
23, at Roosevelt Stadium, Jer-
aey City, for the closing Mar-
ian demonstration. Archbishop
Boland has invited all of us to
be present at 4 p.m. to dedi-
cate ourselves to Our Lady of
Guadalupe, the congress pa-
tron.
NEWSPAPERS will be cover-
ing this Congress, as will tele-
vision and photographers. It
is a wonderful time for Young
Advocates to collect a scrap-
hook far use in school next
year, or to send to friends
who live in other states. *
Some of our boys and girls
may be called on to help out
at the congress in some way.
If you are, remember that our
visitors from throughout the
world will Judge America by
your conduct. You must show
them the advantages of living
in a democracy. These advan-
tages can best be shown in
your friendliness, your cour-
tesy, your willingness to kelp.
All of North Jersey —man,
woman and child will have
a chance to put its best foot
forward for Mary and for
„America. Let’s make this a big
step in the right direction
a step that will show the world
what can be done under a U.M.
—a world United for Mary.
Catholics Fail,
Says Missioner
LOUISVILLE (NC) Catholic*
have (ailed to communicate their
faith to other*, a lay missionary
declared here.
Elizabeth Reid, an Australian
who is a member of the Grail
Movement, delivered the keynote
address at the national conven-
tion of Our Lady of Fatima Ros-
ary Making Club.
Of the more than 2.5 billion
people in the world. Mis* Reid
said, there are only 500 million
baptized persons. "We are here
for a purpose," she declared, "to
turn history in a God-ward direc-
tion
"
ANSWERS
ACROSS
IPunt*isCl
isMu*
1On1«CosSOOr
«»OdorISTUZ1D.ni.r
10On1*OrS3Eli
11Wo|7Mo14
Tuio
DOWN
1Pour*TrtoiuroISMint
1Uni*o*oISErrs
3Ro13DuSIDf.
4To14Cononls*11
Go
5Vd.13Tom*lo«i
Across
1 Lily U i symbol of
this
7 Metal in natural state
8 Scent
10 Opposite of off
11 "To thee do - cry"
12 Each (Abbr.)
14 Company (Abbr.)
15 Letters of alphabet
between Sand V
18 "For better for
worse"
17 Myself
18 Very atnall object
20 “Sink swim"
21 Peyl
23 Organ of hearing
24 Throw with the hand
Down
1 Opposite of rich
2 Vase with pedestal
3 Second note o{ diaton-
ic scale
4 "Glory be— the
Father"
5 Yard (Abbr.)
6 Something highly
valued
0 Be indebted to
13 Keynote of musical
scale
14 Enroll in the catalog
of saints
15 These were once
called love apples
18 Place where govern-
ment coins money
IP Makes a mistake
21 Doctor (Abbr)
22 Depart
Lives of the Saints
What’s in a Name?
In a school room, or some-
times eveD in a family, there
are children by the same name.
This Is true also in the
Heavenly family of saints. This
week w# will talk about one
who la called St Anastasia
Anastasia was a young wom-
an about 20 years old She
offered herself to Christ as His
bride and lived with other holy
women. On* day the soldiers
of Valerian, the ruler, broke
into the house of the holy wom-
en and took Anastasia away.
The soldiers brought the
young woman before the ruler.
He ordered the soldiers to harm
the girl but she would not give
up her Faith. She bravely spoke
up to the ruler and said "If
you harm me it will bring more
shame to you than it will to
me."
THE SOLDIERS tied the girl
and beat her They tortured her
in every way that they knew, but
she would not give up Christ.
Once, after a beating, she
asked for some water. A young
man named Cyril, standing
by, brought her water When
the guards found out about this
they killed Cyril.
Finally after much suffering.
Anastasia was beheaded Her
body was honored by the Chris-
St. Anastasia it portrayed hy
Barbara Van Knoy of Our
lad)' of l.ourdei. Writ Orange.
Barbara it presently attending
CVO Day Camp in Essex Coun-
ty. St. Anastasia't feast day is
Apr. 1?.
tlans and later taken to Con
stantinople
THERE ARE three other St
Anastasias Their feast day*
are: Dec. 25, Apr. 25 and Mar.
10
Remember this—you are still
a special soul under your name.
You may add another Mary, or
John, or Henry, or Anastasia
to the list of heavenly saints.
ESSAY WINNER: Judith Bald, a recent graduate of
St. Ann’s, Jersey City, has a medal in her list of grade
school momentos, thanks to the Catholic War Veterans
of St. Nicholas Post 1711. Judith won the award for
her essay, “The Impact of an Ecumenical Council on
our Modem World." Msgr. Joseph A. Shovlin, pastor,
made the presentation.
St. Anastasia
One Ohio Boy Spoke For God
COLUMBUS, Ohio (RNS) A 12-yesr-old
Cincinnati boy mounted the rostrum of the Ohio
House of Representatives and, showing or.ly
slight nervousness, concluded his three-year-
old fight to bring the state a spiritual motto
“With God, all things are possible
"
James Mastronardo, the young author,
then sat by as the House unanimously ap-
proved the motto by a vote of 112 to 0.
THE YOUNGSTER told the Representa-
tives that he conceived the Idea for a motto
when he was nine years old. At that time, he
said, he was concerned after learning In school
that Ohio was the only state without a motto.
James felt that any state maxim should
have a spiritual tone and he went to work
convincing Ohio that his motto was a good
one He interested service clubs, civic organi-
zations and individuals, asking them to bom-
bard the legislators James personally collect-
ed 18,000 signatures on petitions.
The bill was introduced by William H.
Dedends of Cincinnati. It was passed by the
Senate and sent to the House for 'he historic
appearance of a 12-year-old speaker.
Child Jems Answers Sick Boy
VATICAN CITY (NC) The address on the
letter was: "The Child Jesus. Care of Pope
John XXIII."
The writer was 10-year-old Orlando Cotugno
of Baranello, a amall town southeast of Rome.
The boy, who has suffered from a bladder de-
formity since birth, wrote the Pope as follows:
"Dear Tope:
“Mother has told me that the Child Jesus
hves with you. Could you. who are close to
Him, ask Him to make mo become a child
like others?"
WHEN the letter arrived at the Vatican Dec.
3, IKB. the Pope ordered an investigation of
tho boy’s history. Ho then arranged through
Bishop Alberto Carinci of Boiano-Campobasso for
an operation to be performed on the boy by
Dr Sorrentino of the Naples Center of Urological
Surgery, the only hospital in Italy for this type
of surgery.
The Dope recently received another letter
after Orlando heard he will be able to return
home in good physical health.
The letter stated:
"Dear Pope: '
“I’m cured and I'm very well. 1 can already
get up a little, and yesterday I was allowed to
walk. Then it's true that the Child Jesus Uvea
with you. Mommy told me that He did. You spoke
to Him and now I'm like the rest of the children.
Thank you and the Child Jesus."
Cardinal Whips Up Teen's Dreams
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (HNS)
*- Cardinal Cutting at Boston
and a Notre Dame priest team-
ed up here to surprise and de-
light a 17-year-old South Bend
girl and to bring to fulfillment
two of her fondest dreams.
Patty Bradley, daughter of
Francis X. Bradley Jr., assis-
tant dean of Notre Dame’s
graduate school, has been crip-
pled since birth. Despite her
handicap the girl has managed
to be on the National Honor
Society and to distinguish her-
self at St. Mary's Academy
here where she is a senior.
WHEN Cardinal Cushing
spoke at Notre Dame at the
seventh annual Institute of
Spirituality. Patty talked her
father into taking her to hear
the prelate’a address and then
into taking her to the Morris
Inn on the campus where the
Cardinal was staying.
She has always had an espe-
cially high estimate of Cardinal
Cushing. "I guess I was at-
tracted to him because of hia
interest in kids and crippled
people," she explained.
Patty did not know that her
spiritual advisor. Rev. Glenn
Boarman, C.S.C., Notre Dame
prefect of religion, had written
to Cardinal Cushing and de-
scribed Patty's affliction and
her special affection for him.
"I was sitting in the lobby
in my wheelchair waiting for
the Cardinal to arrive when his
car pulled up," Patty said. "In
comes the Cardinal, two Bish-
ops, some Monsignors and some
Notre Dame priests and I
was feeling pretty good be-
cause I got a good look at him.
Then his Eminence came
over to me, patted me on the
head and said, Hello there,
Patty, old girl.' "
"I was dumfounded," Patty
recalled.
CARDINAL Cushing sat and
chatted with the girl for about
IS minutes and invited her to
fly with him to Lourdes in
France. The shrine has been
credited with miraculous re-
coveries of many persons who
have been afflicted with crip-
pling conditions.
"Two dreams came true at
one*,” Patty said happily, "i
atwaya dreamed of going to
Lourdes and of meeting the
Cardinal but I never thought 1
would ever do either one."
After the chat in which Car-
dinal Cushing said he would
write the crippled girl and ex-
plain the details of the trip,
the Boston Archbishop arose
and blessed the child while
crowds of onlookers knelt tn
the hotel lobby. Before he left
the girl, the prelate bent and
kissed her
“We'll fly to Lourdea in a
jet, probably." he told Patty.
“And since it's on the way,
we'll have to stop in Ireland.
After ail, we Irishmen havn
to stick togehter."
FRIENDS: Patty Bradley
is all smiles as she talks
with Cardinal Cushing in
Indiana.
Italian Children
Off to the Beach
ROME (NC) Two thousand
children from eight nations have
been brought to Italy by the Pon-
tifical Relief Organization for a
month’s vacation at the beach.
The relief agency, which re-
ceives much of its foodstuffs
snd other supplies from Catholic
Relief Services National Cath-
olic Welfare Conference, oper-
ates a string of summer camps
along the roasts of Italy.
The children, mostly of Italian
nationality or origin, come from
France, Switzerland, Austria,
Germany, Luxembourg. Tunisia,
Lebanon, Greece and Holland.
Historians?
DENVER (NC) Somebody
may make a profil Ir.-'m
the summer American history
course at Loretto Heights Col-
lege But not this year
In studying Colorado’s past,
the class of .12 nuns and four
laywomen waded into streams
In the Cripple Creek snd Lead-
vtlle areas with old-fashioned
gold-panning equipment.
No luck Maybe next year,
say officials of the Coe Founda-
tion which sponsors the unique
course.
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“AND ON YOUB LEFT
..
A lour of Ui* llolr Land (at Itol la Imagination i U always aug-
fcited by I'uli which commemorate historical events la the
life of Our Lord and His Blessed
Mother. Oa the Feast of the Assump-
tion (August IS) It would bo late rest-
ing to travel through the Holy Land
looking to the right and to the left
(nIVKinB *3 to see with our own eyes the places
v~ H3 l /M (A and things which played an Impor-
tant part In the life of tha Holy
Family and the early Church. If wo
were to (a to Damascus by the road
used by St. Paul we would pass
through ths town of Namer as bo did.
Ths town hasn’t changed much since
the days of SL Paul, and probably
even the prophet Esrchlrl would still
bo able to recognise IL Nothing much has changed ... the
Christians are still among the poorest people In lowa. If you
oould visit Namer you would see Immediately why we aru so
anxious to give them the $4.«0« they ask to build a Church.
But perhaps even without going you might be willing to help
them . . . why not do It In honor of tha Assumption of Our
Blessed Mother?
Tit Htfr Fatbrr) Abuse AiJ
fit lie OrinulCJ>*nb
Tha Feast of the Assumption naturally
turns our thoughts to Heaven and life with
Our Lord. ALESSANDRO and NICOLA are
no exceptions. They have long thought of
life with Our Lord and they wish to tell
their friends and neighbors about It as well
They wish to become priests la honor of
Urn Assumption of Our Blessed Mother.
Can you help them? Each boy must have
a sponsor who will pay his
necessary ex-
penses of SIM a year during the six year
seminary course.
WHEN DID YOU LAST SEND A STRINGLESS GIFT TO
THOSE WHO NEVER LEAVE THEIR POSTS . . THEY ARI
HAPPY WITH BARE ESSENTIALS!
SISTER CORONA and SISTER GILES
wish to become nans so that they mi]
Uve Uke Our Blessed Mother oa earlk
and perhaps sharo In Her glory aflei
death. It Is their hope to serve tha
Church and the poor in India. Can yes
help them reach this goal. Each girl
mast have a sponsor who will pay hri
accessary expenses of lilt a year during
the two year period of novitiate training
Why not adopt one?
HAVE YOU CHECKED YOUR WILLRECENTLY TO BE SURI
YOU HAVE MENTIONED THE CATHOLIC NEAR EAST MIS
BIONS YOUR GOOD DEEDS WILL UVE AFTER YOl
WHEN YOU HELP THE HOLY FATHER
A HORRIBLE THOUGHT AT THIS PARTICULAR TIM
OF THE YEAR Is the reminder that la a few short weel
school will again bola session. Clothes
. . . books . . . tuition . . . are among the
thoughts which Bash through the mind.
Imagine what must bo going through Mon-
algnor Ryan’s mind at thlo moment School
will soon bo open for his thousands of ref-
ugee children. It Is most Important that
they go since edacatloa and training are
a way out of their present state. To provide
schools for these children
... to clothe
to feed these children . . . to supply their books are among
■say problems he MUST solve. MS will pay fee a child for
term. Can yon help?
W
GIVI TO WIN THE WORLD FOR CHRIST.
oRLl2earHstCnissioosjMl
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPILLMAN. President
Mt*r. Pater P.Tooby. Mart SeeV
Send oH mmmaaliotleoa to.
CATHOLIC niar cast welfare association
4#o Uxington Avu. at 46th St. Now YoA 17, N.Y.
FILM DEVELOPED
Black and Whit* Sarvic*
I Ixpoturo Roll JO
King Sito Clotty Roprfatt ,0J
COLOR FILM PROCESSING
Kodocolor • ixpoturo Roll
dovolopod ond onlargod _ 173
RoprinH .15
• mm Roll Dovolopod IJO
•mm Mag. Dovolopod 1.00
13mm Dovolopod
10 Expotwro - IJO
Writ# lo» moiling onvolopot
RYAN FOTO
BOX 24 CHATHAM, N. J.
Your Neighborhood
Pharmacist "Says"
m
NEWARK
•em A decree MirltriM. Prow.
Lift' PHARMACY
Eetebllehed ovir 30 year*
Four Registered Pharmacist*
Free Delivery Open Every Day
From • a.m. to 11 p m
7*4 Mt. Prospect Avenue cor.
Montclair Avenue
HU t-474t Newark N. J.
JERSEY CITY
PALMIRA PHARMACY
Arthur I. Palmar*. Ph.o.
PteerrtpUon Pharmadate
Bloloatcal Sick Room Supplier
Coamatlra
Praacrlpllnna failed tar
and Delivered
HI Kara an Avenue
»4«ntartar City.
_
JERSEY CITY
VALINTII PHARMACY
tea* eh Valenti, Rae Phar.
Preacrlptlane Saba Needa
m
h
w,A,
r
sS'.
Jaraev City, H. J.
Phenei OS > >tia
WESTFIELD
CINTRAL PHARMACY
Michael J. Cermela, Ree Phar.
Praarrtptlona Carefully
C
ompounded
B™n
.
rerfhmaa
_ foematlea
Sick Room Supplier
Sl4 Central Ave.. WSatfleld I last
NUTLEY
■AY ORUO CO.
tame* Rlccle. Rap. Phar.
Baby Naeda
Preacrtptlnna Promptly ftUed
-Im.
ORANGE
PORO'S DRUB SI
2» -
MTU* A
ST. ANDREW, Apostle, preach
ed In Greece and Aaia Minor.
Academy of St. Elizabeth
Cmvirl Station.New Jersey
Secondary School for girls. 94th year
Resident ond Day fxceptional record
for college preparation. Vocational
courses. Music, Art, Dancing. Drumotiet
Sports and Activity program.
Informationi JEffarson 9-1600
fid
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*mc«-
IRtt/CASSS
yLUGCAGE SHOP
WASMINGION SI NtWANK 2
MT. ST. DOMINIC
ACADEMY
CALDWILL MKW JIRSCY
El*mrntj»r> School for Clrla
R» aidant and Dar
Call
Directrati CA 6-3660
GEORGIAN COURT
COLLEGE
Conducted by the Sisters cl Merey
FOUR-YEAR COUtfl lIADINO TO
BA. end B S. DKOIIII
Wall - integrated program In liberal
Arlt. Fine Art», Science, Music. Home
(conomici, Business Administration
Teacher Training far Elementary and
Secondary Schools, Fully Accredited
Addreee. SISTER SECRETARY
Oeergian Court College
Lakewood. New ioreey
CALDWIII, NEW-JERSEY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A.B. and B.S. Degree*
College of Saint Elizabeth
Founded In 1899 by the Sisters of Charity
Convent Station, New Jersey
Saving* Insured to $lO 000
HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
Earn 3H\
ALEXANDER HAMILTON SAVINGS
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CAMP ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
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UNIQUE SWIMMINO POOL
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Your Rioft Important
food purdiaso is
B£EAO
Be sure you get the BlST.. always ash for
BUTTERCUP
Buttercup Is • delicious loaf
But evsryoni In the family
will love. It's nutritious, too
-each pound contains tba
non-fat milk solids of 7
ounces at milk. That's why
housawhtoa say.
Mode with 100%
Fure VegefoMe Shortening
ms tuu (uuiiN
Passaic Administrator
Is Honored by St. E’s
CONVENT Sister Eileen Tereet, R. N., LL.D., ad-
ministrator of St. Mary’s Hospital, Passaic, was the reci-
pient of an honorary degree of doctor of laws at the com-
mencement for the Sisters of Charity at the College of St.
Elizabeth Aug. 9.
Bishop McNulty conferred bsch-
«U>r degrees at the ceremonies
held in the outdoor Greek The-
ater. Sister Anna Conclllo, dean
of studies, presented candidates
for degrees. Sister Hildegarde,
president, delivered the citation
to Sister Eileen Teresa.
SISTER Hildegarde said: “In
this centennial year of the con-
gregation the college takes pridj
in paying tributa to the glorious
xecord of service of our Sister-
curses and hospital administra-
tors by honoring in a special way
•ne who may fittingly represent
them all.”
" Sister Hildegarde pointed to
Sister Eileen Teresa's long as-
soclation with the hospital as
secretary to the adasinistraUr,
nurse, pediatric supervisor, as-
sistant administrator,and since
IMI, administrator.
Under her leadership the hos-
pital has expanded with the erec-
tion of anew school of nursing
building in 1955, new maternity
wing in 1958, and currently with
the compleUon of anew phar-
macy, an addition to the chil-
drens’ floor and the doubling of
the hospital provisions for han-
dling emergency cases. In 1954
she established a clinic for re-
tarded children and in Septem-
ber. 1959, will open anew, com-
plete and approved child-guid-
ance center.
Improvements Suggested
As Result ofNCCW Institute
NEW ORLEAN S(NC) - Some
too Catholic women from 15 di-
oceses in six Southern states
have recommended Church and
Community action programs as a
result of a five-day leadership
training conference sponsored by
the National Council of Catholic
Women at St. Mary's Dominican
College.’
Suggested action programs in-
cluded a federal minimum wage
•nd protection of the right to
organize for agricultural work
era; improvement of housing and
educational opportunities for Ne-
gro citizens, and a sympathetic
Attitude towards efforts to arrive
«t a truly Christian solution of
ltWergroup problems.
MEMBERS of an International
affair workshop called for a
language exchange program in
local communities and urged ad-
ditional language courses in ele-
mentary and secondary schools
Participants in a workshop on
aging stressed the need for home-
living wherever possible, and for
home-like institutional care when
such care is necessary. They also
called attention to community-
surveys and extensive citizen
support of programs to assist the
aping to adjust to new circum-
stances of their lives.
Delegates urged parents to
teach their children proper use
oi leisure and called for promo-
tion of teaching as a vocation
and as a profession because, of
the great need for both religious
and lay teachers. The group also
emphasized the need for family
centered programs for parish
groups.
Final Vows
For Benedictines
KLIZABETH During Mm*
offered Aug. 12 by Msgr. Wil
liam Furlong of Seton Hall at
the Benedictine Motherhouae
here, two Siatera of St. Benedict
took final vowa.
Rev. Martin Burne. prior of
St. Mary'a Priory, Newark, ac-
cepted vowa from Siater M Mar
garet Conlon. 0.5.8 , of Union
and Siater M Judith Zurich, 0
S 8., of Irvington.
Rev. Joaeph P. Fagan, Moth
erhouae chaplain, delivered the
aermon.
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Bishop Brady Warns:
Divorce to Decay to National Ruin
ISLE LA MOTTE. Vt, (NO
Increasing divorce is chipping
away at
x
the foundations of the
home, and easy divorce makes
the beginning of moral decay
that ruined the pagan empires
and enslaved women.”
Bishop Matthew F Bradv of
Manchester, N. H , gave this
admonition to more than 1,000
women who came from all
parts of Vermont
on a pilgrim
age to St. Anne's Shrine here.
HE SAID that Hollywood
newspapers and literature con-
spire to accentuate glamor and
glamorise immorality, to tear
down the protective shield of
modesty and to "rob woman of
her dignity, her respect and
her security."
"In our
own country recent-
b" Ihe Bishop said, "the com-
munistic Congress of American
Women met in New York and
declared its objectives to he
(1) to take housekeeping out of
the home so that women may
become servants of the world.
(2) to establish government
subsidies to make child-rearing
a function of the state instead
of the family, and (3) to elim-
inate family meals, and to put
dishwashing, laundry service
and other home activities on a
communized basis."
The Bishop referred to these
as "two alluring objectives to
entice, and one—brazen and di-
abolical—aimed at the destruc-
tion of the family."
HE TOLD the women, who
represented 20 Catholic organi-
zations in Vermont:
"Your objective is a strong,
increasing faith, the protection
of your God-given dignity, the
alertness of your individual re-
sponsibility to God and the
spread of the Kingdom of God
and eternal truth in the hearts
of all men.
"As Catholic women, step not
out of the home where you
reign as queen; at least let not
any other interest comp before
this, your glorious heritage "
The prilgrimage to St Anne's
Shrine was the first by an all
women's group.
Women
around the
World
Manhattanville College of the
Sacred Heart, Purchase, N.Y.
will be host to the third annual
research conference sponsored ny
the National Catholic Music Edu
cators Association Aug 16-22 at
the Pius X School of Liturgical
Music. Mother Kathryn Sullivan,
Manhattanville president will
speak.
•
Chestnut Hill College Alumnae
Association will hold Its reunion
weekend Sept. 11-13. Highlight of
Ihe reunion will be the presenla-
lion on Sunday of the alunnae's
library fund gift to the college
•
The 13lh anniversary of Ihe
death of Sister Alphonsa, saintly
Poor Clare nun of Bharananga-
nam, India, was celebrated with
a least for over 4,000 poor people
Religious ceremonies included
five hours of continuous Masses.
The nun. who is especially called
on to intercede for physical dis-
abilities, is up for beatification.
Her process is nearing comple-
tion at the diocesan level.
Kansas Hosts
Workshop
WASHINGTON (NC) - •'The
Catholic Woman . . . Her Com-
munities" will be the theme of a
leadership training Institute at
Mount St. Scholastica College,
Atchison. Kan, Aug. 1721.
The institute, one of seven
planned by the National Council
of Catholic Women this summer,
will concentrate upon needs and
problems of the registrants' com ;
niunities, and responsibilities of
Catholic leaders there Specific
problems to be treated will In-
clude youth and child welfare,
the aging, intergroup relations,
and effect of international rela
lions on the community.
Keynote address on "The Mys-
tical Body of Christ and the Idea
of Community" will he delivered
by Bishop Frederick W. Kreking
of Salina, and a closing Holy
Hour will be conducted by Msgr.
Michael J. Price of Kansas City.
Kan.
Hohokus Women
Plan Card Party
HOHOKUS—Mr* Wililam Huf
nacel, chairman of the St. Luke's
Rosary-Altar Society card party,
lias announced that tickets will
to on sale shortly under direction
of Mrs. J. W. King of Hohokus
and Mrs. Robert Toach and Mrs
Thomas Williams of Waldwick.
The affair will be held Sept 17
and 18 in the church auditorium
Refreshments will be served.
Paramus Rosary
Sets Fashion Show
PA RAMUS A meeting was
held recently by the Rosary So-
ciety of Our Lady of the Visita-
tion to plan the fashion show and
bridge slated for Nov. io. Mrs.
Edwin Halsch is chairman, as-
sisted by Mrs. Henry Schneider.
Mrs. Shirley Platt will be fashion
commentator.
BON VOYAGE: Andrea Higgins, 10, of Fair Lawn,
bid farewell to Sister Theodore, a Daughter of the
Holy Ghost, who sailed to her native France recently
after 53 years in this country. Sister Theodore, who is
83, asked to go home to visit her sister, a member of
the same order at the motherhouse in St. Brieuc.
Sister Theodore had been stationed at St. Elizabeth’s
Home, New Haven, for her entire U.S. stay.
St. Elizabeth’s Will Host
National Art Convention
CONVENT STATION “The Alphabet as Sacramen-
tal" will be the theme explored by representatives from
education, art and philosophy at the Catholic Art Associa-
tion’s national convention to be held at College of St. Eliza-
beth Aug. 16-19. The program is aimed at giving an insight
into nnlantialitlaa Iinto potentialities of printins and
lettering.
Cardinal Lercara, Archbishop
nf Bologna, will be a guest at
the ronvenUon, which la open
to the public.
The program will begin with
registration A»g is, followed by
an officers' meeting.
A DIALOG Mass with homily
celebrated by Rev. Thomas Phel-
an of Troy, N. Y., association
president, will open the Monday
program. Siater Grace Mary, St.
Elizabeth’* art department chair-
man, will preside at the opening
session. Sifter Hildegarde Marie.
college president, will give the
welcome.
Artist* on the program will be
Mary Reed Newland, author and
lecturer, who will apeak on •’The
Alphabet and Our Children:"
Sister M. Jeanne, 0.5.F., art de-
partment head at Rosary Hill
College, Buffalo, speaking on
“Intellectual Excellence and
Craftsmanship." and Arnold
Bank, American designer and let-
tered who will lecture on "Two
Thousand Years of I-otters.”
Mrs. Newland is author of
"The Saints and Our Children."
and other books about her seven
I children. Sister M Jeanne la for-
!mcr editor of the Catholic Ele-
; mentary Art Guide and the Cath-
[olic Art Quarterly. Mr. Bank, a
senior Fulbright Fellow, has lec-
tured in univeraitiea. art schools,
and museums her# and abroad.
HIGHLIGHT of the convention
will be the awarding of the Cath-
olic Art Association Medal Aug.
18 by Father Phelan. Following
the presentation a film entitled
"Medalist at Work" will be
sltown.
Abbot Charles Corristen,
0«5.8., of Newton, will eele-
; brate a Pontifical Mass Tees-
I day.
! Discussion topics will deal
with standards in contemporary
printing, alphabetic pre-history,
the graphic arts and book de-
sign, the printed page, introduc-
tion to writing in school, letter-
|ing in the secondary school, calli-
graphic arts in the Sister Forma-
tion program and editorial and
readership problems.
Demonstrations in pen-writ-
ten, brush, carved and me-
chanically printed letter*, and
silk screen printing will be giv-
en.
A tour to the Convent of the
(Dominican Sisters of the Perpet-
ual Rosary, Union City, to see
the work «f Sister Mary of the
(Compassion, 0.P., will be held
'Aug. 19. She is well known for
her liturgical painting and pen
ar.d ink sketches.
Peekskill Franciscans
Hold Ceremonies
PEEKSKILL, N.Y. Five North Jersey women took
part in religious ceremonies of the Franciscan Sisters of
Peekskill held at Mt. St. Francis here this week. Three
New Jersey postulants became novices and two New Jer-
sey novices pronounced their first vows.
Rev. James A. Best. Mt. St
Francis chaplain, officiated Aug
10 as 11 postulants became nov-
I ices. New Jersey novices and
their new names are: Marion
Linden. West New York, Sister
Mary Kicran of the Mother of
iGod, I-eila Finizio. Weehawken,
.Sister Mary Gabriella of the Im-
maculate Conception; Marie Fan-
ning, West New York, Sister
Mary Camille of Christ the King
RKV. DAMKI. Kgan, S A , of
Graymoor, celebrated the Mass
Aug 12 at which 16 novices pro
nounced their first vows. Includ-
ed among the new Sisters were
Sister Mary Ann Loretta of West
New York and Sister Mary Helen
of I'nion City.
Rev. Francis J. Doughaen,
O.F.M , of Sacred Heart, Ro-
chelle Park, will celebrate a
Mass honoring three golden ju-
bilarians of the Franciscan Sis-
ters at Peekskill Aug. 15. Father
Poughaen, who will also prrach,
n a cousin of one of the juhilar*
ians.
Pilot’s Licenses
For Italian Nuns
TURIN, Italy (NC) Two
young nuns. Sisters Maria CTeo-
fe and Innoccnza of the Oblates
of St. Aloysius Gonzaga, have ob-
tained pilot's licenses In prepara-
tion for a flying mission in Paki-
stan.
Orange Seniors
To Hold Cake Sale
I ORANGE The Class of 1960
of St. Mary's Hospital School of
Nursing will hold an all-day cakc|
sale at the hospital Aug 13 in!
thr main lobby. Proceeds will
benefit "The Dove," the class
yearbook.
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League
Standings
ESSEX CYO
intsrmidiati liaoui
W L
At. F'eler'a. Belleville 4 j
At. Joeeph'e Spanieh. Ntwtrlt a j
ImirucultU Concretion. Montclair 3 2
O.L.
Valley. Ormi« S 2
OL Lourdee. Wm Oranr* 4 2
81. Anthony's. Belle*HI e 2 91
Bt. Momof Lima.Newark a 9 |
At. Alorkoa. New ark 3 6
ft. Patrick'*. Newark 0 •
Leet Week's Results
OL. Valley ». At Patrick * 0 irorfeit)
JUNIOR LIAOUI
W L
ft. Francis Xavier.Newark 3 0
At. Thomas the Apostle. Rlmfld. 4 1
ft.
Valentine'a. Bloomfield 4 2
Mt. Carmel. Montclair 9 2
ft. Mary's. Nutley 2 4
Aaored Heart I. Vailaburi 1 9
Aarred Heart 2. Vailaburi 1 5
HUDSON CYO
JUMIO* LIAOUI
I.on. Hall)
W l
At AatUna.J«o»y CHy 3 0
At. ItiMiM’i. Janmr City l o
At PaoJa.Jmn Ctlr 1 o
Ml. r.m»»l. Bomm t 1
Mt. Cam,at. Jinn ntr 0 a
At. Lucy’a.Jm.T Oi. 0 J
L.lt Waak'a R«.ult<
At. Paul*. 4. Mt. Oarm.l UC> l
At BrVUat'a J. Mt. Cann.l (B> •
Mt. rum.) (»i ». At. Uiry’a 0
At. Paul'. 4. At Brlrttat'a 4
At. Aadta'i S. Ml Carnal (JO l
PASSAIC CYO
JUNIOR LIAOUI
W l
it MehoU* It 3
Ml. CirmH 11 3
N. Anthony* 7 3
Holy Trinity 7 %
Rl. NlchoUa Ukrainian « 7
Hr Naahtn i 3 o
•*. Mary** 3 jo
Holy Rourr 0 0
iMt WNk'i Rtiult*
•l. NlehoL** 3. Rl. Anthony’s 3
Mt. Carnal 7. Maly Trinity a
*t Anthony'* 10. *. Nirhnl*. UR •
*• Nicholas L’k. 0. M Nlrholaa 7
Mt
Carmal 3. M Nicholas Uk. 4
UNION CYO
INTIRMIDIA7I LIAOUI
IFI rtf Raund)
W L
I# Gana%is«t*s. EUishath 4 0
*« Joaaph’s I. Rosalia 3 i
It. Patrick a. rOiaabath 3 1
Rt. Taraaa’a. Summit l 3
§4 Joasph'a 1- Rosalia 0 4
(tacanl Raund>
W L
It
Joseph's 1 3 o
Hi r»ane>tev** 3 1
Rt. Patrick s 3 1
St. Teresa'* 1 3
•*- Joseph's I 0 4
Lett Week's Results
Rl Patrick's 3. Rt. Joseph's <3> 1
M. Gensrlere's 4. At. Joseph's (1) L
Rl. Joseph's (II 0. Rt. C—ortsTQ'a 1
Rain Postpones Essex Intermediate Tiff;
St. Thomas Given Crack at St. Francis
It was too good to be true. The Essex County CYO
never has gone through a season without a washout and
when last Sunday’s final intermediate contest slithered
away in the muddy aftermath of an earlier deluge, this
season proved to be no exception.
I One game did go on the books,
but it wai actually never played.
Our Lady of the Valley, Orange,
J being credited with a forfeit over
St Patrick’*, Newark, which hai
withdrawn from competition.
; So this Sunday's schedule is
practically the same as last Sun-
day’s with one big exception.
That would be the re scheduling
of the suspended game between
St. Thomas the Apostle, Bloom-
field, and St. Francis Xavier,
Newark, for the junior crown.
[ THIS MEANS two tiUes will be
decided on Sunday as the inter-
mediate crown still lies between
St. Peter's, Belleville, and St.
Joseph's Spanish, Newark, both
of whom have won six of seven
starts.
In the Intermediate contest,
Joe Mendes of St. Joseph's will
oppose Ed Szep of St. Peter's.
Mendes is unbeaten in four
games this year and has pitched
two shutouts, including a no-
hitter. He has been pitching CYO
hall for five year* while Szep,
who has lost one of five games
this season, is s three-year veter-
an He also ha* two shutouts on
the books
Another big intermediate game
pit* Immaculate Conception,
Montclair, against Our Lady of
Lourdes, West Orsngc. Immac-
ulate, currently tied for third
with Our Lady of the Valley, can
move up to second with a win
A loss will drop the Montclair
nine to fifth with Our Lady of
Ix-urdes moving into a tie for
third Opposing hurler* will be
Bob Lamb for Immaculate and
Frank McCarthy for Our Lady of
Lourdes. Each has a 3 2 record.
IN THE JUNIOR league, St
Francis and St. Thomas will
take up where they left off three
weeks ago with St. Francis
ahead, 2 1, and St. Thomas com-
ing up In bat in the top half of
the seventh. Pat Piegari, who has
won five in a row, will be on
the mound for St. Francia and if
ho can keep the Bloomfield nine
from scoring it will mean the
title for St. Francis.
However, if St. Thomas pulls
this one out, the two teams will
have to play again as it will
throw the race into a tie.
The background is this. St
Francis was 54) and St. Thomas
2-1 when they met. with St
Francis an overwhelming favor-
ite as St. Thoma* had lost the
only game It had actually played
(the two wins coming on for-
feits). St. Thomas took a 1-0 lead
but St. Francis scored twice in
the fifth as the result of a disput-
ed call which was subsequently
made the matter of an official
protest by St. Thomas.
ST. THOMAS protested again
when the game was called after
•he aixth inning, although it wan
only 5 30 pm and the CYO dead
line for starting an inning is 6
p.m. The protest on the disputed
play wns thrown out but the CYO
ordered the seventh inning
played
At this point St. Francis en-
tered a rounter-protest on the
grounds that both teams had
been informed of the 5 30 p m.
deadline oefore the start of play
and the protest should have been
made then. So resumption of the
Came was held in abeyance un-
til this week's ruling rejecting
the coiinter-protest.
In the meantime, St Thomas
p'ayed and won two game* in
overwhelming fashion to pose a
real threat to St. Francis. A loss
in either would have made all
protests academic.
INTIRMIOIATI LIACUI
At (ranch (rack Irian,,.n
V.
Joseph's Spanish. Newark, va St
Feter'a. Belleville, I p m
St Anlhonr'a. Baliavilla, va SI Knee
of lima. Newark. Ipm
Immaculate Conception.
WontcUlr
-Our Led, ef IxauMee. Wees Orense.
JUNIOR lIAOUS
Al Walseaalnp Park. (leemfleM
a* Francis Xavier. Newark, va St
Thames the Apoesle. Bloomfield. i r m
'continuation of suspended same,. I
Sad Reunion
For Celt Stars
FRENCHTOWN
- Members
of the undefeated 1935-36 St
Patrick's High School basket-
ball team held a sad reunion
here last'week when they acted
a* pall bearers at the funeral
of Raymond McGrann, one of
the stars of the squad
Ed Martin, William Fagan,
Marty Lyman, Joe Rlmperlo
and Dick Matthewa were the
other member* of the team
present, along with Francis
Paterson, who played on the
1934 35 club.
Coach of the 1935 3« St. Pal
rick’s team, which won the
state Catholic title and played
in the National Catholic tour-
nament held at Chicago, was
Charles Callahan, now Father
Callahan, curate at St. Paul the
Apostle, Irvington, and assist-
ant director of Archdiocesan
Sodalities.
Henry, Gaines Lead Team
To State Legion Honors
1 RhNTON With Mike Gaines of Sacred Heart and
Bill Henry of St. Mary's—both ticketed for Seton Hall next
month handling the pitching chores, Bayway Post won
its second state American Legion title in 23 years, defeat-
ing the Trenton Schroths in a twin bill on Aug. 9
The Elizabeth learn completely
dominated the Capitol City club,
taking a 5-0 lead in three innings
before being rained out on Aug 8,
then turning in 8 3 and 44) vie
toriea on Aug. 9. Henry pitched
the ahulout to atretch his consecu-
tive scoreless inning streak to 23.
not counting those three innings
on Saturday.
There will be a two-week lay
off for Buzzy Fox's boys before
they enter the Mid Atlantic play-
offs at Bristol, Conn , on the
weekend of Aug. 22-24. Bayway
also won this title bark in 1853
before bowing in the Eastern fi-
nals.
TRENTON Dll) all its scoring
for the day in the very first in-
ning as four Bayway errors pav-
ed the way for three runs. The
muddy field was chiefly respon-
sible for these mishaps, but the
boys steadied down after that'
and committed only one error ini
the next 17 innings.
Trailing until the fourth. Bay-
way erupted for five runs with
Jimmy Brown. Mike Gaines and
Bill Murray providing the key
blows. This was enough as
Gaines pitched shutout ball until
the ninth when he was relieved
by Johnny Cop who retired three |
men in a row after Ronnie
Knight's double sent Mika to the
showers.
Henry had some trouble in the
late innings of the nightcap as
ha tired with a 1-0 lead. That had
come on a single by Murray, his
steal of second and a single by
Vince Kazalonia. But. just when
Bill began to run into control
trouble, his teammates came up
with three runs to sew up the
game.
THE RAIXY opened with Ka-
zalonis’ single and steal of sec-
ond Trenton attempted lo nab
Vine* at third on Bobby Hal
leek's hunt and failed. Halleck
stole second and Jim Manhardt
was purposely passed. Charlie
Schmitt singled two runs home
and Manhardt scored on an in-
field out.
Bayway has yet to lose a game
since It entered the I-egion dis-
trict playoffs, its only setbacks
coming in Union County league
play. It has ripped off six straight
victories, plus a tie, and has play-
ed errorless ball in five of these
seven contests. Henry, with a 10-1
record on he season, has won
five playoff games, allowing only
two runs in 34 innings.
St. Nicholas, Mounts
Deadlock in Passaic
PASSAIC A rousing finish was assured in the Pas-
saie Junior CYO last week when St. Nicholas Ukndnian
upset St. Nicholas, 8-7, on Aug. 8 to drop the league leaders
into a deadlock with Mt. Carmel for first place.
' '
Both teams now have 11-2 records with one game re-
maining. What's more, that
game, in each case, is with St
Anthony's, which is still mathe-
matically in the race with a 7-3
record. Mt. Carmel meets St. An-
thony's on Aug. 13. while St. Ni-
cholas faces the third place club
the next night.
Bob Hrubec of St. Nicholas
Ukrainian is the boy personally
responsible for all the confusion.
He handled the pitching chores,
picking up his first win of the
season, and batted in five runs,
including the winning pair In the
sixth on a single which knocked
in George Kostisyn and Basil
Lapiczak.
THE USES CAME close to
dumping Mt. Carmel as well on
Aug. 10 when Tony Popovich
pitched one-hit ball, but gave up
iO walks and suffered a 5-4 de-
feat. Bruce Tabor was the win-
ning pitcher in this one, picking
up his eighth victory of the sea-
son against no defeats.
Mt. Carmel also posted a 7-2
victory over Holy Trinity onAug.
7 at Tabor pitched five-hit ball,
walked two and struck out 12.
Joe Dolinoy led the attack with
a long triple. The same evening,
9t. Anthony'* atayed in the race
by tripping the Ukes, 10-6, be-
hind the pitching of Blaise Dom-
ino and g bases-loaded triple by
Rrlph Casale.
A meeting between St. Nicholaa
and St. Anthony's on Aug. 6,
saw Dick Knothe knock home a
run in the aeventh inning to give
the leadert a 3-2 triumph. St. An-
thony’s could have put itself on
even terms with St. Nicholas and
Mt. Carmel in the los3 column
had it won this one.
VINCE MEANEY stopped St
Anthony's on three hit*, giving
up both runs in the first inning.
St. Nicholas tied it up in the
fourth with Knothe batting in one
ot the runs and then won it in
the seventh when Dirk had his
second single to again drive in
Billy Wallace.
Other game* last week were
decided by the forfeit route. St.
Stephen's gave up victories to
Holy Trinity and St. Mary's, hut
also claimed one from the latter
team. St Nicholas picked up one
over Holy Rosary, which has
bowed out of the loop.
In addition to the two crucial
affairs matching the three lead-
ers, Holy Trinity will face St. Ste-
phen's on Aug. 13, needing s vic-
tory to clinch its hold on fourth
place over the Ukes. Several ear-
lior games which were rained out
have still to be rescheduled, in-
cluding an important tilt between
Si. Anthony's and Holy Trinity.
McDonough Sets
Three Records
RAHWAY Dick McDonough.
Seton Hall Prep senior, enjoyed
another successful, if hectic, per
iod of swimming competition last
weekend, winning one New Jer-
sey Senior AAU individual title
and sharing in two relay crowns
At Rahway River Park Pool on
Aug. 6, McDonough won the 100
yard free style in the record
time of S3 3 and helped his North
Jersey Swimming Association
teammates take the 200-yard free
style relay crown In 1 43
Doing double duty on Aug. *,
Dick set anew slate Junior Olym
pic record for the 15-16 year old
200-meter free style in 2:22.9 in
the afternoon at Morristown, then
joined with Jed Graef, Dennis
McHugh and Pete l.anken tn set
a state senior AAU 400-yard med
ley relay record of 4 12 6 at Fair
Lawn in the evening
Another AAU victor at Fair
Lawn was Mona DcFilippo, who
took the senior women's 100-yard
butterfly in 1:13 7, after placing
second in the 200 yard free style
at Rahway. Mona has also qual-
ified for the state Junior Olym-
pic finals to be contested on Aug
15 at I-ake Mohawk.
A*n?» GS °,
V
,u
R: 3ick Hyatt ’ form er Fordham star and
of hf« °ver the coming Same with the Essex All-Stars with fourf his stalwarts, left to right, Richie Gronda and Lou Rettino of St Peter's A1 CallU
gans of St. Joseph's and Jim Monroe of St Michael's. The game will be Au*
20 at Roosevelt Stadium, Jersey City.
Press Box Paragraphs
Inside an All-Star Came
Just about a month ago, the
National Federation of High
Schools Athletic Association, at
its annual convention, passed a
resolution asking the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
to bar from collegiate athletics
any boy participating in an un-
sanctioned •‘high school' 1 all-
star
game.
To date, the NCAA has
not had the chance to reject
this silly request which could
stand
up only in a court of law
behind the Iron Curtain. Rut
North Jersey football fans
might also have wondered what
all the shouting was about
For all star football games
have not been evident in this
neck of the woods since the
NJSIAA put a clamp on them
about a decade ago They flour-
ish in other parts of the coun
try, however More than 75.000
were expected to watch such a
contest this week in California
NOW, HOWKVKR. it appears
that all-star games may be
come a steady feature of the
local sports landscape Three
have popped up this year, two
in Passaic County, involving
chiefly public high school grad
uates, the other over in Hudson
County, which will have l<
alumni of Catholic high schools
laking part.
Tlie Hudson game is hilled as
the first annual College Schol-
arship Bowl and its announced
purpose is to help deserving
boys gain college scholarships
Asa direct contribution to that
end, $l,OOO scholarships will he
presented to the most valuable
players on each of the F.ssex
and Hudson County all-star
teams.
Indirectly, invitations have
been issued to over 300 col-
lege coaches to come and take
a look at the assembled talent.
Bill Austin, Rutgers all Ameri-
can, is in charge of public re-
lations for the game and the
roaches are two former all-
state stars, i Royce Flippin of
Montclair for Essex and Jack
Hyatt of St. Peter's for Hudson
H.IPPIN IS being assisted
by former Army star Boh Mis-
chak, who played for the New
York (Hants last Fall, while
Hyatt has two old St. Peter's
teammates, Ed Brown and Dan
Horgan, as his aides The di
rector of the game is a former
Dickinson High School quarter-
back, Jim McManus, while the
sponsor is Peter W Kero of
Carlstadt
To be sure that both teams
are in good shape for the game,
nightly workouts have been
held at Mary Rensnn Park,
Jersey City, and Branch Brooli
Park. Newark Insurance poli-
cies protect the boys against
injury either in practice or the
(tame itself This includes pro-
tection for the college scholar-
ahlps some of the boys have
already received
About half the boys involved
in the game already have col
lege scholarships. They are
therefore playing strictly for
“kicks ” The game promises a
pleasant break in the otherwise
grueling training regime which
most players put themselves
through in late August. It's also
a chance to give an assist to
some of their less fortunate
thammates and former rivals
who have yet to land with a
college
OF THE BOYS who Ho not
have scholarships, some simply
are not ready scholastically to
enter college in the Kail They
have used
up
their high school
eligibility and have found that
touchdowns and tackles are not
counted as college preparatory
credits The hope is that some
of these boys may land in a
prep school
Others, however, do have the
credits to enter college, hut
did not make sufficient im
pression on any scouts dur-
ing the 1958 season Some were
with poor teams, others were
overshadowed by highly publi-
cized teammates This may be
their last shot at catching the
eye of a coach
McManus admits that this is
rather late in the year to do a
real job for these hoys. His
hope is that some arrangement
may be made where the boy
ran enter school for a term on
trial both as to scholastic
ability and football prowess If
he makes good, the college will
then give him a scholarship.
IF THIS SOUNDS all too
crassly commercial —and a
reasonfor the National Federa-
tion's abhorrence of these
games consider these facts.
In some public schools, boys
are encouraged to slide through
the easy courses to be sure
that they do not lose their ath-
letic eligibility This is a fact,
unpleasant as it Is.
These boys look forward per-
haps to a college scholarship
and then find they are not eli-
gible for one, except perhaps,
at the lowest of athletic fac-
tories. And these factories, hav-
ing many to choose from, can
pick only the biggest and best.
Then there are boys who have
all of the qualifications for
college except the money
and would easily have earned
an athletic scholarship, but for
the fact that they played at a
school where the coaching was
not up to standard.
IN EITHER CASE, the school
tlid not provide all the elements
the boy needed fo go on to col-
lege. Perhaps he simply is not
college material, but, if so, he
will lose nothing hy playing in
this game and taking a crack
at a chance for higher educa-
tion. If he is college material,
and if he can only get there
through an athletic scholar-
ship, then this game can hard-
ly hurt him and may be his
springboard to higher aca-
demic studies
The hope is that, in future
years, the game committee rm
follow its prospects who
would he selected directly after
the season right through
their senior years and give any
aid which might be necessary
to help them earn scholarships.
The game itself would then
merely provide the funds to
keep the program going
Since such a program was
unknown in this state, until
founded by a separate group
this past year in Jersey City
alone, there would seem to be
room for it At least, a lot more
room than for such legislation
as the National Federation has
asked the N.C.A.A. to adopt.
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FORGET ABOUT PRICE ...TERMS... DOWN PAYMENT!
CLOSE-OUT SALE!
you
DS, THUNKRBIRDS & GALAXIES
TELL US THE
DEAL YOU WANT!
I dim hi •mw 1959 FORD
«vt • bolanca of
I c«m afford monHtty poymonti of $_
Let me know my FULL COST, terms
and other information.
CHECK fXTRAS YOU DESIRE:
□ AUTOMATIC □ ¥-»
INO> HI
□ POWII ITTHIN* □ PADOIO DAM
TiANiMituON i-i mcTiic aocxu uia. row** winoow* n wHin wau twi
n «AOtO □ TINTIO olaii
L u
□ TWO-lONI PAINT nAH CONDITION INO □ JJ**’**
* □ lACX-W lIONTI
DffTROSTIR
□ WHIRL COVin □ fOWV* BRAKM □ unocrcoat
□ I MM intoroitod In ipocial dool on • 1959 FORD truck.
Fllllo y la mod moiling this coopoo dot not obligato molo may way.
YOU WILL RECEIVE REPLY WITHIN 24 HOURS
DAMFfL/X^y
371 BLOOMFItIO AVE BLOOMFIELD
l Hock. From Garden SF Pfc* y f«,F ITS • P| 8 SS S S
MAIL THIS
COUPON
TODAYI
ADV 813
■ ■■l
Al.l, THK APOfiTLM enjoyed
the unique privilege of personal
infallibility, univerial juriidic
tion and the power* of miracle*
•nd prophecy.
59 FORD
CARS—TRUCKS
SFfCIAL SALK
1958 FORDS
SACRIFICE PRICED FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
HIGHEST TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE, CASH
RACK If DESIRED
WARD-FORD
239 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 3 N J
Ml 3-fIOOO
STATION WAGON
HEADQUARTERS
All Makts
and Modtls
PACE MOTORS
47 CENTRAL AVI.
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
Dining of if* Ratt
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and »AR
iw.mii
DaUdaua [jiackaua and Din anra
mvatf la HoaaalUa Aimaaabnra
DAILY an« SUNDAY (Air CMd.
Oaovaaiaat la Cahaauna A Tbaatraa
Chou* Wlnaa and Uauara. Muiak
tPRCIAI fACILITII* FOR
PRIVATR PARTIRt
ACCOMMODATINa ((«•«•
m lIOHTH AVI |ol <4lh ll. |
NEW YORK CITY
57 CHEV.
.
.
$995
1 dr. Full equipment. Like newt
'56 FORD
. .
. $895
1 dr. equipped,tperkleel
56 DODGE
.
. $695
4 dr. teden. Many eitretl
’57 DODGE .
. $1495
« dr. ••dan. loulpaad. Tip T»n
•57 PLYM $1445
ITATION WAOON Parfaat far
• mall builnaia ar laraa famllrl
56 FORD
. .
.
$1375
CONVIRTiaiI. Coal In aummar.
warm In wlntorl
Many Mora
To Choota Froml
BOULEVARD
FORD
2392 Boulevard
(at Communipaw)
Jcricy City, N J Dt 3-3400
Stop "Running Around in Circles”
Cone to ACE Now
For a Money-Saving
SQUARE DEAL
On i *59 OLDSMOBILE
faoy Tormg to Fit Your Noodt
OIDSMC BILE COMFANT
239 Springfield Avc Irvington
•vc ti 0-6400
DON'T BUY BEFORE YOU
GET MURPHY'S DEAL ON A
59
PLYMOUTH
CHRYSLER
IMPERIAL
Top Trado-lni/Eaty Torm»!/Low Bank Ratos!
j ALSO A BIG SELECTioiToF
jGUARANTEED USED CARS
Buy Sato Bo Safo Soo
MORPHY BROS.
Authorlxed Chrysler, Flymouth, Imperial Dealer
SOI N. BROAD STRICT ELIZABETH 5-s*oo
“After We Sell, We Serve~
Op.n Daily I AM. to * PM. - lot to 4 tM.
The Time of Your Life
Say Thanks
By Rev. Gabriel W. Hafford
There is one genera! reaction to Lourdes:
Count your blessings." Perhapa everyone who
«n)oy« fair health ought to viait that holy ahrine
Jw*t to come to the realization that he ought to
thank God each day of hia life that hia health is
*» good aa it ia. Too many live like the nine
lepers who did not return to give thanks. Why
wait until you are suffering to thank God for
the days of painless living?
This is fhe Time
During vacation from school little folks get
out of the habit of going to
confession. Now is the time
to get such things straight-
ened out. Every child of
Mary ought to be in good
shape for the great feast of
the Assumption, so be sure to
get the little folk as wfll as
• few of their elders over to
the parish church and up in
line fQr absolution. If you
happen to be on vacation at
this time of year, you have
the added grace of opportunity to go to con-
fession to one other than your regular confes-
*°r. Sometimes that is a rich privilege. Don't
pass it up.
Groat Book
You will no longer rem. in Indifferent or
greatly distracted while saying your rosary aft-
er you have finished reading the new transla-
tion of Marclelle Auclain’s "Bernadette.” Des-
clee published the book and it sells for $3.50. It
Is one of the most spiritually satisfying books I
have read this summer.
For Mothers
Here is a chance to get your mother a
•ummer present that she will deeply appre-
ciate. It costa only a quarter and a four cent
stamp, but don t sniff at the price. It may turn
out to be the one great lift ahe hai been look-
ing for right about now. It is a booklet called
“A Mother's Retreat” and can be obtained
from the Benedictine Press, Mt. Angel Abbey,
St. Benedict, Ore. Booklets have a way of hit-
ting the mark much easier than long books.
Vocations
Right about now there are many boys and
girls who are going through a lot of thinking,
and they are to be pitied. They are the ones
who think that they ought to do something
about a religious vocation. Perhaps they should.
The something depends upon the advice they
get from their confessor or parish priest. Try-
ing out a vocation is not the same as sewing
oneself up for life. A year of trial might bring
too many trials, or it may bring perfect peace
of mind. There is one thing a person should
not do about a vocation: don't fool around with
it It is not something you can toss a coin on
It not so much a matter of you wanting to
serve God as God wanting you to serve Him.
Decant Disks and Suitabla Songs
It Won't Be Easy • Lonesome and Cold
(Decca) A1 Hibbler; Milord • Square Dance
(Capitol) Les Baxter; Fog Cutter • Black Sap-
phire (Dolton) The Frantics; The Loop • Down-
stairs (Capitol) Bias Johson; Sal’s Got a Sugar
Lip - The Answer to the Battle of New Orleans
(Victor) Jimmie Driftwood.
Confidence
Baseball players seem to have a lot of con-
fidence. Even after a bad game, they always
say that they want to get at the very same
team the next day, and then show them. Until
the last game of the year, it is always "tomor-
row." After the last game, it is always "next
year
"
Perhaps all of us could use that philos-
ophy. It gives one the determination to keep
on trying to outsmart the opposition.
Fr.Haƒford
Essex Comps
Present Shows
MONTCLAIR Shuwj will be
presented next week at the three
Essex County CYO day camps
In Irvington, Livingston and Ver-
ona as a climax to the 1959 sum-
mer season.
Children front 13 parishes will
take part in the show at Our
Lady of the Lake, Verona, on
Aug. IN; 15 parishes will be rep-
resented at the St. Phiiomcna's
Livingston, show on Aug. 19. and
26 will be involved at St. Paul
the Apostle, Irvington, on Aug.
20. All three shows will start at
7.30 pro.
Talent for the shows was pre-
pared by George Scanelli Jr. of
*lontclair, musical director for
the day camp program.
Three Teams Vie for Lead
In Hudson Junior Circuit
I JERSEY CITY A three-way race is developing for
the second-half title in the Hudson County Junior CYO
Baseball League, with first-half winner St. Bridget’s cur-
rently deadlocked with St. Aedan's and St. Paul’s.
St. Aedan’s has a slight jump on its two rivals with a
pair of victories to its credit, to
one apiece for the other unde-
feated teams. After opening the
second half with a 5-0 conquest
of St. Lucy's, St. Aedan's bowled
over Mt. Carmel, 5-1, on Aug. 10.
Only meeting among the three
leaders to date was on Aug. 7
and it resulted in a 4-4 tie be-
tween St. Paul's and St. Brid-
get's. The latter had to come up
with four runs in the final inning
to gain the tie. Andy Cifaretto
knocked in the tying run off Ken
Clough, who himself led St.
Paul's attack with three safeties.
ST. BRIDGETS had opened its
bid for second-half honors on
Aug. 4 with a 2 0 defeat of Mt.
Carmel, Bayonne, as Ronnie Ko-
norowski pitched a three-hitter.
St. Paul's won its first test
against Mt. Carmel, Jersey City,
4 1. on Aug. 3.
All three leaders were slated
for action in games to be played
after The Advocate went to
press. St. Aedan's was matched
with Mt. Carmel, Bayonne, and
St. Bridget's with Mr. Carmel,
Jersey City, on Aug. 11, while
St. Paul's was due to face St.
Lucy’s on Aug. 13.
The outcome of these games
will affect two crucial contests
scheduled for the coming week.
St. Eedan's U due to meet St
Bridget's on Aug. 14 and then
take on St. Paul's on Aug. 20.
The week's schedule (All
games at Lincoln Park, Jersey
City):
NrM«r. An. 14
St. Aadu'i n at. BrkUtl’i
Mendty, Aik. 17
**. Carnwl. Berotuia St. riul't
_
TmUiv, Ana. IS
Mt. Carmel. Jinn City w at. Lucri
ThurWiy, Aurn. U
at. AKden'4 vi. at. riui'i
Tenafly Collegian
Wins Poetry Prize
MILWAUKEE
- Mary Ann
MacNcil of Tcnafly, a student
at the College of Notre Dame of
Maryland, won first prize in the
poetry division in the 195859
contest of the Catholic School
Press Association
There were 4.000 entries from
750 Catholic high school and col-
lege publications, according to
.1. L. O'Sullivan, director of the
Iassociation. An hondrable men-
tion in the high school articles
division went to Toni-Lee Cerulli
;ol Mt. St. Dominic Academy,
,Caldwell.
Knights Visit Paterson
In Tuneup for Notionals
PATERSON The Blessed Sacrament Golden Knights
will give a special exhibition at the drum and bugle corps
contest sponsored by Our Lady of Lourdes Cadets on Aue
15 at Hinchcliffe Stadium.
This will be the final tuneup for the Knights before
they defend their national Ameri-
can Legion crown on Aug. 22 at
Minneapolis, Minn. Last week-
end's rain washed the Knights
out of the contest at Bayside
High School Field, Brooklyn, on
Aug. 8, though they managed to
give their scheduled exhibition at
Yankee Stadium the next after-
noon.
Rain also postponed the St.
Anne's Cadets competition on
both Aug. 8 and 9 and it will be
set for some future date at Fair
Lawn High School Field.
St. Vincent s Cadets, who had
been scheduled to appear at the
St. Anne's meet, will make their
final stand before the nation on
Aug. 15 in the Bridgeport P.A.L.
contest at Harding High Shool
Stadium.
IN THE FIELD at Paterson
will be St. Catherine's of Siena
and the Selden Cadets of Long
I*l*nd, at well at St. Patrick's
of Jersey City. St. Vincent’t com-
petition at Bridgeport will come
from- the Paterton Cadets, St.
Lucy’t and the Audubon All-Girls
corps.
Entrants for the 11th annual
National Dream Contest at
Roosevelt Stadium, Jersey City,
on Aug. 30 were announced this
week with the St. Vincent's Ca-
dets due to give an exhibition as
host corps.
In the senior contest will
be the Hawthorne Caballeros,
Lt. Norman Prince Corps of Bos-
ton, the Archcr-Epler Drum
Corps of Philadelphia and the de-
frnding Reilly Raiders, also of
Philadelphia.
In the junior contest arc the
Audubon All-Girls, the Paterson
Cadets, the Selden Cadets and St.
Kevin’s Emerald Knights of Bos-
[ton.
INTRODUCTION TO BASEBALL: Philippe Boullier de Branche of France gets
an introduction to baseball from, left to right, Brian, Kevin and Stephen Hanlon, at
whose West Caldwell home he will live for the next year while attending Seton
Hall Prep. Philippe is one of three foreign students who will study at North Jer-
sey schools under auspices of the National Catholic Welfare Council.
Swimming Club
To Hold Meet
SOUTH ORANGE The in
nual swimming meet sponsored
by the Essex County CYO Swim
Club will be held Aug. 19 at the
Seton Hall University pool, start-
ing at 7:30 p m.
There will be (our races (or
beginners and six (or intermed-
iate and advanced swimmers, the
latter equally divided between
two age groups: 8-10 and 11-14.
Top races will be the 50 and 100-
yard (reestyle events.
James Eetten, director o( the
CYO Swim Club, is in charge
o( the meet. Medals will be pre-
sented to the top three swimmers
in each race und, where heats
are necessary, (astest times will
determine the finish. Rev. Vin-
cent F. AHanoso, county CYO
director, will present the medals.
The meet will be open to the
public. Demonstrations o( the
ipropcr methods o( breathing and
kicking will be given by first-
!>ear swimmers.
Playoff Looms
In Union Loop
ELIZABETH A playoff be
tween St. Genevieve's and St. Jo-
seph's, Roselle, looms (or the Un-
ion County CYO Intermediate
Baseball league, (ollowing a
split o( the two games they play-
ed last week.
St. Joseph's topped Its Eliza-
beth rival, 6-2, on Aug. 7 to take
a one-game lead In the second
half race with a 30 record. On
Aug. 11, St. Genevieve's turned
the table, 4-3, to sew up first half
honors with a 4-0 mark.
There may be trouble ahead
(or St. Joseph's as it tries to
clinch the second half title when
it meets St. Patrick's on Aug. 14
at Chatfield Oval, Union. St. Pat-
rick's, which can still tie (or the
crown Itself, downed St. Joseph's
"B” squad on Apr. 7, 5-1, as
George Kozimor struck out 17.
St. Genevieve's plays out its
second half string against St.
Teresa's on Aug. 14, while St.
Patrick's and St. Joseph’s “A”
have a meaningless first hall tilt
on Aug. 16. Playoffs will not
start before Aug. 21.
Record Enrollment
In Summer Courses
SOUTH ORANGE Seton Hall
University had a record aummer
ichool enrollment of 3,952 stu
denta for the sessions which con-
cluded thla week, according to
Magr. Thomas W. Cunningham,
vice president and director of
the session.
The South Orange campus had
2,309 students participating in the
daytime graduate and undergrad-
uate programs with the Newark
«*ool attracting 1.071 students.
GETTING ACQUAINTED: Elaine Cicurella of West Orange shows her 1958 Our
Lady of the Valley yearbook to Annette Eulerich of Germany, left, and Marie-
Francc Deswarte of France, right, both of whom will spend the 1959-60 school year
in the United States. Marie-France will be the guest of Elaine’s parents and will
attend Valley, while Annette is living with Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Higgins, also of West
Orange, and will attend Marylawn of the Oranges.
Msgr. Keogh to Receive
Newman Club Award
WASHINGTON (NC) The National Newman Club
Federation will present its highest honor, the John Car-
dinal Newman Award, to the priest who was the pioneer
Newman Club Chaplain, Msgr. John W. Keogh of Phila-
delphia.
Announcement of the recipient
was made here by Msgr. Joseph
E. Schicdcr, director of the Youth
Department, National Catholic
Welfare Conference. The New-
man Club Federation Is a part of
the youth department.
The Cardinal Newman Award
is presented annually by the
Newman Federation to an out
standing lay leader but an ex-
ception was made this year to
present it to a member of the
clergy, according to Msgr. Schied-
er.
The award will be given Msgr. l
Keogh at the banquet climaxing
the national convention of New-
man clubs to be held In Albu-
querque, N. Mex . under auspices
of the Newman Club of the Uni-
versity of New Mexico, Aug. 21
to Sept. 5.
MSGR. KEOGH became the
first Newman Club chaplain when
appointed by Cardinal Dougherty
of Philadelphia on Sept. 22, 1913,
to assume full time duties as
chaplain to Catholie students at
the University of Pennsylvania
and as rector of St. Bede's Cha-
pel.
The original Newman Club had
been established at the university
in 1893 by five medical students.
They had been assisted by part-
time spiritual advisers,
j For 25 years, Msgr. Keogh
ministered to the spiritual and
I intellectual needs of students at
j the University of Pennsylvania,
traveled to other campuses and'
J dioceses to assist in establish-
ment of other Newman centers
and was instrumental in bringing
about the National Federation of
Newman Clubs which now counts
some 500 member organizations.
Msgr. Keogh also has been ac-
tive for most of his priestly Ufa
| in the rehabilitation of alcoholics
and in the prevention of alcohol-
ism.
He has been president of the
Catholic Total Abstinence Union
for 20 years.
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MATER DOLOROSA
PREPARATORY SCHOOL,
M Marrla Avanua. Danviil*. Marrla Ca.,
Haw Jaraay
THE FRANCISCAN FATHERS
Third Order Regular of St. Francis
Offer to Young Mon and Boy» special opportunities
to study for the Priesthood. Lock of funds no obstacle.
For further information, write to
DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONS
Franciscan Preparatory Seminary
P. O. Box 259, Hollidaysburg t, Penna.
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THE
TRINITAHIAN FATHERS
offer an opportunity to young men and boys of Grommar
School and High School to become a priest or a Brother
In the Trinitarian Order. Lack of funds no Impediment.
Write toi
VOCATION DIRECTOR, O.S.S.T.
Box 5742, Baltimore 8, Maryland
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LINCOLN
Hotel Suppiy Cos., Inc.
Serving Catholic Institutions, (schools, camps
hospitals, convents etc.)
The finest prime cuts of meats, poultry, pork, lamb, veal
and dairy products for 35 years.
We deliver anywhere in N. J. on our own
refrigerated trucks
CAU OR WRIT! FOR FURIHIR INFORMAT11ON
WEbster 3-1500
Woodbridge, N. J.
Route 17
BT. ANDREW, Apoatle, was
martyred on an x-shaped croai
which haa aince been known as
St. Andrew'a Croaa.
t
Dedicate your Ilf* to Christ
and Hi* Bleited Mother In
helping teen-age girl* with
problem* . . . become a
Sister of the
Good Shepherd
ACTIVITIIti
W.rlt, Teechlno, Dietetic!.
Nvretno. ctericel Work, etc.
Hl*h School recommended.
for further inlormotloß wrtto to,
THE FRANK A. McBRIDE COMPANY
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MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS
• PLUMBING • HEATING
Industrial Layouts, Power Piping, Air Conditioning,
Insulation, fabricators of Piping and Shoot Motal,
Sprinklers and Sowago Disposal Systoms
ARmory 8-1234 75 spring street
HTAIUSHIO 1191 PATERSON, N. J.
EMIGRANT TO PAY MORE!
Interest
Dividends
*For quarter beginning October let,
based on the continuation of favor-
able earnings, a dividend of 315%
will be credited to balances of $6 or
more on deposit at end of dividend
period.
per annum*
e«. and en/oy these other Emigrant advantaged
DIVIDENDS FROM DAY OF DEPOSIT
Your money start* earning for you the very same day you open your
account or make a deposit... no waiting periodl
EXTRA DIVIDEND DAYS EACH MONTH
Money deposited during the first ten business days of January, April.
July and October, and the first three business days of other
earns interest from the first of the month.
DIVIDENDS 4 TIMES A YEAR
Quarterly dividends make your account grow faster! Emigrant pays
them on balances of $6 to $lO,OOO in individualaccounts, to
or more in joint or trust accounts.
EMIGRANT
Industrial
SAVINGS BANK
51 Chambers Street 5 last 42nd Street 7th Ave. A 31st Street
Open Mon. and Fri. to fl p.M. Open Moa. to 7 P.M.. Firi. to 8 P.M. Open Mem. and Fit tofcaoMC.
Ceylon Buddhists Drop Demand
For Nationalization of Schools
COLOMBO, Ceylon The All-
Ceylon Buddhist Congress has
dropped its incessant demands
for national!ration of private
schools. .
The group abandoned its
campaign after a meeting in
which representatives of Cey-
lon's four major religious com-
munities recommended the es-
tablishment of Buddist schools by
the government.
WithBuddhists comprising two-
thirds of the population of this
nation of nine million people,
there had been fears that the
government would bow to the
earlier nationalization demands.
Some MIX Catholic schools with
an enrollment of 222,000 would
have been affected by such a
takeover.
THE BUDDHISTS had argued
that Ceylon was a Buddist na-
tion and that the schools should
be nationalized so Buddhism
could be taught in them.
However, when ftifdblst.
Hindu, Moslem and Catholic
leaders held their meeting they
agreed that nnder nationaliza-
tion religion would have been
either subjugated to a second-
ary position or discarded al-
together. They also agreed in
principle that religion should
be the basis oi all education
and in that light made the rec-
ommendation for the Buddhist
schools.
Hindus represent about 22% of
the population of Ceylon, Mos t
lems about 7% and the Catholics I
about 5%.
THE MEMORANDUM drafted,
by the conference envisages three 1
types of schools within the na-j
lional educational system. They!
would be government schools, de |
nominational schools receiving j
government aid and unaided j
schools. The litter would be per-!
mitted to charge fees. Denomina-|
tional schools would be run main-j
ly for children of a particular
religious group.
The Catholic representative at I
the education meeting was Rev.!
Peter A. Pillai, 0.M.1., rector of
St. Joseph's College here. After
the meeting he said Catholics
would offer all possible coopera-
tion so that Buddhists could have
their own schools.
He pointed out that this would
result in an eventual drop in en-
rollment at Catholic schools,
some of which might have to oe
closed if there are too few Catho-
lic students.
Pray tor Them
Sr. Sigismunda Dies,
63 Years a Felician
One of the first members of the Felician
Sisters to come to this area, Sister Mary Sigismunda,
C.S.S.F., 63 years in the Order, was buried Aug. 8 in the
cemetery of Immaculate Conception here, after a Requiem
Mass in the chapel, celebrated by Rev. Joseph Landowski,
O.F.M. She died of a hear attack
Aug. 5.
The Sister, well past her gold
en jubilee in religious life, was
active up to the very end. In
recent times she had assumed
the duty of portress at the con-
vent, welcoming visitors at the
train office.
SISTER MARY SIGISMUNDA
was completely familiar with the
physical plant at Immaculate
Conception because she was ad-
ministrative superior of the con-
vent when all of the buildings
but one were erected.
The foundation is now com-
posed of the Immaculate Con-
ception provincial headquarters
of the Felician Sisters, novitiate,
juniorate, college, high school,
orphanage and infirmary. Of the
present buildings, the infirmary
was the only one standing when
Sister Mary Sigismunda came to
Lodi.
A NATIVE of Poland. Sister
Mary Sigismunda came with two
other Sisters to Lodi in 1909 from
the Buffalo province of the Feli-
rian Sisters. She established the
orphanage with five children
from the Passaic area as her
first charges.
During her religious life Sister
Mary Sigismunda was not only
superior of the convent in Lodi
but also was a council member
(assistant to the provincial supe-
rior). In addition, at various
time* the was superior of schools
in Newark, Trenton, Garrison.
N.Y., and in the Passaic and
Bergen areas.
(rank T. Middleton
NEWARK A Requiem Mass
for Frank T. Middleton, 53 Os
borne Terrace, was offered Aug.
7 in Blessed Sacrament Church
here. He died Aug. 4.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs
Margaret Flanagan Middleton,
four daughters, including Sister
Mary Annice, S.S.J., Corpus
Christi, Philadelphia, and Sister
Agnes Celeste, S.S.J., st. Vin
cent’s, Bayonne; three sons and
13 grandchildren.
To Allow Schools
In Saddle River
SADDLE RIVER The town
council here ha* adopted anew
ordinance which would permit
the establiahment of private and
parochial tchools in residential
areas if they are approved by
the council and the Board of Ad-
justment.
The Board of Adjustment had
approved the measure unani-
mously last month, but the coun-
cil first split. 33, on a vote to
send the ordinance back to the
beard, then voted 4-2 for the or-
dinance.
Previous restrictive measures
had been fought by the Saddle
River County Day School, which
was joined In a court fight by the
Newark Archdiocese. The State
Supreme Court recently held the
restrictive measures invalid, pav-
ing the way for establishment of
the day school after a two-year
controversy.
Pirate Prep ’49 Plants
Anniversary Dance
NEWARK
- The class of 1949.
Seton Hall Prep, will hold a 10th
anniversary dinner dance Oct. 10
at the Hotel Douglas.
Efforta have been made to con
tact all member* of the clas* at
their last known addreise*. Those
who have not been contacted are
a*ked to get in touch with Joseph
North. 417 Broad St.. Bloomfield
(PI 3-2372).
Slate Employes Plan
Communion Breakfast
NEWARK Plans are under
way for the first Communion
breakfast of N. J. state employes
in the Newark area. The group
will receive Holy Communion at
St. John's Church. The affair will
be held in October.
At the recent charter commit
tee meeting, elected to make ar
rangements were: Agnes K.
Strenkert, chairman: Lary Lyon,
secretary; and Helen S. Lacy,
treasurer.
Informality Is the Stamp
OfPope John 's Audiences
By James C. O’Neill
VATICAN CITY (NC)- Per-
sonally I would prefer that you
did not applaud.” Pope John
XXIII
recently told a loudly
clapping general audience in
St. Peter’s Basilica.
“But if you want to do so, go
ahead, because even applause
is a form of homage to the
Vicar of Christ."
Like m?ny men before him
Tope John has had to set aside
personal inclinations in the face
of the persistent traditions
which surround the man elect-
ed to fill the Chair of Peter.
Still the 77-year-old Holy
Father has managed to im-
press his personal mark on
many of his audiences and pub-
lic appearances.
A NOTEWORTHY character-
istic of his audiences is the
variety of places in which he
chooses to hold them. Among
the most unusual audiences
was a walking tour which the
Pope had with six Italian Car-
dinals.
Pope John first received
them in one of the many au-
dience chambers and then in-
vited them for a walk.
As they strolled through the
Vatican gardens, they stopped
at various shrines to say brief
prayers and to admire the
charms of the gardens.
The Pope often chooses to
hold audience* granted to
priests or seminarians in front
of the miniature replica of the
Lourdes' grotto in the Vatican
gardens.
BECAUSE HIS audience
schedule has been increasingly
heavy, the Holy Father was
forced to curtail the never-end-
ing number of special and pri-
vate audiences which he has
been asked to give. Instead, he
receives as many as possible in
St. Peter’s on Wednesday* at
noon. To care for the overflow
he sometimes holds extra Sun-
day audiences in St. Peter’s
Basilica.
Despite the curtailed au-
dience schedule, the Pope’s
mornings are almost entirely
devoted to seeing people. He
has restored the traditional "ta-
bella" audiences of the Car-
dinals who live in Rome and
who administer various offices
of the Church. Pope John rein-
stituted them as a means of
keeping abreast of the vast
number of problem* that f*ca
{he Church ill over the world.
He has also received every
Bishop who has come to Rome,
These Bishops each have had
at least IS minutes with the
Holy Father. Often, however,
the audiences have run longer,
as the Pope is not a clock
watcher.
WITH AN interpreter by his
side for those languages which
he does not speak. Pope John
puts his visitors at ease quick-
ly and listens intently to what
they have to say. Almost in-
variably he recalls some de-
tail from his—past life or ex-
perience or quotes a humor-
ous Italian proverb to make hit
point.
Those who are fortunate
enough to see him privately
in his library visit in a warm
room, lined with many books,
the hulk of which were those
of Pope Pius XII. On one wall
there are portraits of the five
Topes who immediately pre-
ceded Pope John to the Papacy.
Homely mementoes of various
times in his life give the room
the personal touch of its oc-
cupant.
In the special audiencrs, gen-
erally for from 10 to 100 people,
the Pope chats briefly with
each
person, or sitting on a
throne, talks to them In a re-
laxed and almost off-the-cuff
manner. F.ven when he has a
prepared speech to read he al-
most always adds his own per-
sonal remarks at the beginning
and the end. As he sits on the
throne he taps his foot and his
broad gestures emphasise his
points.
Once an audience is through,
the Pope leaves quickly, rutting
short the usual personal pres-
entations.
WHKN UK IS taking pan In
a religious ceremony Pope John
insists on the religious charac-
ter of the function. The normal-
ly voluble Romans have been
quieted often by the Pope him-
self when they have tried to
cheer him.
As the months of the first
year of his pontificate go on,
the Holy Father's humor, per-
sonal warmth and independ-
ence of mind have left his in-
delible mark on the traditions
and customs which surround
but never overwhelm him.
Pilgrim Town Crowns
Tiny ‘Queen For a Day’
PLYMOUTH. Mass. (RNS)
Some 10,000 person* in this
historic pilgrim town witnessed
a Catholic "Queen for a Day"
program during the festival of
the Holy Ghost.
The event is staged annually
by Portuguese residents of Ply-
mouth.
This year, its 40th, the
largest crowd of visitor* in
the city's hiitory attended.
They saw little Linda Mor-
gardo, 2-1/2, of Plymouth, re-
ceive the crown of the Holy
Ghost in a ceremony which re-
call* a similar custom by St.
Isabella, patron saint of Portu-
gal.
ISABLLI.A, while Queen of
Portugal, had a great love for
poor children an affection
which was not shared by her
Husband. She would steal away
with sweetbreads in the folds
of her dress and give them to
children in the streets. Accord
ing to legend, the queen would
choose one little girl, place her
crown on the youngster's head
and make her a queen for the
day.
Tradition says that one time
Queen Isabella was caught by
her husband as she stole from
the palace But, by a miracle,
the sweetbreads in her dress
were turned into roses, and this
caused the conversion of the
hard-hearted king.
At this year's festival, a boy,
Steven Costa. 11, also was
crowned as "King for a Day"
to indicate that the crowning
graces of the festival patron
are for all men as well as all
women.
Negro Cultural Unit
Encouraged by Pope
SCWC \eu t Service
Following i, e Irenslelion of en eddress delivered in
French hy Pope John Will to pertscipent, ,» the se.ond
W orld Congren of Srgro Writers end Artists on Apr. 2. 7he
rope outlined the position of the Church sn regerd to people
of different religions end cultures.
In holding the second World
Congress of hjegro Writer* and
Artists in Rome, the African Cul-
tural Society wanted to have as
the site of its international
meeting an outstanding center
of human and
Christian cul-
ture which has
been indelibly
stamped by
more than
2,000 years of
civilization.
Three years
ago, at the
time of your
first meeting
in Paris, you
also chose a city particularly
dear to Us, whose literary and
artistic heritage attracts the in-
tellectual elite from everywhere,
and especially from Africa, as
We Ourselves have often noted.
Thus, twice in a row, you
have decided to express your
appreciation for those great
spiritual values which over the
centuries have found in Europe
a chosen land, a land from
which you yourselves have re-
ceived inestimable benefits.
WE ARE . HAPPY to con ;
gratulate you and to welcome j
you with all Our heart to Ourj
city of Rome. It is within it*!
famed boundaries that you are
to study the unity and respon
sibilities of a Negro African cul-
ture.
Belonging to different na-
tion* of the old 'fnd new
worlds, speaking different lan-
guage* and doing different
type* of work, you declare
that yon are linked by a uni-
ty that of your race of ori-
gin —and by commonrespon-
sibilities toward your ances-
tral heritage.
The Church appreciates, re-
spects and encourages such x
work of inquiry and reflection,
whose aim is to single out the
original riche* of a unique cul-
ture. to find anew in history
all that can support it, to show
its profound harmonies by
means of its various expressions
and, lastly, through new en-
deavors, to make it benefit the
respective countries to which
you belong.
EVERYWHERE. in fact,
where true values of art and
thought can enrich (he human
family, the Church la ready to
favor thla work of the spirit.
The Church, you know, does not
identify Itself with a single cul
ture— not even with the Western
culture with which its history is
so closely bound because its
mission is on another plane, that
of the religious salvation of man.
But the Church, with a youth-
fulness that is constantly re-
newed by the hreath of the Holy
Spirit, remains willing to rec
ognize, welcome and even to
serve as the inspiration of every-
thing that seek* to honor the
intelligence and the human
heart. And it is willing to do
so on shores of the world other
than this Mediterranean basin
which was the providential cra-
dle of Christianity.
Thus one cannot fall, gentle-
men, to follow with interest
your efforts to seek out the
bases of a cultural community
of African inspiration, while
expressing the hope that it will
be founded on just standards
of truth and action.
In this regard, heed the oen
turies-old wisdom of the Church
Its enlightened outlook can dis-
cern in old or new forms of
literary or artistic expression
those elements that must be
purified in order to be in keep-
ing with man's dignity and his
natural rights and duties.
The universality of its outlook,
mindful of the human resources
of all peoples, puts the Church
at the service of true peace in
the world.
IN HELPING elite groups that
turn toward it to develop the
cultural potentialities of their
nation or race, the Church asks
them to carry out their task in
a spirit of harmonious coopera
tion and with a profound sym
pathy for other currents (of
thought) that stem from authen
tic civilizations.
Is U not at this price alone
that the conquests of the mind
are Increased and that the
spiritual bonds of a fraternal
community of men are forged?
We therefore ask with all Our
heart for divine blessings for
each and every one of you, for
your relatives and all who are
dear to you. And We hope that
these blessings will descend on
your work so that it may al
way* be inspired, in Rome and
elaewhere, by that love of truth
and peace which is the mark of
all true servants of culture and
which, We are sure, also in-
spires the setivities of Our sons
who love Africa and its noblest
traditions.
Would Integrate
S.Africa Group
PIETERMARITZBURG. South
Africa (NC>—The Knights of da
Gama—South Africa's counter-
part of the American Knights of
Columbus—were told by Arch
bishop Denis E. Hurley, 0.M.1.,
of Durban that perhaps the time
has come to admit non-white
members
The Knights of da Gama, while
undertaking numerous charitable
projects on behalf of nonwhiles,
has followed South African prac-
tice by having only white mem-
bers
Archbishop Hurley asked the
Knights of da Gama to think over
what it would mean to be bom
and brought up on the "wrong
side" of the color line—always to
have to do what you are told, to
have to live in areas where facili-
ties are poor and where there arc
few worthwhile jobs to which
esen the best can aspire, where
schooling and choice of entertain-
ment are limited, and where
there are all kinds of signs to
remind the non-white to keep in
his place.
To Facelift Plot
By (Colonial Church
I PHILADELPHIA The ram
j shackle buildings next to Old St.
I Joseph's Church here may soon
be replaced by a carefully land-
scaped addition to Independence
National Historical Park.
A hill to acquire and improve
the area between the two histori-
cal landmarks has been approved
by the House Interior Committee
in Washington
Founded in 1729, St, Joseph's
is believed to be the only pre-
Revolution parish in which pub
lie Mass has been offered since
i!s founding, thanks to the toler-
ant attitude of the Quakers The
present building dates from 1837.
O'Lyric
DUBLIN Sure ’n even the
Irish nuns are writing ballads!
The hallad is "Mv Mother's
Rosary," which is fast becom-
ing an Irish favorite as sung
by Nita Norry of County Ty-
rone
Sister Ignatius, the author, it
r. Sister of Mercy tn Ardce,
County Louth. A talented mu-
sician, she had considered a
career in opera before enter-
ing the convent.
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In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understanding service is in accord with the
traditions of Holy Mother Church
ESSEX COUNTY
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525
-
45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J,
UNIon 7-0820
UNIon 7-0120
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOME
320-22 Myrtle Avenue,
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad & Ray Woinlak,
Directori
ESsex 3-0606
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
MOntclair 2-0005
DE CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
GEORGE AHR E SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESsex 2-8700
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
2000 HUDSON BOULEVARD
UNION CITY, N. J,
UNion 3-1100
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N. J.
OLfield 9-1455
OLfield 9-1456
LAWRENCE O. FALLON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
OLdfield 9-0579
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
OLdfield 3-2266
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J,
ESsex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6348
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
BERNARD A. KANE
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
East Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
GORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
LV. MULUN A SON 'l
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNYA GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N. J,
PLymouth 9-3503
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NUlley 2-3131
BERGEN COUNTY
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD. N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbster 2-0098
PATRICK J. CONTE
FUNERAL HOME
274 Market Street
East Paterson
SW 6-0068
SW 7-9877
HENNESSfY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATIos 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY « SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Gl Ibert 4-7650
HUDSON COUNTY
PATRICK J. CONTE
FUNERAL HOME
36 Tuert Ave., Jersey City
(rear St. Aedan's Church)
HE 5-6451
DE 3-9259
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, Inc.
JERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNion 7-1000
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNion 7-0373
UNION COUNTY
OORNY B OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
OROWNEY FUNERAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE, N. J.
ELlzabeth 2-1663
DANIEL J. LEONARD l SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELlzabeth 2-5331
MIUER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH. N. J.
ELlzabeth 2-6664
WERSON FUNERAL HOME
635 NORTH WOOD AVE.
LINDEN. N. J.
HUnter 6-4119
PASSAIC COUNTY
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 7-0141
OORNY JL GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON. N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
Pw listing In this section call The Advocate, MArket 44700
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Richard J.
Stanton
OLdfield 6-3400
UNien 6-9266
GEncva 8-2599
Wr« Ir fm4 vli.,
ITOCK COMPANY MOTICTIOM
ROBERT
TREAT
HOTEL
PARK PLACE. NEWARK
CORDIALLY INVITES TOU*
RESERVATIONS FOR
• COMMUNION
BREAKFASTS i
• ORDINATION
DINNERS
• WEDDING
RECEPTIONS
• OTHER SOCIAL
FUNCTIONS
Modern olr conditioned
bonquet foolitiei
-
fine
food and tervke olwoyt.
STANIfY J. AKUI
Manoger
•
EOR RESERVATIONS
Call MArket 2-1000
A KNOn HOTEL
ALIIRT W SLENDER, R...I<W
THR
> SEE the newest °f
I IV E E Sheaffer “Cartridge 1
Writing Sets
■ hue fountain pen with mulching pencil
...when you open a NEW savings account
gf $ 1 00 or more ... one gift per person
OffN YOUR ACCOUNT RY MAIL
Gift mailed promptly
OR OriN ACCOUNT
IN PIRSON
i ond take home your gift
Save by the 15th,
earn from the lit
31%
MOHAWK Savings
and Loan Association
40 Commerce Street. Newark 2, N. J. • Phone; Mitchell 30260
Daily, 9 to 4j Wednesdays te I p.m.
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Holy Father Gives Priests Three Rules to Use
For Carrying Out Their Pastoral Ministry
NCWC Newt Serf tee
Following is a translation of an address delivered by Pope
John XXIII
on Mar. *2, 1959, to the Apostolic Union of the
Clergy in commemoration of the 100/A anniversary of the death
t>f St. John Vianney, the Core of Art. The Pope outlined the
qualities a priest needs for the best possible performance of hit
ministry.
Our heart exalts with deep joy at the sight of your
distinguished gathering, venerable brothers and beloved
priestly sons who, welcoming the invitation of the Apostolic
Union of the Clergy, have assembled in special meetings
of spiritual joy to honor the heavenly patron of your union,
£t. Jean Marie Vianney, parish I
priest of Ars, the first cente-
nary of whose death falls on next
Aug. 4.
Although the Joy which We feel |
lr, welcoming the many groups of'
the faithful, and the chosen rep-
A#
presentatives of
the various as-
sociations and
congresses is
always greatand
full, it has to-
day a very spe-
cial meaning.
Your presence
engenders in
Our mind the
same feelings,
expressed by Our predecessor,
St. Leo the Greit, in one of his
homilies:
“In fact, as much as concerns
exactly the sentiment of my mind,
I confess that I greatly rejoice
at the devotion of you all. And
when I see this splendid pres-
ence of my venerable brothers in
the priesthood, I feel that an an-
gelic assembly is present in so
many saints. Neither do I doubt
that we are today visited by more
abundant graces of Divine Provi-
dence with the presence of so
many magnificent tabernacles of
God, resplendent with one single
light" (Serm; 11, chapter 11, ML
84, 143).
We therefore begin talking with
you with simple confidence, very
able brothers and beloved sons.
AMONG THE universal con-
cerns of the Supreme Pontiff, We
are greatly comforted by the
spectacle of the compact unity
and marvelous harmony offered
by the diocesan clergy In Our
sight. Like a lighted torch placed
|in a bolder, like a city high up
on a mountain, it is a peaceful
and generous force, which with
'its example alone edified souls
snd makes the sanctifying work
of the Church shine with radiant
light.
Today, as always. Our priests
maintain high Ideals. They nur-
ture the desire for a perfect
priestly life which does not
stoop to compromise with the
spirit of the century.
They wish to strengthen the
bonds of priestly fraternity so
that the spiritual and pastoral
life of each one, the narrow lim-
its of solitude overcome, may de-
velop with double fervor and
greater effectiveness. They apply
themselves with untiring solici-
tude to the adjustment and settle-
ment of the always new prob-
lems of the present day aposto-
lste.
On this account We are greatly
pleased. But on the other hand
We are not unaware of the dan-
gers which the enemy constantly
sows even among the most holy
works. Nor docs It escape Us how
a misunderstood spirit of con-
quest, an eager search for novel-
ty, can produce s dangerous loss
of the genuine priestly virtues.
We therefore wish to entrust
to you a few souvenirs of this
day so that the consideration of
the greatness and of the duties of
the common priesthood may be
an encouragement to preserve
safe and strong the Intention to
make the ministry entrusted to
you by God as perfect as pos-
sible.
The Priest Is
A Man of God
(1) The priest is primarily and
above all a man of God, "vir
Del." This is how the Christian
people think of you and judge
you. This is how the Lord wants
you to be.
ENDEAVOR, therefore, to con-
form your life to those pure
thoughts which this definition it-
self engenders in your heart.
By saying man of God, one
excludes from the priest all
that la not God. The real priest
Is he who, like Abraham, chos-
en to be “father of many peo-
ples," has forsaken everything
so as always to follow the
Divine voice.
It was, in fact, said to him:
“Leave your country, your kin-
folk and your father’s house for
the land which I will show you”
(Gen. 12,1). For the real priest,
the Cross rises on this promised
land. He does not seek other than
Christ, "and Him crucified ”
In fact, the eternal and invisi-
ble God reveals Himself in Jesus.
And the priest must have his
eyes trained on discovering the
“mediator of God and men” Who
shows the Father. “Have I been
so long a time with you and you
have not known me. . . He who
sees me sees also the Father”
(John 14,9).
THEREFORE, may your life
be impregnated with the sweet i
perfume of Christ, in the ardent
love of Him. which leads us to
the Father. This is the real basis
of a priestly life full of intimate
peace and of Irresistible enchant-
ment for souls.
We therefore say to you:
"the love of Christ and the love. j
of silences." May Jesus Christ
be your only friend and com-
forter, In the vigils before the
tabernacle or at the work table,
in the care of the poor and of
the sick, in the ministry of sa-
cred preaching.
Seek only Him, considering the
human things in His light, so as
to conquer them through Him.
Take upon yourselves His gentle
yoke and His light weight, prac-
ticing the virtues proper to every
consecrated life: dedication to the |
[Lord and to souls, tireless work!
for the Church, practice of the
14 works of mercy, prompt and
sincere obedience to the Bishop,
respect full of manly tenderness
for sacred things.
Jesus is not to be found in a
dissipated life, not even Invoking
the most sacred reasons of theI
ministry. Because of this We also|
said to you “amor silentii" (the'
love of silences). Silence is the
sure custodian of all virtues, par-
ticularly of chastity and of char- 1
Ity It is the guarantee of effica
clous pastoral work.
Therefore, be always and In
everything, real men of God, si-,
lently occupied with seeking per-
fection and charity “in Christo
Jesus Domino Nostro."
I art Scripture
Be Your Guide
(2) We also wish to convey to
you another thought familiar to;
L's, venerable brothers and he
loved sons, which We already ex
pressed to the faithful of Rome
and of the world the day We
took possession of Our cathedral,
the Lateran Archbasilica Ex
plaining the august meaning of
the solemn liturgical rite. We
called attention to two of the,
most precious objects of the
altar; the Book and the Chalice
And We said:
“THE BISHOP and all the
priests collaborating with him
are the expression of the first
characteristic of the pastoral
mission of the Holy Church. .
the teaching of sacred doctrine.
Behold in the Missal the two
Testaments. Behold in the an-
nouncement made to the people
the principal and highest func-
tion of the Catholic priesthood. ..
It is here, beloved sons, that it
it pleasing above all to affirm
that the sacred nature of the
pastoral ministry is the strong,
fascinating, resplendent teaching
of doctrine."
And again today, repeating
these words. We wish to in-
dicate to you the sacred books
as the principal source of true
doctrine, and of salutary food
for the pastoral mission. The
collections and the manuals of
preaching are not sufficient,
nor are the most complete theo-
logical reviews, if this basis is
lacking.
Even less sufficient for your
intellectual and interior life are
the multicolored and subtlety al-
luring press which disturbs in-
timate silence and the conversa-
tion of the consecrated soul with
God.
As noted by Our predecessor St.
Gregory the Great, whose litur-
gical feast falls today: "In fact
the heart errs a lot among hu-
man words, and since he no
doubt represses its impulse in
the upheaval of the external oc-
cupations, it must constantly en-
deavor to rise again through stu-
dy and erudition” (Reg. Past.,
p 11, chapter XI).
WE THEREFORE recommend
lo you the assiduous study of
the Sacred Scriptures, of theol-
ogy, of the aacred sciences, in
the light of the living magis-
terium of the Church, that it
may keep you always young in
spirit and protect you from the
danger of giving to others in-
accurate, or vague, or overbold,
nr monotonous instructions. Souls
seek the word of Christ and the
priest must communicate it to
them in its integrity and fresh-
ness
"At the side of the Book, be-
hold the Chalice," We said
furthermore. "The most mys-
terious and sacred part of the
Eucharistic liturgy revolves
around the chalice of Jesus
which contains the precious
blood. Jesus is our Savior and
we participate mystically In
Ilia body, the Holy Church.
"Christian life is sacrifice. In
sacrifice inspired by charity lies
the merit of our conforming with
what was the final objective of
the earthly life of Jesus."
Again today We exhort you
with paternal affection lo make
the Sacred Mysteries the center
of your days There is no per-
fection, nor Is there true love of
God and Christ, without a pro-
found devotion to the Eucharist,
which is the life of all the faith-
ful, but especially of the priests
In this, the Lord gently
invites us with the example of
expending oneself for souls, of
loving renunciation, of being obe-
dient In the same way He was
obedient unto death, even death
on a cross (cfr. Phil 2.81
The priest who lives by the
Book and by the Chalice pre-
serves his vocation Intact "until
the day of Jesus Christ" (ib.
1.6 1
Practice True
I>ovp of Souls
(3) A« i lut reminder of our
encounter We recommend to you
another great lor* which mult
transform your life the lore
of souls.
WE KNOW WELL that this la
your ideal, but do not consider
Our admonishment superfluous.
It is dictated by a concern which
grieves the shepherd -of souls.
How ia it possible that after so
many efforts and sacrifices, after
so many sowings, that the harvest
reaped is often so little?
How is it possible that, using
all means of the apostolate, the
dead sons of the Church do not
rise again but remain lifeless
In the same way as did the
child in response to the words
of Eliseus, as was mentioned
ia today’s Lenten liturgy: "Tho
child does not rise”?
Sometimes spiritual miracles do
not happen because the intention
is not always pure; probably be-
cause one does not always seek
only the good of souls, sacrificing
oneself for them; probably be-
cause one trusts too much In
means similar to human ones,
and therefore passing, without
basing oneself on prayer and on
total sacrifice.
The true love of touli muit I
therefore mein constant work for
one's own sanctification with the
use of the classical means which
the Church inculcates with spe-
cial insistence, particularly dur-
ing Lent. "This type can be cast
out in no other way than prayer
and fasting" (Mark. B, 28).
it must, therefore, mean the
love of prayer and of practical
contemplation and of penance, the
constant search for ascetic im-
provement, without, however, us-
ing forms which excessively con-
fuse or mortify every adult per-
sonality.
IN COMMUNICATING these
thoughts to you, a great example
p*esents itself, to Our or your
eyes, in the radiant figure of the
holy parish priest of Ars, who
truly lived the Ideals of the priest-
ly life, apart from every posa
and every artificiality.
He was a man of God. He
loved the altar and the pure
sources of revelation. He
touched souls with the mystical
staff of purification and coop-
erated actively in their salva-
tion.
It has been said that "one will
never recognize the graces of con-
version, obtained through the
prayers and above all through
the Holy Mass of the Cure Vian-
ney” (f Trochu. Life, Ital. edi-
tion, p. 246). And his simple and
convinced preaching reached the
hearts of all, to perform therein
prodigies of grace, whereas at
one time he was judged as lack-
ing In intellectual gifts.
What could be a more convinc-
ing proof that it Is not the hu-
man resources which conquer the
souls, but only the virtue of God
which operated through his docile
instruments?
WE THEREFORE exhort you
again to live in the perfection of
your vocation. Raising to heaven
a fervent prayer, We ask the
Lord, through the Intercession of
the Virgin Mary and of the holy
patron of the Apostolic Union of
the Clergy, that He may grant
you the sweet fruits of the Spirit
“charity, Joy peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, faith, modes-
ty, continency, chastity" (Gal. 3,
22).
As confirmation of the heaven-
ly gifts and of the renewed proof
of Our paternal benevolence, We
impart to Our venerable brothers \
present here, as well as to thej
national leaders of the merltori-
Note to Nixon
Cardinal
Tells Thanks
WASHINGTON (RNS)
Vice President Nixon re-
turned from his visit to Rus-
sia and Poland with a mes-
sage from Poland’s top Cath-
olic prelate thanking American
Catholics for their aid to the
Church in his homeland.
The message was from Cardi-
nal Wyszynski of Warsaw, and
was handed to Mr. Nixon by a
priest at a reception in the U.S.
embassy in the Polish capital
just before he left for home. It
read:
“Stefan Cardinal W'ysxynski
has asked me to express to
konr Excellency, the Vice
President of the United States,
| his appreciation and gratitude
to the American people for the
help they have given to the
Church In Poland through
Catholic Relief Services—Na-
tional Catholic Welfare Confer-
ence.”
During his two-day stay th
Warsaw, Mr. Nixon visited St.
John’s Cathedral, Cardinal Wys-
{ynskl's church.
Faculty of Atheism
j WARSAW (RN’S) - Anew fac
ulty to train lecturers In athe-
! ism for secondary schools has
ibeen established at the Unlver
pity of Warsaw.
ous Apostolic Union of the Clergy
and to all Our beloved priests,!
the propitious Apostolic Benedic-
tion.
AT POLISH CATHEDRAL: Vice PresidcnHlichard
M. Nixon and his wife accept a scroll from Rev. Anton
Kitlinski, dean of St. John’s Cathedral, Cardinal Wys-
zynski's cathedral in Warsaw. Presentation took plac«
as the Nixons toured the cathedral.
Rhodesian Bias Hit by Bishop
| UMTAI.I, Southern Rhodesia
Criticizing extremists in both
the white and Negro camps, an
Irish-born Carmelite Rishop gave
|land and educational inequality
as the causes for discontent
here.
Hitting the failure of the Euro
pean community to provide
equal educational facilities for
the Negro, Bishop Daniel R. La-
mont, O. Carm , of Umtali, said
Jthat until such facilities are pro-
vided ' there can be no prospect
of real peace or true progress
in partnership.”
The Bishop declared that, while
racial segregation is "tbe almost
religious expression of race idol-
atry,'' forced friendship between
the races is no friendship.
''Some serious effort at social
understanding should be attempt-
ed,” he continued, "if we are to
live in harmony."
Pan Africanism and the African
National Congress, both Negro
movements, came In for their
share of criticism. "Both these
movements," he said, " ...
encourage race hatred and are
segregationist In essence."
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CLASSIFIED
Deadline for Classified Ads Monday 12 Noon
HELP WANTED BLOOMFIELD
Balcsman. part or full lima tail Altar
«lna to tha clergy, good compensation
pleasant.
Newark. Paterson A Trenton
Diocese. Old established firm,
lio* No. lIH, Tha Advocate. 31 Clinton
St.. Newark. N. J.
Accounts receivable clerk, preferably
with experience on Burroughs machine,
cash application and statements. High
Nchool graduate, soma experience ne-
cessary. Catholic Agency In down-town
Newark Write Box JfIM. c o The Advo-
cate. 31 Clinton Rt . Newark 1. N J.
REALTORS
HOWELL S COGAN
Rtallor-Insuror
103 Broad St.. Bloomfield. N.
Pilgrim 8 2734
BUY NOW
SELL OR TRADE
INVESTIGATE OUR
TRADE-IN PLAN
We will Uat your house for
sale, or
consider buying it. If you purchase an-
other house through our office. I-at
us know your requirements. Evenings
end Holidays call Mrs. Rally WE 9-3922.
Mr Gallagher NU 3-3879
STANLEY JOHNSON
Besltor
t3 High Rtreel
NUtley *BOOO
Residential Rales Specialists
McCANN WEBBE
In Tha Pink Brick Ranch
908 E. Ridgewood Ave . Ridgewood.N. J
OLivcr 2-0883
OPEN wr.KKC.NnS
ampere
sbctio.n
..
.VACANT - PLACE REDUCED
Z* Elmwood A... n.at T room horn..
3 bedrooms and bath; 2nd fl. Addition-
al family room on Ist fl automatic
heat, glass enclosed Porch, garage. 2
blocks grade school,
buses, taxes only
8322 Reduced to 813.130
BERNARD WERBEL REALTOR
342 Blfd Ave . Bloomfield PI 3 3636
. GARWOOD
IF YOU HAVE A FRIEND
Who Know* How To Pick
Houtei To Piece*
brl
.?*
h‘™ W|U> M.H h.v. dlffl
. ?»£•»«, *n,,hln* with
this delightful
CUSTOM BUILT
CAPE COD
BUNGALOW
*
/**.'' oM- .iKlrk
kno'*» x-t.nc klch.n.
m.rcurr ■«ltch*a. circuit breaker.. cojr
P.r plumbing Combination .cr.cn. end
«orm window. S.p.r.l.
dining room..xr.ll.nt condition, top ronatrurtlon
EXCELLENT VALUE
G. E. HOWLAND BR 6 5900
13 EASTMAN
STREET. (RAN TORI)
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
8 ROOM HOUSE
I(* Ratha. Hot Water Heal
tull cellar. 3 car garage, also
2 BEDROOM
opartr on It* .rr. ran
p.r mo All for *21.000.
MARGARET MERNER
Main Road. Oakbrldge
OX 7 3401 Eves OX 7-6701
LET OUT OF STATE
FREE!
BOOKLETI
ON THE TAYLOR
HOME TRADE-IN
PLAN
A Complete Individual Plan for
Tha Home-Owner. If You're Buy
tng A HOME or fteling A Home.
This Great Plan Will Do Both
lobs Tor You
Phone or write for free booket
FRANK H. TAYLOR l SON
(Note lirst Name*
Trade-In Dep't.
13 SO HARRISONN
RIDGEWOOD
RIDGEWOOD AND VICINITY
WE CODDLE OUT-OF TOWNER!
OVER 300 MULTIPLE LISTINGS
BITHENS REAL STATE Gl 3 9000
138 Franklin Axe Ridgewood
OPEN 7 DAYS AND EVENINGS
RELIGIOUS GOODS
RELIGIOUS ARTICLE!
THE MIRACLE SHOP
>l4 Ridge Road,
(opp Rita Theatre)
Dally 1 to 8 8 to i
WEbater 3 4343
~
MADONNA GIFT SHOP
114 Broadway. Paterson. N. J.
MUlherry 46814
Domestic Imported
Books of 41) Catholic Publishers
# Hummel Originals
• Greeting Cards
Marie Cleary
# Robert Oeary
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BLOOMFIELD
fHOOKDAI-F. SECTION Tb.auaruh. large I rr old Cap* Cad with
Dutch Dormer. Living room, dlnln*
room, kllchoa. 3 bodrooma. T V room,
knottr pin. T.V. room or 4th bod
room. Closed knottr pin# ro.r porch.- -n w.iu t»r "hip <«e Pv.wwo.
f.nc.d
rard. lu h.at pad100
“'* r Icxn.porUtion. Own.r. ED
FLORIDA iW.at Palm Ba.ch) will rubl.t
efficiency apt. for Oct Nov D»r
•® 1 . In f.mtlr hol.l n ».r
,ir ~0° monthly. Call
J E 9 0630
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
APPLIANCES
REPAIRS
RADIOS HI-FI
TOASTERS IRONS
BROILERS
And All Household Electrical
Appliances a' Low Prices
AMHERST
APPLIANCE A SUPPLY CO
4*3 CENTRAL AVENUI
oKxn*. sro* east
oranoi
PAINTING
JOSEPH HANSON
MECHANICS
exterior painting
PAPER HANGING MINOR CAR
PENTRY. INSURED. OR f7oJ3
SAFES
AIX TYPE
NEW AND USED SAFES
V4ult. Bought. Sold and Rcp.lr*d
Safa Interior, mad. to .pacification.
All kind, of Fireproof equipment foi
In.tliuitont. Induatrr. Residence
I4AFFEVS KEY SHOP ...C I*lol
11T1 E Grand St.. Elluhath. N. J
EL 11*O3
EXTERMINATOR
CUNNINGHAM EXTERMINATING
A Guaranteed Paal Control Sarvlc.
Newark. N. J. ESao* 4 444:
PLUMBING-HEATING
STEFANELLI BROTHERS
STEAMFITTING AND Oil. BURNER!
Plumbing Healing and Elrctrlral ron
tractors. 4M Orange SI. Newark. NJ
HU HSU
MICH
.^M.INOBaINWE^a
LN
I WILLIAM ST . NEWARK*
MA ST4OT
IF THERE'S A JOBTO BE DONE
ANDERSON DOES IT!
ji-dj
TlslSts
CARPENTRY, MASONRY
PAINTING, ROOFING, SIDING
* Insulation
* Bathrooms
* Plastering
* Iron Work
* Cement and
Brick Stoops
• Waterproofing
• Kitchens
• Violations
Removed
• Porches • Tiling
at low at *5 por month
Modernized • Room Additions
CAU ANY TIMI OR 2-0888
JEHorson 9-0604 IVIS.t OR 5-4091
• Enclosures • Finished
• General Repairs Basement
• Floors A Steps • Stuccoing
ASK FOR 808 ANDERSON
274 CENTRAL AVI.
ANDERSON CONSTRUCTION CO.
ORANOI, N. J.
HOME AND SUPPLY MART
Brand Naw
Full Sixa
1959 Modal
In Factory Box
K
VACUUM
A CLEANER
W E-Z TERMS
88
FULL
CASH
PRICE
Let us bring this machine
to your home to see and
try. No cost, no obligation
anywhere within 60 miles.
CALL NOW
CALL COLLECT Ml 2-7960
GEM VACUUM STORES - 226 SPRINGFIELD AVE., NEWARK
LOSQUAPRO COAL CORP.
SELF SERVICE ICE STATIONS
it
to
24 hours a day—7 days a woak
ICE CUBES —50 c BAG
BLOCK ICE —25 c BLOCK
CHARCOAL and BRICQUETTES
TWO CONVSNISNT LOCATIONS
1955 Park Avo., Woohawkon - UN 6-4811
(B«(wnb Prkii Lumber A l.lnroln Tunn«D
509 Andorson Avo., Cllffsldo Park - WH 5-2686
(Cor AnSmenA Uimm Ro*d>
best bet heat satisfaction/
y%cozpj<£
since i«o:
PetrD
FUEL OIL and BURNER SERVICE
PETROLEUM HfAT AND I'OWll COMPANY Of N J
972 tIROAD ST k t£T N„oik N J Ml 2 «)30
MARKET
MAINTENANCE CO.,
INC.
Exterminating Contractor!
Window Cleaning
Floor Waxing
Complete Janitorial torvlco
CHUeCHI! SCHOOL*
HOSPIT4LS INDUSTRIAL
set FrellaofcvrMa *«. Nwk. IL NJ
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
(STARMSHED IRIS
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
rot CHURCHES, SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
A* Typ. RwlMmpt
*4l NEW POINT ROAD
Rl S-1700 SIIZASITH. N. 1
JosephH. Browne
Company
IPO4 - Out 34* T(A I _ lfjt
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
ASH CANS « MATS • SOAP
POLISH • BROOMS • BRUSH IS
WAX • SPONCIS • FAILS
• TOILFT PAPft
• MOPPINO (QUIPMINT
PAPH • PAPIB TOWfIS • CUPS
278 Wayne Street
Jersey City, N. J.
Hledersee 14471
CRAFT
DECORATORS
INC
CUSTOM DRAPERY
manueacturers
for »»*•
HOME - COMMERCIAL
INSTITUTION
UN 4 6020
&«r«ing All No»*K »V
FRFE ESTIMATES
ROOFING & SIDING
Hockonsack Roofing Cos
MAi« LI
*1 l WORK GUARAh lII’,
R*m«mbar to toll tho advortitof
you taw hit ad In Tho
Advocate.
BRIGADOON VILLAGE SALE - T. Patrick Sullivan of North
Bergen has purchased this Colonial split level home at 1
Kenwood Drive, Brigadoon Village, Middletown, N.J.J.J.
Harrigan & Co. is sales agent for the homes which are
priced from $18,990.
AT LAKE FOREST—The new home of Mrs. Eleanor Valentine
of Wharton, recently purchased from the Arthur D. Crane
Co. on Valencia Isle, lakeforest Reservation, Rt. 15, six
miles north of Dover. The home under construction on the
left is being built for Aline Gorreston, also of Wharton.
New Kendall Park Is Now
Opening Another Section
FRANKLIN PARK (PFS)
In response to strong demand for
colonial design in suburban set-
tings, anew two-story, four-bed-
room model home, priced at $17,-
990 with attached garage, has
been introduced as a featured of-
fering in the newly opened sec-
tion of the New Kendall Park de-
velopment on Route ?T, Franklin
Park, South Brunswick Township.
According to builder Herbert
J. Kendall, despite recent rises
in labor and material costs, the
new home has been effected at
a price of approximately $lO per
square foot of living space, in
the tradition of the Kendall Park
community where over 1,000
homes already are occupied.
The new eight-room brick and
clapboard home contains 2-1/2
baths, separate formal dining
room, family room, laundry area,
and attached garage with parti-
tioned storage section.
CONSTRUCTION IS starting
immediately on the 150-home new
section to enable delivery of tho
colonial homo starting in Jan-
uary. The homes aro offered on
plots ranging from one-third to
three-quarters of an acre.
A traditional center hall entry
divides the family room and
kitchen wing from the formal
living room and dining room sec-
tion. In keeping with the indoor-
outdoor theme of suburban liv-
ing, the dining room features
sliding glass doors opening on
the rear gardens. The kitchen,
equipped with built-in wall oven,
counter top range with vented
hood, and ash cabinets, is high-
lighted by a seven-foot wide win-
dow expanse over the sink and
counter worn area for sight su-
pervision of the children's play
area The kitchen also has an
interior entry to the garage.
Adjoining the kitchen are a
walk in pantry closet, compart-
mented laundry area, and a half-
bath.
Each of the four bedrooms on
the two-bath second level is
cross-venUlated, with a walk-in
closet featured in the 16.6 by
13.6 master bedroom.
The exhibit home interior has
three-foot wide roof overhangs
shielding the window areas from
direct sunlight while admitting
light and ventilation.
THE NEW SECTION will also
offer the basic layout with a
variation on exterior treatment.
This second model has an early
American wood shingle front,
with a set back garage.
Longview
Nears 50
Soles
HARRINGTON PARK (PFS>—
Sales are approaching the 30
mark at the luxury Ixmgview
housing community on Lafayette
Avc. off Schraalenburgh anti
Knickerbocker Roads here.
Beir-Higgins Realty Associates,
Saddle River, sales consultants
for the 113-house community, re-
port 47 homes sold as well as
brisk construction activity. The
113-house colony is being devel-
oped as another Harmer Project
by Harold Kramer and Vincent
Cucchlara.
The builders offer ranch, split-
level, two-story and mezzanine
ranch homes priced from $29,090
on fully-landscaped plots 100 by
123 feet and larger.
Thrco of the homes sold are
being readied for deliveries this
month; additional occupancies
aro slated through the Fall and
into the winter.
On display at Longview are
three new models—the two-story
Lexington, split-level Burlington,
and mezzanine ranch Longview.
Builders are also showing the
San Ferrsndo ranch and two-
story Georgian models.
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EVERY HOME
ACASTLE!
BUY
NOW!
Met
Increase
Becomes
Effective
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SMWOOD FOREST
3 or 4 BEDROOM SPLIT LEVELS
AJr-CondMomd*«S
form.l l
|J» C.rr.iculjr Stair
Complete
th Iron Rail
iVviiyjiiiiraiiUff
$
fcSHZA 111 W
Stk
VpT family Room
£ "ft
ft D • P' 1
A/m
fcf/./yil illlk wVy.
C- Ha 10
» 1 1 ».th1. ••
c
Elevations To Choose From
£
V Lots or* l«TKommhmHew Jersey's Fa.ts.l Orow.
▼ Act® or Just Minuts* from
MnwlmV Rod
York.
m1 I*4-2
r v FunV Fully
V Built-In Wall Ovunt EASY TERMS
t Cos TopE
r V WtutuAshKHdiM
tTOpw
Trail
tlDIRECTIONS:
N«~ N.w,,k t«k« rtt* c
IW« N'intK lU |I7
WaMofdideme f tm mmd
Unin direct to Nnul end Nr» Yecfc
SHERWOOD FOREST
MODUS OPEN DAIIY AND WKKtNDS
AmUt fterm.i », kr Dee Ideramj
- •
UkM
••QUAirrr contiouid const»uctx>n-
OPEN TODAY
a New Home
to make the
2-story COLONIAL
All New Agein!
4 Bedrooms, 2‘Y Baths,
Separate Dining Room,
Formal Living Room,
Family Room,
Y to Y Acre...
introducedat $
new
Kendallpark
NCW Mouse 1 niw tienorn Srw Kendall Park It
ready for you who love the 2-story Colonial home.
It haj Early American charm. It has Kendall Park
purity and integrity in design and construction. It
has moreroom in it (8 rooms. 2ii baths), and more
room around it, than many Colonials you’ve seen
for $25,0001
NIW ORtATNISS FOR AMaRICA'S 2-STORY KOMI
Broad overhangs give it a distinctive new appear-
ance. A children's parlor gives the growing-up gen-
eration their own room for playingand entertaining.
A large plot (up to a half-acre) gives this Colonial
the land to do full justice to its stately sire. Kendall
Park gives ranch-living its pace-setting home. Now
this famous community does the samefor the 2-story!
WHAT 1,200 MOMI-OWNIM ALMADT KNOW! As
1,200 Kendall Park home-owners will tell you-each
home, each community facility is planned and
planned and planned to perfection. That is why
Kendall Park has achieved the reputation of offering
the most liome and community your money can buy.
Wien Kendall Park comesout with something new
-it is perfect, it is right, it is original, it should
he seen. See the newest in home design at
New Kendall Park todayl
ATHOUSAND ACM*
FLANNID WITH YOU IN MINOI
■ Schools on ths grounds
■ New shopping canter
■ Main Una exprass bus
service to Manhattan
Community utilities (in-
cluding sewan) • Medical
and Dentistry Canters ■Playgrounds ■ Music,
Drama, Garden Clubs ■ Nursery School ■ New
bowling alleys s Millstone River for picnicking and
fishing ■ Housesof worship
2 RANCH MODELS
3 OR 4 BEDROOMS, FAMILY ROOM,
PLAY ROOM...from *16,000!
NO DOWN PAYMENT FOR VETS
AS LITTLE AS gtia MONTHLY
*15,990 ano *17,990
OPEN DAILY10 A.M. TO 8 P.N.
FIWStST COMSSUTINOI By Penn Railroad: 35 min-
utes to Newark, 49 minutes to Manhattan. .Main
lino air conditioned express buses to Manluitlan.
DIRECTIONS: Routt II south S miles past New Bruns-
wick Circle, or New Jersey Turnpike to Exit 19 (New
Brunswick Exit) Into Route II and then south t miles
past New Brunswick Circle. Follow sl/ns to properly
and model homes on Route 127, Frank'in Fork. N. J.
P*ut, South Brunswick Township, Naw Jersey
Telephone: DAvte 0-0060
Heal Estate Section
—SUCCESS STORY—-
AT BEECHWOOD HEIGHTS
«uim
—UX3U4I Ufw ».
. IMMEDIATE
IoCCUPANCY.
■
Priced <f°m
1*19,350
MOATGAGU
l\BtßAt TIRM*
fOR NON-VtTS
* bioroom
1 CAR OARAGI
»->“<* *23,250
FURNISHED MODEL
HOME
OHeN DAILY A WEEKENDS
JtMCTIHI: Fr,« lmrt „„
L“* «•■<»!; Ur, Ufi (m,,7
•• "Hill,, j,, a[|„
I'"'" ItutTli II,Ml; lilt „Hill*)## Art., arrtu H. 10. lw
■H« U Brifirty.
U* **
Ao«n||
BUTWIN REALTY
COlfax >ll5l
JUitlce
LUXURIOUS SPLIT LEVEL HOMES
ON BIG, WOODED PLOTS lOO'xlSO'
7 4 8 Room,
...
3 4 4 Bedroom,
... 1 Vi 42 Both,
. . . lorge living room . . . full dining room . . . mahogany- ]
paneled fomily room with sliding glos, window-wall leading !
to patio . . . icience kitchen with all built-lm ... full
baiemcnt
. . . poured concrete foundation ... 1 4 2-cor
garage, . . . brick or stone front, . . .paved road,, curt*
end all utilities are in and paid for.
NOW included in ell model, automatic clothe, walker
and automatic clothe, dryer,
BEECHW00D Heights
SUCCASUNNA (MORRIS COUNTY), N. J.
Netted In a pittvroiquo (ottinf of wooded, roltln« muntryaide . . .
tle,o to modern mhoel,. rtwroh,,. ,hopping. ,olf o.d country dub,
and •xc«lUnf trailiportation.
GOING...
GOING...
ALL MOST GONE!
HURRY FOR LAST FEW HOMES LEFT AT
60-FT. COLONIAL
SPLIT LEVELS WITH
MORE THAN 1500 FT.
OF LIVING SPACE
7 BIG ROOMS • IV4 BATHS
OVERSIZED GARAGE • 10x24'
COVERED PORCH • PLOTS 125'
xl7s' & LARGER • HOT WATER
HEAT • POURED CONCRETE
FOUNDATION.
$18,990
LIMXAL P. H A. A CONVENTIONAL
MORTOAOI FINANCINO
Ixltnlv* S«l«, Altnl,
J. J. HARRIGAN l CO.
PArkway 1-7500
MIDDLETOWN, N. J.
located In a charming, rural area. convenient
to modern schools . . chopping centers . . .
the famous recreational attractions of the Jersey
shore . . and excellent transportation.
Modal Homo Opan Daily l Weekend!
DIRECTIONS; Garden State Parkway to Keyport*
Matawon fait 3 !17j keep right on It. 33 (4
miles) ond bear left on New Monmouth Rd. (at
new shopping centerh proceed to Kenwood
Drive ond Model Home.
Old Tappan Hills
81 FOOT 7 ROOM
COLONIAL RANCH
«n estate sized plots 17S x 144 or larger If desired
28,500
also Split Levels from $24,500 and Cape Cods from $21,500
all homes on minimum plots 175 x 144
Koler into tha bright, cheery
center foyer entrance and aa
Into luxury roomlneti not
usually found In ranches In
this price class. The large
living room has a huge pic-
ture window overlooking the
rear yard offering complete
privacy with a built-in view.
Full dining room, extra large
kitchen with brunch area. 1
generous sise bedrooms, S
full baths, (Master Bedroom
Is 13' i ll' and has a private
full bath —of course), fin-
ished recreation and enter-
tainment room with rear exit
to garden, 2-CadiUac garage,
gas fire hear
Furnished By: "Ronald's of Teaneck"
VkH fwrnlhK*d m«d«l «t Old Tippo
•nd »m tfc« K*m« tfeot mr *pM vp m
-1 >
i • i
V 4 Milo from St. Plus X Church
phono
NOrth 6-0744
Pome* A Westwood Avon.
Old Tappan (Bergen Cos.)
New Jersey
oinscTioNi. m. t u Tnmo no. thm,s. ~rt» M ThmO
no. whlth StMMi WuOlott** *»«. IM SchrutMOvrsk 04. So
L*t*r*tt* »4. Marriott** e.rS. Ctotlott to L*t*v*tt* 04. So
•*4. t*r* Uft I* W*at»**4 Ar*. *O4 Ml t* oMOtt km
Clear View
Lake Otters
Brochure
HAMPTON TOWNSHIP (PFS)
—A mw, illustrated brochure has
Just been issued by Clear View
Lake here. It gives advice to the
family with moderate income on
how to obtain a lake-front lot and
borne at low cost—and am all
monthly paymenU.
Nat Tooley, developer, atates
that many families now paying
rent can have their own home for
practically the same small pay*
ments. This brochure should be
of special Interest to large fami-
lies who want to get their chil-
dren off the city streets into the
healthful environment of the
country. Even low-income fami-
lies can now afford to do so.
“The average family will find
that their Clear View Lake home
will ‘pay its own way’ in vaca-
tion savings,” Mr. Tooley states.
"Many others come here for
year-round living, or for retire-
ment.”
The brochure is available free
on request by writing to Clear
View Lake, 2327 Boulevard, Jer-
sey City.
SUMMERTIME - And the livin' is easy at beautiful Forest
lakes. Perfect backdrop for a pretty young mist such as
Diana Ferris is this view of Forest Lakes, lovely summerand
year 'round community in Sussex County, New Jersey
"land of lakes."
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YOU ASKED FOR IT!
for Vacation& Year Round Homesites
ALL ON OR NEAR THE LAKE
CUEAK VIEW
LAKE
IN BEAUTIFUL SUSSEX COUNTY
IN HAMPTON TOWNSHIP
NEAR NEWTON, NEW JERSEY
torch typa «roome and
Includee carport,
plumb; nt and aloeedcal
aluminum eliding
wlndowt. Modern kitchen,
kulltin wo 11 cobinete.
Cempletety ruilam-bulit.
Not ■ ".hell -' ,r "pro-
Üb". lUIID NOW o*
UTIII
/ RIFIRINCIS: >
N#wto« CKombtr ol
Committi mod Control
Homo Trwit Co. # fli.o-
-m kmfk, N. J.
4-ROOMS Custom-Built
FULL $2995 EASYPRICE TERMS
THIS COUPON
WORTH
$5O
toward* purthat#
•f plat If presented
at Laka waakdayt
anlyl
Our Lady Quaan af Paaca
Church anly 2 mlnuta* away.
HOW TO GET THERE:
FROM NEWARK. Cantral Av*.
to Rt#. 10 ro Dovar turn right
te Rta. 15 thru Sparta into
Auguita. Pan th# Ideal
Guerneey Farm*, than follow
•ign* to Clear View lake.
OPIN DAILY AND WEEKENDS
9 TO 9
• PRIVATE SAND BEACHES
• WOODED WONDERLAND
• SHOPPING, THEATRES
• YEAR ROUND SPORTS
• Growing Planned Community
• HEALTHFUL! 1200 FEET
ABOVE SEA LEVEL
JERSEY CITY OFFICE: Hlnderson 2-2100
WRITE TOR FREE ItIUSIRATEU BROCHURE
Cloor Viow leke *•'*-!*
2)27 touleverd, Jortoy City, N. J.
ru««n toad »l yauf brochure with detcrCpda.
•nd wap af Clear View laka. I underload that
Ihie
putt ■■ under na abl.fatten el any kind.
NAMI
aodimj
cirr
and! /
r mwwwwm* m WMi HrfKf u»r«iiii.. ..
* • ***•»•• >•••*••" Mirrlft#tft« ►artu It tM ultimata In aavtrt*-
Ltfttvtaw. NaPt.
■ ~'«Ti«n m cnarmifit N iNftM P fc, ha ft t
Mfclll11' "1H h*m* •»■>•> Nuilt I'l m 4til ttIMM tf Wtfltla« UttßlAfl UlltAfl IMAM alnk«**,•**' ••fw t* aHappln# cantari, smart tauntry lufci
■iMwH MaMivtlm ft MtwYark It avallabla via frua
... ...
aft* M-
*lr««t #ram »ht prtMrty.
HrJ
3. -:vsJi
HiUmJ.
UrjS
"THI LCXINGTON" 2-STORY COLONIAL
Aathaotie colonial dealcn with 7 largo roomi
. . .
JH bath, .
. .
*®r*r
• • • l*rg« finlihed. family room . . . I twin alia bod-
******
••. *-w fans* ... plaatar walla pourad tonrrrt# foundation
kot wwtar boat
. .
. ooanpMo Kitrhana wtffc
and appliance cr*.Ud by g daaignara.
Pncad at
W » ©**.». OWWtv. CiImUI Mt r
tnHntp%rmri
■"*
.. . Cap* C.W . . *.d V|H*y M.W.U
wur«D man >29,990 to >38,500 .o yhTo^aob
Our lady of Viclorioi Catholic Church and School naarby
Co-Oparwdng Bu Ildar
With Klalak Trodo-ln
Hm
pmgjm&w
tklhtT
AT HAMINOTON PARK, N. J.
IN THI COUNTRY ClUi SICTION Of BIROIN CO.
•MIV II Mll|) IM I
a«OM TNI 010801
MALTY AJUtOCIATM, INC.
S EXHIBIT HOMES OfIN DAILY A WEEKENDS
Cftlftf tfftamaa tft* Ptftkfcln ftyi
OMEN BAUM BIOS., PATERSON, N. J.
or DArta 7AMI gSM^KRimR
{‘nvi/a/wn /o
EDGEWOOD ACRES
-v.
fiu'ce/eM AacAgicundfiot Umna!
Take a leisurely drive out today for a plensant surprise I
DIRECTIONS: Rout*a I‘an4 4#, or
Rout*
I®. to Rout* 202: Wft on Rout* t%t <n
Morrto Plaint; at r*nt*r. turn rickl on Spr*dw*|) Av«. (GrannU Dri»*i. Turn
rt*Kt at Wo4g«won«l Arr*-» ai*n on Run V'alloy Way to prop*rty.
OR: Out Morrta
A**. <Rt. 24) to Morrhunan; taka Sr>**<J«*l| A*a. to Morrta Plain*: p*»< rrntrr
on Grannta Dr. Turn r<«hl at WadcewooH Aero *i«n on Sun Valley Way to
***o«4r| ho
Here you will end your search for the perfect home at a price
well within your budget.
$29,500.
GROSSI and MITTLEMAN AGENCY 1201 E»»t Grand Str««t, ElUabtth, N. 1. ELirabtth 4-9023
BIG BEBGEN COUNTY BUY!
In The Heights of Closter
61-Ft. Multi-Level Homes
• ROOMS OATHS
4 SSDROOMS LAROI FAMILY ROOM
IST X IST PLOTS
<27,500
FURNISHBD
OIRICTIONSi From Gooree ViOlailM
MOOIL HOMR HrldfF. Rt, * In Rl. SWi turn ruht (north)
to Claoter Dork Rd . Alpine. then loft Its
mll»» to Derm-ntt Rd . Cloouri rUM to
Hickory I-ane: then rtxht to Rhoroua Av*.
ond Modal Homo.
BIfPAnA ■ Via
Lawn, N. I.
Aoontt:
OFIN DAILY
A WSIKIMDS
PASFORD, LTD.0 riwi wnv; RIMt lw.rthm.re VMM
MOOIL HOMI PHONI: CL Mill
®nr Irtme
es Jo
/5
SQHRISE BEACH
BARNEGAT BAY
Invites
you
To Enjoy the Froth Soil Tong of
tho Open Soo . . . The Scant of
Fin.
...
A Vacation Homo for
Happy Summer ActMtUi such as
Boating, Swimming, Fithing and
a Haven for Eventual Year-Round
or Retirement living.
-j* 75 FT. WIDI WATERFRONT
LAGOON LOTS
LARGE WOODLAND LOTS
SISO DOWN $l5 MO.
2 and 3 REDROOM
RANCH HOMES
Finithmd Homes
SOLID YEAR-ROUND CONSTRUCTION
Summer Rentals Available
SHELLS from *2,645 Open 8 ’til Dark
If. f,F.O. In 171 Ferkid Rim, N.J. MY.WtH
DIRECTIONS: Gitden Stilt Pkwy. to Forked River Exit No. 74,
turn left et end of exit end go 2 miles to blinker el RL 9. turn
left, on Rt. 9, go H mile to Sanriss Bosch. OR: From Toms
River, South oaRt 9. go 9M miles to Sunriss Beech.
fWATERFRONT HOME SITES
J"‘” <NM'n LAOOON PARADISE
°N BARNEGAT BA'*
3
* mus mmm hum**
2 SALTWATER POOLS
*PRIVATE SANDY BEACH
..
.and only
CHOICE LAGOON
BUILDING LOTS
*lBOO
• BOATING
• SWIMMING
• FISHING
• CRABBING
• MARINE BASIN \\SYOUR BOAT
’ IN YOUR BACKYARD
woe*
Q 0
Homai
• lIICIIOMI Oarfo (mm M«v M
l*rt
91, OO ITIAIOMT M (I (49 m
Am. liU. •* It 549)
M I*4 llm In*., t—. Ml.
Om« Dili* II AAA.11l Dir*
Tiliphon*
TWinbrooh 2-5100
tVI4O»
•mm 9*A>t 14. M I.Mltr O.M.
IM TimAi, Omm (MMT.*
All Intlutlve Mortgage Fiaoocing
Available Immediately.
o Service Charge art Any Mortgage.CUSTOM
BUILT
ON YOURft
59* LOT
\
i
a r>'A >aA
JBiy F=lrw
P«r Prw CsHrfvl ft—kt*
Ml-Alra Ham—, Inc A Oil
SfJrtS'sr»euN. *m.
nic c»t»I I I*9 (wH9MI ..I pMa M fcwlM («*•■)
*14,620
COMPLETE
other models from $9,660
Including IVS TUED BATHS, FUU B
MINT, Cutcom Woodcraft Kitchen Cabinam,
No. 1 Oik Flooring, Rockwool or Kbeggfca
IntuUtioa, Double Court* Cedar Shtkaa, Ae-
pbalt Roof Shingle*, Double Hung Weacbee
Stripped Window*, Stain-Grade InteriorWood
Trim. Mahogany or Birch Fluth Door*, Kentfle
Vinyl or Asphalt Floor Tile, Colored Ceramic
Will md Floor Tile in Bathi, American*
Standard Colored Cast-iron PlumbingFli ruia*.
Miami Sliding Door Medicine Cabinera,
Thatcher Oil or Gas-Fired Heating System.
NO PAYMENTS FOR 6 MONTHSI
ROUTE 46, LODI, N. J. • GRegery 2-3535 • Ktw Jersey's Best Recmrntndtd Builder
•OeeegtOetiamL ’
'
18 THE ADVOCATE August IS, lttl
■
m
m
»
mm.
.
I
OPEN MONDAYS HU 9 P.M.
Tues. ft Wed. 'til 5:30 P.M.
Thur*. ft Fri. until 9:30 P.M.
Saturday ’til 5 P.M.
r
WICKER BATHROOM HAMPERS
4.67*
c
tVS-B
wM errand top.; .mA-mritflotod wkkw Mm to errant
M.W. Can. pMt! and from, tor astro wpoort. Cmm to
7 WU
•AM »«. tor Mm,
Housewares, Downstair*
MINI IBM HLMMMM'MJI IMl«fflnM. ffl| ',H' HHi
Main at Temple, Hackensack, N. J
of sup.*®*
Groceries •*
Prices!
M 6%-ox- O S
C
fcjiitotwr—
$$ $$
Grapefruit SICTIOHS
Pineapple WICE
TEA BAGS
INSTANT COFFEE
VEGAIAATO
fr“
GREEN beams
golden corm
king CRAB
NiEAT
RITZ CRACKERS
COCOA NIARSH
KLEENEX TOWELS
FAB
Whit.Ro**
Dot.
MeCortnlck
12e off
46-oz.
can
pkg-
of 48
Kobuki fancy
Nabisco
Stack pae
k
cans
aU-oz.pkgs.
WWt* or y.lloW
75c off
22-oz.
jars
king
sizo
vS> N ,
#St
lift
lift 1
Hrl
t#
tWrstb UMp
salad DRKS*
n6
*32*
«nti’>»,c0!S
i . s7c voiua
*
(A r*gu'
ar 57
,
,♦*. t«*
TOP QUALITY MEATS
77 yNn famous In North Jersey for th. fin.st m.att lowest prlcesl
U. S. Choice Boneless
SIRLOIN
STEAKS
98‘
Smoked STEER TONGUES >49
Ikinloss
ALL MEAT FRANKS 2> 89
Suaar-curad
SLICED BACON - 33
lb.
Short-cut
Phis a host of othor troats Including:
PASTRAMI • ROAST BEEP O HAMS • CHICKENS
• KIILBASSY • ASST. COLD CUTS for sandwiches
ram SPECIALLY SELECTED
PH QUALITY PRODUCE
lc* Cold
Bfpf.Hß
.
r
”
>9
WATERMELON
CUTS
RED GRAPES
U.S. No. I POTATOES
CUCUMBERS
GREEN CABBAGE
BANANAS
(quarter* A halve*)
lb. mm
c
Californio lb.
Long Itland
Long, green
New lb.
Oolden ripe
largest (election of crispy salad groan*
in New Jerseyl
Oven-FreshßakedGoods
CHOCOLATE
WONDER CAKE
69
te*ta BuntRWWWK
OUtokta-* MmtRCWt
White Mountain
ROLL*
nd#
*
°
chocolote
on , ic ing.
butter-smooth choco OQ<
lb.
•a.
Tried our ......,*>
MdWmW"
,!*)•.» try
this vreeki
FINE DAIRY PRODUCTS
Consistently the finest quality at the lowest possible prices!
Sava to 8c par poundl
LAND O' LAKES
Sweet or salted
quarters in cartons lb.
Packed fresh dally - genuine Italian Imported
Grated PARMESAN or ROMANO
Cured in imported Port-sharp
Wine-cured CHEDDAR CHEESE
Deliciously mild-satin-smooth texture-imported
FINLAND GRUYERE CHEESE
[jgj DELICATESSEN
Imported WESTPHALEN HAM
Imported Gorman CERVELAT
AA' Butter
t
67
4 oz. OQc
bag JW
~ 79‘
69‘
1.79
1.59
Imported Gormon SALAMI ik. 1.39
it
4 II RMII
